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Introduction

 The interregional inequalities has long attracted the attention of economists 

(Thisse, 2011: 9). Thisse (2011) writes: Economic geography – or geographical 

economics – aims to explain the existence of peaks and troughs in the spatial 

distributions of population and wealth. Ever since the emergence of civilization, human 

activities and standards of living have been unevenly distributed among both the 

continents and their territories. Economic life is concentrated in a fairly limited number 

of human settlements (cities and clusters), which are gathered under the heading of 

“economic agglomerations.” Furthermore, there are large and small agglomerations 

with very different combinations of firms and households (after Thisse, 2011: 1).

 

 This paper provides data based analyses of recent interregional migration on the 

examples of Japan and Poland. The analyses are conducted against a background of 

general demographic and economic situation of both countries, in particular regional 

disparities and economic growth. They aim at describing the migrants` behavior in 

Japan and Poland through New Economic Geography theory based model.

 P. Krugman`s (1991) NEG theory was the first one to introduce spatial dimension 

to basic economic modeling by taking into consideration the presence of scale 

economies, which makes possible analyzing spatial concentration of economic activity 

and what is very important, interregional differences. Moreover, NEG perspective is 

open to any exogenous shocks, which may result in or be a part of cumulative causation 

that influences economic development.    

 Japan and Poland are far apart in terms of economic situation as well as distance. 

Although their areas do not differ much, the population of Japan is three times that  of 

Poland. Poland is a country situated in Central Europe, with good access to other 

European Union countries, a member of Schengen Area, whilst Japan is an isolated 

archipelago in the Far East. Polish are lured by  countries with higher wages and bigger 

markets, Japan itself is such a country for Asian nations. 
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 According to data fact findings, we can intuitively imagine the difference of 

migrant behavior between Japan and Poland. Until 90s Polish migrant was characterized 

by low civil liberties, restrained by centrally planned economy and not seldom took part 

in state managed recruitment. In 90s, despite having more liberty, migrants refrained 

from moving, due to poor economic situation, high unemployment and lack of 

resources. On the other hand, emigration has always been present in Polish history. 

Recently, there was a record high increase in Polish labor migration, triggered by  high 

unemployment and low earnings at home market and career building opportunities 

abroad. In contrast, Japanese migrant is generally  more mobile and less attached to the 

particular region, which may suggest that amenities and regional uniformization 

facilitate the decision to move. Moreover, fast and intesive urbanization in Japan, 

accompanied by  high economic growth were what could have accustomed a Japanese 

migrant to frequent moving. The emigration of Japanese has been insignificant and 

often related to company transfers. 

 The aim of the analysis is to construct NEG theory based migration model 

originally  proposed by Crozet (2004) and test the behavioral hypothesis. Interestingly, 

in both Japan and Poland the migrant behaviour is responsive to stimulus stemming 

from two following mechanisms: the relationship between income inequalities level and 

net migration toward capital regions and similarly, the relationship between income 

inequalities movement and GDP growth rate.

 This paper was inspired by the research on the relationship  between mobility  of 

labor and regional disparities, based on NEG theory, where in a world of increasing 

returns to scale, the locations of the factors of production (labor) are edogenous. First 

come studies by Krugman (1991), in which he argues that manufacturing firms tend to 

locate in the region with larger demand, but the location of demand itself depends on 

the distribution of manufacturing (Krugman, 1991: 483). Then the paper by Tabuchi and 

Thisse (2002), which shows the impact of the heterogeneity of the labor force on the 

spatial distribution of activities. However, the work which is crucial for this paper`s 

approach is one by  Crozet (2004), where the author published a new model explaining 
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forward linkage that relates labor migration to the geography  of production through real 

wage differentials on the example of a few European countries. Quite similar approach 

was later presented by Pons et. al (2007) on the example of Spain and Herring and 

Paillacar (2008) on the example of Brazil. 

 This dissertation consists of six chapters organized in the folowing order: Chapter 

1, Modeling Interregional Migration; Chapter 2, An Analysis of Polish Labor Migration; 

Chapter 3, An Analysis of Japanese Internal Migration; Chapter 4, The Relationship 

Among Internal Migration, Income Inequalities and Economic Growth in Japan and 

Poland; Chapter 5, Internal Migration Model on the Example of Japan and Poland; and 

Chapter 6, The NEG Theory Based Model.

 Chapter 1 presents an overview of the literatutre concerning migration based 

research. It aims at presenting more important achievments in migration modeling and 

those that have the most practical use in everyday life. This section is organized in a 

way to define interregional migration pattern that would be adaptable to the case of both 

Japan and Poland and to choose the most aplicable model for the comparative analysis 

of those two countries. The main stress will be put on gravity approach, gravity 

equation with micro-foundation and NEG approach.

 Chapter 2 is devoted to the phenomenon of Polish migration after joining 

European Union (EU). Labor migration would be analysed against the background of 

Polish labor market and Polish socio-economic regional discrepancies. Such facts as 

high unemployment rate and low earnings level at home market seem to be very 

important factors in migration. This chapter will focus on analyzing Polish labor 

migration impacts on general economic situation, in particular its influence on regions, 

demography, domestic labor market and policy.

 Chapter 3 is oriented towards describing Japanese internal migration. Almost half 

of population and nearly half of working age polpulation in Japan live in major urban 

areas: Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya. Analysis of Japanese statistical data show some 

similarities in people`s propensity toward migration, annual economic growth rate and 
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regional income disparities. In the end it may be assumed that  internal migration flows 

as well as foreign infuxes into Japan might grow in significance as a factor of 

population growth.

 Chapter 4 is aimed at outlining post-war internal migration in Poland, its causes, 

trends and repercussions. Moreover, it  focuses on data based analysis of post-war 

internal migration flows on the example of Japan and Poland, against a background of 

general demographic and economic situation. It makes an attempt on answering the 

question whether any  relationship among internal migration, income inequalities and 

economic growth in Japan and Poland exists. 

 Chapter 5 presents the NEG theory approach towards migration phenomena. 

However, at the first stage of estimation, gravity models will be estimated. Then their 

results and interpretation in the light  of NEG theory would be given. The gravity 

equation allows for the identification of possible specification issues.    

 Chapter 6 deals with the NEG theory  applied to migration modeling. Mobility of 

production factors constitutes one of NEG blocks (economies of scale, trade costs), 

which also contributes to agglomeration. A modified NEG model will be constructed 

and estimated to verify if this theory is also applicable to Japanese and Polish internal 

migration.

 This paper is devoted to making use of the new modeling theory, presented here as 

NEG model, towards Japanese and Polish migrant behavior. The most important 

references were  published in Journal of Economic Geography and Journal of Regional 

Science. Data used to dataset preparation is issued by Japanese Statistics Bureau, Polish 

Central Statistical Office and Eurostat Database. For model computation purposes Stata 

statistical software package was used.
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Chapter 1 Modeling Interregional Migration 

  

1. Introduction

 There is plethora of literature concerning migration based research and that is why 

it would not be possible to mention all the authors and their works in the following 

chapter. Main focus will be then to present the more important  achievements in 

migration modeling and those that have the most practical use in everyday  life. A search 

will be performed to answer how migration modeling has been developed through 

years, how the approaches to migration problem have been divided to (micro, macro 

etc.) and in what way the researches have come to arrange migration determinants 

(usually  dependent variables in modeling) till now would be performed. Moreover, this 

section is organized in a way to define interregional migration pattern that would be 

adaptable to the case of both Japan and Poland and to choose the most applicable model 

for the comparative analysis of those two countries. 

2. Modeling Interregional Migration 

2.1 Interregional Migration, Theories Selection

 The problem of migration is quite a complex and interdisciplinary phenomenon. 

That is why  there is plenty of theories which have arisen on the basis of several 

disciplines such as sociology, economics and human geography (see: Table 1.1). This 

diversity of theories imposes many  dificulties on wise arranging the existing set of 

approaches. Amongst many Stillwell and Congdon (1991) propose a crucial distinction 

in migration modeling, that between micro and macro approaches. As the authors 

explain, micro theory is related to the individual migrating unit  (person, group or 

household) and to the processes determining the decision of the potential migrant to 

move or not from the actual location. This approach is based on the identification of 

those factors that influence the decision making process of choosing new location or 

not. It takes under consideration the successive phases in the individual decision making 

which involves choice between the alternative locations available, once the decision to 

move has been taken. The approach to migration modeling at the micro level is often 

called the discrete choice approach, clearly because the choices at both phases are 

between discrete options (move or stay, move to i or j). The discrete choice approach 
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(dicretestatisticalmodels)hasitsrootsintheaxiomofutilitymaximizationsincethose

arepeople'sexpectationsaboutimprovlngtheirownprospectsinvariouslocationsthat

areattheheartofthedecision-makingprocess(afterStillwell,2005:3).

Table1.1Migrationtheories

非表示

Source:Kupiszewski(2005),Bijak(2006),ownelaboration.
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 The factors of migration decision making comprise both characteristics of 

individual persons (age, martial status etc.) or family units (family size etc.) and the 

features of the potential receiving region (unemployment rate, wages, immigrant 

networks etc.). 

 Since Thomas (1938) publication many researches have examined the relationship 

between migration behaviour and one`s life dynamics. There were also many researches 

on intra-urban residential mobility, involving social psychologists such as Rossi (1955), 

who stated that `families adjust their housing to the housing needs that are generated by 

shifts in family composition that accopany life cycle changes (after Rossi, 1955: 10).

 The axioms of stochastic utility (Blavatskyy, 2008: 11-12) tell, that micro model 

formulation is composed of the probability that an individual will choose destination 

region i and an expression that is determined by an alteranative option (region j etc.) 

attributes. In this case a form of a multinomial logit model is calibrated empirically.

 However, Stillwell (2005) writes that some potential destinations may be 

evaluated similarly  because of preferences for certain types of area, and this may lead to 

correlation in the random component of utility functions, leading to a contradiction of 

the assumptions of the model. Consequently, subdivide the decision making process 

conceptually into two parts and consider that people’s evaluation of alternative 

destinations are correlated (after Stillwell, 2005: 3-4). He concludes, that  in this case 

nested logit models or multinomial probit models are used to process the data.

 On the other hand, macro theory  relates to aggregate migration flows, measures 

the magnitude and directions of migration and seeks factors that affect  migration 

(Yorimitsu, 1987: 2). Stillwell (2005) underlines that macroanalytical studies are more 

appropriate for setting migration in its labor context in order to deal with questions such 

as whether people migrate into areas where jobs are available or where prices are lower, 

rather than the behavioral aspects surrounding the migration decision itself (Stillwell, 

1991: 4). In macro approaches the following macro variables are used: population sizes, 

unemployment rates or environmental conditions.

 According to the theories concerning equilibrating or disequilibrating effects of 

migration on regional balance, classical models present the former (diminishing 

iterregional differences, Ohlin 1967) meanwhile the arguments of selectiveness of 
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migration support the latter (growing intrregional differences, Myrdal 1957) (Eff, 1998: 

1-2).  

 An interesting theory, which makes use of macro tools and simultaneously  

constitutes an example of the sociological approach, is that proposed by Lee (1966; 

1969). Lee was the first to identify push-and-pull factors affecting aggregate migration 

flows. As to his specifications, migration is determined by the existence of attracting 

(pull) factors at destination and repelling (push) factors at origin (Bijak, 2006: 6).

 Cadwallader`s (1987) micro and macro modeling classification system is also 

worth mentionting, as it allows to clearly understand the relationship between those two 

approaches (after Stillwell, 2005: 4), i.e.:  

•　the relationship between aggregate migration and regional attributes that has been 

traditionally investigated by macro models; 

•　the relationship  between the regional variables defined objectively and the subjective 

perceptions of those indicators by individual migrants; 

•　the integration of those perceptions of places into aggregate utility functions; 

•　and their subsequent translation into aggregate migration flows.

 Macro models work on aggregated data, and mainly  compare the attraction factors 

of both receiving and destination regions, and these data completion is rather not 

problematic for researches thanks to numerous censuses and registers of explanatory 

variables from various sources. The micro model data collecting presents slightly 

different situation. There are still relatively  few national and regional level researches 

on migrants` characteristics and on their migraton motivation.

 A slightly different distinction in selecting theories is presented by Kupiszewski 

(2002; 2005) and Bijak (2006). They tend to organize theories which pertain to 

migration problem regarding their original disciplines of science (mainly sociology, 

economics, geography). 

 From the sociological point of view, Stouffer (1940; 1960) with his idea of the 

intervening opportunities is said to be the forerunner of the sociological theories of 

migration. Stouffer claims `the number of persons going a given distance is directly 
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proportional to the number of opportunities at that distance and inversely  proportional 

to the number of intervening opportunities (Stouffer, 1940: 846). Here opportunities at 

the destination are seen as the attracting factors toward migrants. Bijak (2006) stresses 

that Stouffer does not relate migration directly  to distance but to the reciprocal 

relationship  between distance and opportunities available in various locations (Bijak, 

2006: 6). Previously mentioned Lee`s (1966) theory is also ranked among sociological 

approaches to migration. In the third place comes Taylor (1986) with his conception of 

migrant network at  the receiving place, which is understood as people sharing kinship, 

friendship or acquaintance ties (Bijak, 2006: 6). 

 As far as the neoclassical macroeconomic theory of migration (Lewis, 1954; 

Harris, Todaro, 1970; Todaro, 1976) is concerned, low income in sending region is what 

motivates migrants, therefore migration is concidered as a labor markets equilibration 

mechanism. Subsequently, neoclassical microeconomic theory  supports the stance that 

the migrants assess the individualized costs and gains related to migration (Sjaastad, 

1962; Todaro, 1976). Migration is treated here as a kind of investment and migrants aim 

at maximizing their income on capital invested in migration. Another approach is that  of 

the new economic theory of migration (Stark and Bloom 1985; Stark 1991), which 

assumes that not individuals but entire households, in effort to limit the risk of losing 

revenues, take decision on migration (after Kupiszewski, 2005: 3-4).

2.2 Determinants of Migration

 The majority  of macro analyses treat migration flows measured by aggregated 

data as dependent variable and then allow some independent variables to be constructed. 

Finally, those independent variables are tested by statistical methods to estimate their 

contribution to migration (Yorimitsu, 1987: 3).

 Micro analysis focuses on migrant`s or their family`s decision making process and 

uses micro data. Collecting data for microanalitical purposes is quite specific. First, 

there is a possibility  to complete the data by delimiting sample for research objectives. 

Second, minute data on the factors that have influence on decision to move may be 

completed. Third, data on potential migrants concerning the wishes and reasons to move 

or stay  and the selection process of destination may be collected (after Yorimitsu, 1987: 

6).   
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 As to the macro approach, Lee’s (1966) classic study on migration involving 

origins, destinations and the links between them has gained considerable popularity. 

According to his conceptions the features of origins may act  as push factors for 

potential out-migrants while the characteristics of the destination present pull factors 

that attract migrants to a particular destination. The distinction of origin region and 

destination region burdens migration with a certain cost and, as Stillwell (2005) 

mentions, the term impedance is often used to refer to the frictional effect of distance on 

migration (Stillwell, 1991: 7). The earliest studies on relationship  between migration 

and distance were triggered by Ravenstein`s laws of migration (Ravenstein, 1885). Then 

some researches on the inverse relationship between migration and distance were done 

and finally the gravity model was formulated. The early  formulations of the model were 

based on distance and population size factors used as variables, measured by  the total 

populations of the sending region and the receiving one and the physical distance 

between them.

 However, there are also many arguments that physical distance may not mirror 

social or time costs of moving, because those factors are often not proportional to 

distance. According to the ways of measuring physical distance they may differ from 

Euclidan distances, mileage distances or network-weighted distances (Gaag van et al., 

2003: 15). 

In migration models there are also contiguity  variables for distance that take value of 1 

for adjacent regions and 0 for other pairs of regions. These variables capture the fact 

that neighbouring regions tend to have higher migration rates because this migration 

includes a proportion of short-distance moves between the adjacent regions. 

 In 1960s models arguing psychological distance over physical one were 

constructed (Burford,1962) and models dealing with friends, relatives or migration 

stock in destination region as an important factor in migration decision making process 

(Nelson, 1959; Greenwood, 1969). In 1970s models involving relationship between 

distance and information about the destination were developed (Schwartz, 1973) (after 

Yorimitsu, 1987: 5).

 Moreover, Fotheringham (1986) claims that highly  populated regions may  be less 

attractive to migrants, all other things being equall, due to increased spatial competition 

between locations of destination.
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 Genarally speaking, determinants of migration expressed as variables may be 

arranged in six groups, which were first proposed by Stillwell (2005) and after some 

modifications made by the author they come as follow: 

a) Economic variables

 These variables reffer mainly  to the sending and receiving regions  ̀ relative 

economic prosperity, growth dynamics, business environment, job opportunities or 

inequalities etc. More precisely, as variables measuring levels of those factors GDP per 

capita, the number of new business registrations and other indexes considering regional 

dynamics are used. Some of those measures are closely related to the variables 

characterizing the regional labor market. Regional inequalities may be measured in 

many ways. Ishikawa (1995) uses a difference of destination and origin prefecture`s 

income gap  levels, Canaleta et al. (2004) mentiones GDP per employed worker 

(GDPpw), standard derivation of its logarithms under the name of sigma indice, the 

Gini index or Theil and Atkinson indices (Canaleta et al., 2004: 76-77).  

b) Labor market variables

 Labor market characteristics may act both as push factors from the origin region 

and pull factors to the destination region. Most commonly they are expressed as levels 

of employment, unemployment rates, changes in jobs, average wage levels, jobs tenure 

periods etc. Besides, the example of Europe shows that  nowadays, the accession of a 

migrant`s origin country to the European Union allows him to participate in the EU 

common labor market often with no restriction and this fact of accession to EU may 

also be captured as a variable influencing migrant`s destination choice.        

c) Housing market variables

 House prices, vacancy rates as well as commuting distance may  play  important 

role in migrant`s decision making process to move, therefore those factors should be 

also taken into account while studying migration problem.  
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d) Environment variables

 This term covers all the physical, economic, social, political and institutional 

aspects affecting the quality  of everyday life of the residents. Some variables mentioned 

under the other paragraphs above and below may be considered to be equal; still this 

category refers to derelict and vacant land, the proportion of new housing on brownfield 

land, population density, settlement size and level of urbanisation, crime and anti-social 

behavior, climate and air quality, sports and leisure facilities as well as bright lights and 

good schools (after Stillwell, 2005: 9). These characterisctics may affect migrant`s 

considerations to move by inducing a feeling of dissatisfaction with a region in question 

or just the opposite.

e) Institutional and policy variables

 This group of variables comprise direct influences through migration incentives as 

well as restraints, migration policy and indirect impacts of government grants, local 

taxes, higher education popularisation etc. The way of issuing and time of anticipating 

for work permissions may also be considered as migration facilitation or inhibition and 

should be also considered as variables. 

f) Cultural variable

 This category  of variables refer mainly  to inter-regional migration, interpreted as 

international migration and may include such culture characteristics as language, 

religion, context of the culture in question etc. 

g) Education

 Many recent studies take under consideration also such variables as education 

level (Jauhiainen, 2010), Waldorf (2005) applied Index of Relative Educational 

Deprivation (IRED), which places region`s educational status on a scale bounded by the 

national extremes in the percentage of highly and poorly educated residents, due to 

capture the growth of knowledge agglomeration. The mobility  of highly educated 

workers was the object of Mukkala (2010) computations for the purpose of finding 

differences in highly educated high technology (HEHT) workers and the non-HEHT 

workers across Finish regions. 
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 There should be also mentioned pulling factors specified by Florida (2002; 2005; 

2008), who is known for his controversial creative class theories. He propagated the 3T, 

i.e. Technology, Talent and Tolerance (Florida, 2005) as the cities` success and 

attracting characteristics and devised such indices as Bohemian, Gay and diversity 

indexes (Florida, 2005), which according to his assumptions make the most creative 

units concentrate in the regions of high value of those indexes.

 The groups of variables mentioned above make it possible to realize that  the 

phenomenon of inter-regional migration is an intricate problem. People decide to move 

to a chosen region, nevertheless pros and cons in their decision making process are 

specific for each one of them.  In the studies on the migrants` choices and flows, the 

features such as trends in migration intencities over time or duration of out-migration 

(short-term vs. long-term migration) are also of great importance. In the end it  is 

important to mention again that research on the determinants of migration seeks the 

factors that have major impact on the migrant`s decision making process and are based 

on the aggregate data or micro data on the different aggregate levels. 

2.3 Explanatory and Demographic Models

2.3.1 Explanatory Models

 Explanatory  or non-demographic models tend to explain and predict migration 

processes. The analysis of spatial patterns is conducted using multidimesional 

contingency  tables in the sense of explanatory  model interpreted by Gale (1972). This 

model provides instruments for synthesizing several existing theories and according to 

Stillwell (2005) may be applied to explain regional differences in out-migration, the 

relative attractiveness of destination regions for in-migration, the net balance between 

out-migration and in-migration across a set of regions or the spatial distribution of 

migrant flows between origins and destinations. 

 Early research on migration focused on both model explication and data 

collection. Precursory migration models had their origin in the theories of the 

geographer Ravenstein (1885), who formulated 11 laws of migration as a result of his 

studies on the migration processes in Great Britain and United States. Those laws are as 

follow:
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a) although most migrants travel short distances, longer-distance migrants prefer to go 

to centers of commerce or industry

b) each stream of migration produces a counterstream

c) large towns owe more of their growth to migration than to natural increase

d) the volume of migration increases with the development of industry and commerce 

and as transportation improves

e) most migration is from agricultural areas to centers of commerce and industry

f) main causes of migration are economic.1

 Moreover, Ravenstein (1885), as well as Newton, recognised the importance of 

the friction or distance between the sending and receiving region. This theory evolved 

into gravity model and then was further developed in 1940s (Stouffer, 1940; Zipf, 

1946).  

Stouffer (1940) argued that distance is a surrogate for the effect of intervening 

opportunities and he operationalized the concept and successfully  tested the proposition 

that intervening opportunities are a significant impediment to geographic mobility  (after 

Wadycki, 1975: 121).

 On the other hand Zipf (1946) conducted research on urban-to-urban migration by 

the principle of least effort. In Zipf`s theory the migrants flow is a function of the 

distance between the cities. This relationship is further known as distance-decay or 

inverse-distance relationship.2

 Finally, explanatory  migration models were based on variables measuring the 

masses of each origin and destination and the distance between them and were 

calibrated statistically using loglinear regression techniques (after Gaag van et al., 2003: 

18).

2.3.2 Population Projection Models

 The very first demographic models concentrated on one region population were 

founded on cohort component model, which was first  used by  Bernardelli (1941) and 
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Leslie (1945) (after: Bijak, 2006: 25). This term comprised the components of the 

region`s demography dynamics,  i.e. estimation of the population, the number of births 

and deaths. On their basis, the survivorship of particular birth cohorts is calculated in 

order to yield population size and age structure in subsequent projection steps (Bijak, 

2006: 25). Studies on cohort component model went through the uni-regional model in 

matrix notation, net-migration included forms and is still under development. 

 In mid-1960s further research on demographic models` components allowed to 

expand the dimension of studies on demography from uni-regional to multi-regional 

level. Consequently, Leslie matrix for a multi-region system (Rogers, 1966; 1967; 1968) 

and multi-region life tables (Rogers 1973) were created. Then, Rogers (1990) proposed 

the use of migration flows rather than net balances. In opposition to this approach, in 

1970s multi-regional survival model known as accounts-based modeling was developed 

by Rees and Wilson (1977). The model was constructed for transition data  in the first 

instance before applying similar techniques to movement data (Rees, 2008: 4). 

Willekens and Drewe (1984) brought the Rogers and Rees approaches together by 

switching from a dependence in the model on the multi-regional life table to period-

cohort rates (after Stillwell, 2005: 16).

 Thus, demographic models have been developed in complex models requiring 

profound information about migration. They  evolved from aggregate net migration 

balances, through the pool migrant methods applied in 1970s and 1980s to 

dissagregated migration flow information. 

2.4 Gravity Approach

 The gravity equation is a good illustration of a multi-dimensional reality, that the 

researches meet nowadays. This reality is made of many complex chains of indirect 

spatial effects and should be considered while analyzing migration (after Behrens and 

Thisse, 2006: 8). Though the gravity modeling is mainly  applied in studies on 

international trade, it  also constitutes foundation for many researches on migration 

problem.  

 After early Newton`s (1687) law of gravity and analogous Ravenstein`s Laws of 

Migration numerous modifications to formulation of gravity  model were made by 
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introducing parameters to weight the influence of the sending and receiving region`s 

factors and by  further combinations with alternative distance functions (Gaag van et al., 

2003: 18). During the 1940s Stouffer (1940) introduced the notion of intervening 

opportunities. In other words, the nature of potential destination may  be even more 

important than the distance in migration decision process.

 In general, the gravity theory of migration (Stewart, 1941; Zipf, 1946; Isard, 

1960) assumes that migration flows between reigions i and j, Mij, are proportional to the 

population sizes in the origin and destination regions (Pi and Pj) and inversely 

proportional to the βth power of distance between the two regions, dij, which is a 

discounting factor (after Bijak, 2006:  13)

Mij = G
PiPj

dij
β             (1.1)

In the terms of statistical interpretation the model may be written as follows (after 

Combes et al., 2008: 103):

Mij = G
Pi

αPj
β

dij
δ

where G, α, β and δ are parameters to be estimated. δ is an indicator of the sensitivity  of 

trade (or any other flow) to the distance between partners (Combes et al., 2008: 103).

 Subsequently, the multiplicative form of the beforementioned equation allows for 

taking logarithms by which its parameters may be estimated (after Combes et al., 2008: 

103): 

ln Mij = lnG +α ln Pi + β ln Pj − δ lndij + εij

where εij denotes an error term and δ measures the elasticity  of flow with respect  to 

distance.
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 Stewart (1947) formulated potential form of the gravity equation under the shape 

of (after Ishikawa, 1995: 159):

iV =
Pj

dij

k
j=1

n

∑              (1.2)

where iV constitutes population potential, k is a fixed term.

 Isard (1960) pointed out that the conceptions of mass and distance may be defined 

in different  ways. According to his theories, the sizes of population masses (Pi, Pj) may 

be substituted by some economic variables such as employment or income level and 

distance may be measured in different metric units (after Bijak, 2006: 13-14).  

2.4.1 Entropy and Spatial Interacton Models

a) Mathematical Formulations

 One of the shortcomings of the early approaches to migration modeling was the 

inability of the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression formulation to predict 

interaction that was consistent with observed flows from each origin and to each 

destination. Much effort to overcome this problem was made by Wilson (1967; 1970; 

1974) (after Nijkamp, 2000: 1), who related spatial interaction models to the entropy 

concept and introduced a family of models: the unconstrained gravity model, the 

production-constrained model and the doubly constrained model (Nijkamp, 2000:1). 

Wilson (1965) constructed so-called balancing factors (or systematic variables) to 

ensure the coherence and equilibrium within the model and the derivation of the same 

model based on entropy-maximising techniques (Wilson 1970) (after Stillwel, 2005: 

10). Wilson’s family of four models of spatial interaction between any two zones i and j 

take the following general form:

Mij =

Scaling factor (or balancing factors) 

*Origin out-migration (or attractiveness factor) 

*Destination in-migration (or attractiveness factor) 
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*Distance function (with distance decay parameter)

       

where a scaling factor is used when no observed out-migration or in-migration totals are 

known, so that the sum of all the flows predicted in the origin-destination matrix is 

constrained to the total number of migrations observed in the system (the so-called 

unconstrained case) (after Stillwell, 2005: 10-11).

 Attractiveness factors act as substitute for mass terms when migration flow totals 

are unknown. When out-migration or in-migration totals are given, balancing factors 

replace the scaling factor to ensure that the row or column elements of the predicted 

matrix are consistent with the observations. The doubly constrained (or production-

attraction-constrained) model of migration between regions i and j incorporated 

balancing factors for both origins and destinations (AiBj), mass terms (OiDj) and the 

distance function (dij) used either as a power function or an exponential function (exp(-

βdij)) (after Gaag van et al. 2003: 18-19):

           

Mij = AiBjOiDjdij
−β            (1.3)

               

 These mathematical formulations are calibrated using search techniques that lead 

to produce an optimum distance decay parameter by repetition of a sequence of 

instructions. 

In general, spatial interction modeling stems from the gravity  model, which was further 

improved through Wilson`s family of SIMs and then Alonso`s General Theory  of 

Movement (GTM) (Nijkamp, 2000: 3). Its history  is relatively long and dates back to 

the 19th century. Wilson`s family of SIMs gives wider set of instruments to model 

spatial interactions, however the necessity  to choose the assumption about the 

relationship  between the flows, the outflows and the inflows as starting point set some 

limitations. It is important to point out that in reality there often exist mutual influences 

(after Nijkamp, 2000: 4). Alonso`s GTM is not easy to interpret, although it allows to 

overcome some limitations that appear in spatial interactions models. Alonso (1978) 

called it a systematic model as all the elemements present in the system are related (after 

Nijkamp, 2000: 10). In short, the gravity  approach captured the main characteristics of 
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iteractions, Wilson`s approach introduced constrains, Alonso`s GTM allows for 

substitution effects in place of beforementioned constrains. 

 Going back to the abovementioned doubly constrained approach, it was further 

extended with the calibration of zone-specific distance decay parameters by Stillwell 

(1978) and the incorporation of a competing destinations variable to remove the effect 

of spatial structure by Fotheringham (1983; 1991) (after Stillwell 2005: 11).

 More recently, Fotheringham et al. (2001) have shown how the competing 

destinations model makes explicit the linkage between spatial choice behaviour at 

different levels in the spatial hierarchy.

 The authors underline that the problem with the SIMs stems from the fact that it 

can only be derived from the principles of random utility maximisation by making the 

assumption that individuals employ a flat information processing strategy. An 

alternative assumption is that of hierarchical information processing. They say that 

hierarchical decision-making in spatial choice is likely to occur, especially when one 

considers that spatial choice situations often contain very  large numbers of alternatives 

which an individual would have great difficulty  evaluating (after Fotheringham et al., 

2001: 902).

 The importance of internal migration as a component of population change has 

been widely recognised by those responsible for creating sub-national population 

estimates and projections. Consequently, a second genre of approaches to modeling 

migration has been developed within the field of multi-state demography  whose aim 

was to generate projections of migration flows without involving the type of detailed 

explanatory  factors. Wilson (2001) provides a detailed review of the evolution of multi-

regional demography, with a clear specification of the model equations (after Stillwell, 

2005: 16).

b) Statistical Formulations

 Along with the development of mathematically  calibrated spatial interaction 

models, statistical modeling of inter-regional migration has also evolved and new forms 

of model have been introduced. In those models the variables are log transformed and 

take the following form (after Gaag van et al., 2003: 19):
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log(Mij ) = b0 + b1 log(Pi ) + b2 log(Pj ) + b3 log(dij ) + εij      (1.4)

      

where b0 is the constant and b1, b2 and b3 are the regression coefficients of the terms 

applied to the population and distance, and where εij is the random error term of each 

interaction. This universal linear model formulation is equal to an unconstrained SIM  in 

the Wilson`s family (after Gaag van et al.,  2003: 20).

 One of the basic assumptions of the linear model is that the observations are 

independent of one another and that the relationship between migration and the 

predictor variables is the same across each zone in the system of interest. The 

recognition that there are likely to be local variations in regression parameters has led to 

the application of geographically  weighted regression (GWR) (Fotheringham et al., 

1998) (after Nakaya, 2001: 347). The approach estimates local regression coefficients 

with a moving weighting kernel to infer local variations of parameters (after Nakaya, 

2001: 347). The re-specification of the model in the following form (after Gaag van 

et.al., 2003: 20):

log Mij (g) = b0 (g) + b1(g)log(Xi ) + b2 (g)log(Yj ) + εij      (1.5)

 

where Xi and Yj represent explanatory variables, and (g) indicates that the parameters 

are to be estimated at a location whose co-ordinates are given by the vector g.

 The constrains imposed on the lognormal model have triggered off some new 

statistical models based on the Poisson distribution (after Stillwell, 2005: 12). The 

lognormal approximation assumes that flows (more specific: dependent variable and 

error term) are lognormally distributed with constant  residual variance regardless of the 

size of the estimation flow (Congdon, 2009: 772). Moreover, a lognormal regression 

scheme may be appropriate when there are only a few zero migrant flows but  is 

problematic when there are many zero flows (after Congdon, 2009: 757). However, 

drawbacks of the lognormal model and problems in assuming lognormality when there 

are many zero flows led Flowerdew (1991) and  Flowerdew and Aitkin (1992) to apply 
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a Poisson regression method, though this would not be appropriate if the data are over-

dispersed (after Congdon, 2009: 772). In terms of model structure, the Poisson 

regression equation becomes (after Stillwell, 2005: 12):

Mij = exp(b0 + b1 log Pi + b2 log Pj + logdij ) + εij       (1.6)

 In generalised linear modeling (GLM), a statistical tool which decomposes the 

observed variation in the dependent variable into two components, a linear combination 

of model parameters and the random residual (after Willekens and Baydar, 1986: 205), a 

likelihood ratio statistic is used to estimate the data fitness of the model. This statistic is 

called the deviance, and as the number of flows and the size of the flows increases, the 

deviance converges to the chi-squared distribution. Thus, the size of the deviance can be 

used to assess the goodness-of-fit of the model (Stillwell, 2005: 12).

 Summing up, Stillwell (2005) reports that Scholten and Van Wissen (1985) 

compared the performance of spatial interaction models with loglinear approaches and 

according to their results loglinear models with historical interaction parameters 

performed better than other approaches in terms of model fit and prediction. 

Furthermore, he mentions that Flowerdew (1991) made evident the possibilities of 

fitting Poisson regression models on quite large data sets using generalized linear 

interactive modeling (GLIM) and the Poisson regression method has been developed 

and adopted in plural research since Flowerdew and Lovett (1988), Amrhein and 

Flowerdew (1992), Bohara and Krieg (1996) and Boyle et al. (1998) studies. More 

recently, the application of origin-specific Poisson spatial interaction model, calibrated  

by using the weighted maximum likelihood principle, the core of geographically 

weighted regression, has been examined too (Nakaya (2001)).  

2.4.2 Alonso`s General Theory of Movement

 In the section above some improvements to the gravity equation made by Wilson 

(1967; 1970; 1974) were mentioned and here further improvements made by Alonso`s 

General Theory of Movement should be reported. Alonso (1973) developed his model 

as a part of a demographic model for the United States (after Nijkamp, 2000: 1). More 
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specificaly, it was a submodel for interregional migration of the form of SIM, which 

offered a new specification of flows, inflows, outflows and their interrelationship. 

Alonso (1978) specified the model as a general framework for SIM. There are many 

ways to interpret the GTM model, one among the simplest is to perceive it  as an 

interpolation between the various members of Wilson`s Family of SIMs as special 

cases. The Alonso`s General Theory of Movement is more flexible because it enables 

interaction between flows and marginal totals (after Nijkamp, 2000: 2). GTM model 

maps outflows from n origins to m destinations. The variables to be explained are Mij 

(flow from origin i to destination j) and their marginal totals Oi (total outflow from i) 

and Dj (total inflow to j). The exogenous variables are summarized in functions Fij, Vi 

and Wj, related respectively to connections, origins and destinations. Fij, the facility of 

movement between i and j, is a decreasing function of distance or travel costs. Vi 

indicates the size of origin i, and Wj the size of destination j. The GTM may be 

presented in the following five equations (after Nijkamp, 2000: 6-7):

 Mij = AiBjOiDjFij            (1.7)

Oi = Ai
−αVi

Dj = Bj
−βW j

Mij = Dj
i
∑

Mij = Oi
j
∑

 The first three equations are behavioral equations, containing exogenous 

variables. The first  constitutes a part of doubly constrained model of Wilson. It 

describes flow Mij as proportional to total outflow Oi from origin i, total inflow Dj to 

destination j, and two proportionality factors Ai and Bj. Contrary to Wilson`s doubly 

constrained model Oi and Dj are not treated as given. The second and third equation 

relate them to the prportionality  factors and the exogenous variables. The parameters α 

and β are assumed to differ between zero and one. The identities the forth and fifth 
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equations define Oi and Dj as sums of flows. The model as a whole is nonlinear. (after 

Nijkamp, 2000: 7). 　

2.4.3 Destination Choice Models 

 Elaboration of suitable methods of measuring location attractivity was presented 

by Fotheringham et. al (2000).  

 The authors introduced a measure of the relative intrinsic attractivity (RIA) of 

places, that takes account of the spatial context of each place in terms of its accessibility 

from all the other places that are at risk of supplying residents to it. They try to describe 

and demonstrate the utility of the measure of migration attractivity. 

 There are many methods of rating destinations in terms of their relative 

attractivity and one of them is the use of gross inflows into each destination. Another 

one is the use of gross inflows into each destination divided by some measure of the 

size of the destination to yield an in-migration rate. Yet another one is the use of net 

migration figure such as total in-migration minus total out-migration, often divided 

again by some measure of destination size. 

 The authors` approach involves a measure that allows for the geographical 

situation of each destination relative to the populations that are at risk of supplying 

migrants to it ± a measure which they refer to as relative intrinsic attractivity. They 

employ a spatial-interaction-based method to calculate RIA. The researchers 

demonstrate that the technique can successfully  be applied to small and much larger sets 

of destinations.

 The authors consider the following model of spatial interaction applied to flows of 

migrants:

Mij = Oi

Ajdij
β

Ajdij
β

j∑
εij            (1.8)

where Mij represents the migration flow from origin i to destination j; Oi represents the 

total number of migrants leaving origin i; Aj represents the overall intrinsic attractivity 
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of destination j; dij represents the spatial separation of origin i and destination j, here 

measured by  a function of distance; β is a distance-decay parameter representing the 

infl̄uence of spatial separation on migration flows and εij is an error term representing 

idiosyncratic features of particular flows which are not captured by  the systematic part 

of the model. This form of a spatial interaction model is commonly referred to as a 

production-constrained model because the denominator of the abovementioned equation 

acts as a constraint such that:

Mijj∑ ′ = Mijj∑   for all i         (1.9)

where ` denotes an estimated value. The sum of the predicted outflows from any origin 

will equal the known total outflows from that origin. The model simply allocates the 

total number of migrants leaving an origin, Oi, to destinations based on the relative 

drawing power of each destination. 

 Futhermore, It has been shown that the non-linear production-constrained model 

in equation (1.8) can be transformed into a linear-in-parameters model of the form:

ln Mij − (1 / n) ln Mijj∑ =

ln Aj − (1 / n) ln Aj + β
j∑

[lndij − (1 / n) lndij ] + eijj∑
          (1.10)

where ln denotes a natural logarithm and eij is an error term assumed to be normally 

distributed around a mean of 0.

 To see how estimates of RIA can be derived from this form of the model, the 

authors consider its calibration by  ordinary least squares regression. The intercept term 

that will be estimated is [ln Aj − (1 / n) ln Ajj∑ ]  which, since the latter term is a constant 

across the origins, can be replaced by (ln Aj - C). Hence, the migration model can be 

rewritten as
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ln Mij − (1 / n) ln Mij =
j∑

α j + β[lndij − (1 / n) lndij ] + eijj∑
        (1.11)

where

α j = ln Aj − C

 Estimates of aj can then be obtained by placing a dummy variable in the equation 

for each destination so that the model to be calibrated is then:

ln Mij − (1 / n) ln Mijj∑ = α0 +α1D1 +α2

D2 + ...αn−1Dn−1 + β

[lndij − (1 / n) lndij ] + eijj∑
      (1.12)

where Dj is a dummy variable which takes the value of 1 when the migration flow is to 

destination j and 0 otherwise. Estimates of the RIA value for each destination are then 

given by the estimated values of α in this model. The estimate of the RIA for the 

destination excluded from the set of dummy variables is given by:

RIA (excluded destination) = exp (α0)

and the RIA for the other destinations is given by:

RIA (included destination j) = exp (α0 + αj)

Since the RIA values are all relative, it is generally convenient to rescale the values:

RIA (rescaled) = RIA / minimum RIA 
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 This means that the minimum value is 1.0 and each RIA score depicts how many 

more times this particular place is attractive than the least attractive place.

 As to the measurement of inter-zonal distances, the authors calculate the distance 

between a pair of districts as a migration-weighted sum of the distances between the 

wards or pseudo-postcode sectors nested within both districts. That is:

dij =
(mrs + msr )drss∑r∑
(mrs + msr )s∑r∑

         (1.13)

where dij is the inter-district distance, drs is the inter-ward distance, mrs is the migration 

between wards r and s and the summations are over all wards in district i and all wards 

in district j. When there is no migration recorded between a pair of districts, obviously 

the above formulated equation is no longer applicable and then the inter-district distance 

is taken as the average of the distances between the wards that nest  into the two 

districts. That is:

dij =
drss∑r∑

NWi ⋅NWj

           (1.14)

where NWi represents the number of wards in district i and NWj represents the number 

of wards in district j.

 Stimulated by  the current interest shown in migration by  both academics and 

policymakers in Britain and other countries, the authors have described and 

implemented a measure of migration attractivity that is considered superior to those 

most widely used in previous studies. 

 

 The research concludes that more heavily populated areas of Britain are not 

attracting as many newcomers as might be expected, while most of the more rural and 

remote regions are receiving more than expected and say that this, however, is 

consistent with previous studies of population redistribution in Britain that have 
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suggested that out-migration from the largest cities has affected a much wider area than 

might have been the case if development pressures, allied with planning restrictions, 

had been less severe in the more accessible zones around these cities. 

 Another interresting approach to the migrants choice behaviour is presented in 

slightly later analysis by Fotheringham et. al (2001) which constitute a simulation 

experiment based on spatial units in Japan.  

 The authors present the conventional spatial interaction model form as a logit or 

share model, which is, as it was mentioned before, the most commonly referred to as a 

production-constrained spatial interaction model of the general form:

pij =
V1 j

α1V2 j
α2 ...Vnj

αn dij
β

V1 j
α1V2 j

α2 ...Vnj
αn dij

β∑
         (1.15)

where pij is the probability  that an individual at location i will select destination j; Vj 

represents an attribute of place j of which there are n; dij represents the distance between 

location i and location j and the α and β mean the influence of the various destination 

characteristics on the probability of that destination being selected. 

 The authors underline that the problem with the (15) model stems from the fact 

that it can only be derived from the principles of random utility  maximisation by 

making the assumption that individuals employ a flat  information processing strategy. 

They  specify  that an alternative assumption about the way individuals make spatial 

choices is that of hierarchical information processing, in which spatial clusters of 

destinations are first  selected and then only destinations within these selected clusters 

are evaluated. 

 Subsequently, the authors define the utility or benefit from selecting an individual 

destination j as Uj and that  from selecting a cluster of destinations c as Uc. If individuals 

employ a flat  information processing strategy  and evaluate every  destination 

independently, then the utility  associated with any cluster is simply the sum of the 

utilities associated with the cluster's constituent destinations:
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Uc = U j
j∈c
∑             (1.16)

 Alternatively, they consider the simplest form of hierarchical information 

processing where destination choice results from a two-stage process in which an 

individual initially evaluates a set of destination clusters. The outcome is the selection 

of a particular cluster of alternatives so that, in the case of hierarchical information 

processing, clusters are initially evaluated by an individual so that:

Uc ( U j
j∈c
∑ )δ             (1.17)

where d is an empirically determined relationship between the number of destinations 

within a cluster and an individual's assessment of the utility of that cluster. 

 The authors consider the application of a spatial interaction model of the general 

form given in equation (1.35) to flows to individual destinations when these flows result 

from a hierarchical information processing strategy. The accuracy of the predicted flows 

will depend on δ (the utility of selecting destinations in large clusters). 

 Concerning all abovementioned misspecifications of the spatial interaction models 

caused by hierarchical choice, the authors present  a solution under the form of the 

competing destinations model:

pij =
V1 j

α1V2 j
α2 ...Vnj

αn dij
βCj

γ

V1 j
α1V2 j

α2 ...Vnj
αn dij

βCj
γ

j
∑

         (1.18)

where Cj is some measure of the proximity of destination j to all other possible 

destinations and γ is a parameter which reflects the relationship between the choice of a 

particular destination and its proximity to other destinations. If agglomeration forces are 

present, destinations in close proximity to others will be more attractive and γ > 0. If 

competition effects are present, destinations in close proximity to others will be less 
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attractive and γ < 0. When there is no hierarchical choice and the location of 

destinations vis-a-vis one another is unimportant in explaining destination choice, γ = 0.

 The researchers conduct simulation under assumption that individuals might make 

spatial choices hierarchically  and that there are two levels to this hierarchy. They clarify 

that in case of Japan level 1 contains clusters of 109 area zones, each of which is a 

cluster of individual cities, and level 2 consists of 727 city zones which are the 

individual destinations.

 The first step of this analysis is choice behaviour simulation at level 1. Here the 

origins are 727 city zones and the authors simulate destination choices by the residents 

of these zones. Firstly, they simulate the choice of one of the 109 area zones so that a 

727 x 109 matrix of interaction probabilities is simulated using a model whose general 

form corresponds to that of equation (1.15). The form of the model used is:

pik =
Sk
α (1)dik

β (1)

Sk
α (1)dik

β (1)

k
∑

          (1.19)

where pik is the probability that  an individual in city zone i selects area zone k; Sk is the 

population of area zone k, and dik is the straightline distance between the geometrical 

centroid of city zone i and the population-weighted centroid of area zone k. The 

parameters α(1) and β(1) reflect the sensitivities of the probabilities to area-zone size 

and distance, respectively. The notation (1) indicates that these parameters operate at 

this first level of the decision making process.

 The second step of this analysis is choice behaviour simulation at level 2. The 

authors simulate the selection of a particular destination given that a cluster of 

destinations has been selected. The probability of selecting a level-2 destination (a city 

zone) is then given by:

pij = pik

Sj
α (2)dij

β (2)

Sj
α (2)dij

β (2)

j∈k
∑

          (1.20)
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where pij is the probability of an individual in city zone i selecting city zone j; pik is the 

probability  of first selecting area zone k, derived from equation (1.19); Sj is the 

population of city zone j; dij is the Euclidean distance between the centroids of location i 

and location j; α(2) and β(2) denote the sensitivities of interaction to population size and 

distance, respectively, at  level 2 of the decision making process. As a result of the 

second step of the simulation, a 727 x 726 interaction matrix was produced. 

 The researchers calibrated two models by  means of the maximum likelihood 

method, i.e. the conventional production-constrained model in equation (1.15) and the 

competing destinations model in equation (1.18). Both models were calibrated 

separately for each origin. For the competing destinations model, destination 

competition was measured by the following expression: 

Cj =
Pm

djm
δ

m(m≠ j )
∑            (1.21)

where m represents a destination other than j, and δ = 1.0. 

 With refference to the results of the spatial distribution of the variable, city zones 

around Tokyo and Osaka had the highest destination competition values and city zones 

on the islands of Hokkaido to the north and Kyushu to the south had the lowest values.

 In the end, Fotheringham et al. (2001) highlight the inability  of conventional 

spatial interaction models to model flows accurately  when such flows result  from a 

hierarchical decision making process. The researchers show how spatial behaviour at 

one spatial scale can affect the measurement of spatial behaviour at a different scale and 

claim that in this case, the relationship between the probability  of selecting a destination 

cluster and the size of that cluster, biases the estimation of distance-decay parameters in 

conventional spatial interaction models applied to flows to individual destinations. In 

their opinion the remedy for these problems is the destination competition parameter, γ, 

which is obtained by the calibration of a competing destinations model, and which 

allows relatively unbiased estimates of distance-decay parameters.
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2.4.4 Gravity Model as Migration Velocity Measure

 One of the aknowledged Japanese researchers dealing with the problem of 

migration is Ishikawa Yoshitaka whose work on quantitive geography in view of 

popultion migration (1995) delivers several approaches to the measuring migration 

phenomenon. The author himself conducts regression analysis to find changes in 

internal Japanese migration patterns between 1955 and 1970. In order to overcome the 

differences that exist among the prefectures in Japan (i.e. polupation size, cohorts sizes) 

he devised the migration velocity dependent variable. The dependent variable is 

measured here as population exchange rates, more specifically to the number of 

migrants from prefecture i to prefecture j the population of the origin and destination is 

added. The adopted model is of the following form: 

Vij =
MijP
PiPj

            (1.22)

where Vij is migration velocity from prefecture i to prefecture j, Mij stands for migrants 

number from prefecture i to prefecture j, P is the overall population size (nation), Pi is 

total population of origin (prefecture i), Pj is population of destination (prefecture j). 

The author uses Basic Resident Register data on migration for Mij variable and national 

population census data for P, Pi, Pj variables.

 As the independent variables Ishikawa (1995) specifies income gap (measured as 

a difference of destination and origin prefectures income gap levels), increase in 

employment, distance (the shortest distance between the majar stations), progress of 

urbanization (captured as the index of population ratio in secondary and tertiary 

industry in destination region), ratio of rural population, central administrative function, 

democratization level per inhabitant, age, education level, migration totals and 

nonmigrant propensity. Among those mentioned above, distance and nonmigrant 

propensity variables take minus values.

 Moreover, to investigate the changes in reasons of migration in Japanese post-war 

migration patterns in 1955 and in 1970, the author carries on cross section analysis and 

formulates four levels of migration analysis: A. Total inter-prefectural migration: B. 
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Migration from non-urban zones to urban zones: C. Migration from urban zones to non-

urban zones and D. Migration among urban zones. The model is calibrated by step-wise 

regression analysis and according to the results distance, income gap, increase in 

employment and education level turn out to be the most significant out of the eleven 

variables. The author underlines that in D. type of migration, company transfers 

accounted for 40% of all mobility cases.

2.4.5 Gravity Equation with Micro-Foundation 

 The abovementioned gravity equations are not founded on any trade theory. They 

are assumed to hold macroeconomic relations without a formal derivation through a 

utility  maximization procedure and that is why they are not micro-founded. Those 

models may be used to describe bilateral flows but not identify their causes (Cafiso, 

2007: 7). 

 Theoretical basis for the gravity equation was first provided by Anderson (1979), 

who assumed constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences and goods that are 

differenciated by country of origin (Kerr and Gaisford, 2006: 46). Although his studies 

concentrated mainly  on the field of the international trade, his model may allow more 

variables to be considered, even those based on demographic or geographic factors.

 Bergstrand (1990) derived a gravity  equation from a monopolistic competition 

trade model in which the countries are completely spcialized in different  product 

varieties. In this case, each country  exports one variety of a differenciated product to 

other countries (after Kerr and Gaisford, 2006: 46). This Bergstrand (1989, 1990) 

departure from the Hecksher-Ohlin model by  assuming Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) 

monopolistic competition was imbeded in a two-sector economy in which each 

monopolistically  competetive sector had different factor proportions, thus being a 

hybrid of the perfectly competetive HO model and the one-sector monopolistically 

competetive model of Krugman (1979) (after Deardorff, 1998: 10).

 Deardorff (1998) has shown that the standard gravity model can arise from the 

HO model, at least  in some of the equilibria that  permits it, which explains trade based 

model on relative differences in factor endowments across countries (Deardorff, 1998: 

7-9).
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 Feenstra (2004) notes that conventional gravity model assumes identical prices 

across countries. Therefore, price in not included in the gravity equation as a variable 

that affects bilateral trade flows. Under the micro-foundations approach this results in 

misspecificaion of the gravity model. It is important to allow for differing prices due to 

trade barriers (such as transport costs or tariffs) between countries. The gravity equation 

with so called price effects was first derived by Anderson (1979). Feenstra (2004) 

suggests three approaches to estimating this equation. First, the price effects may be 

measured by price indexes, as in Bergstrand (1985, 1989) and Baier and Bergstrand 

(2001). Second, the use of estimated border effects as an alternative measure, as in 

Anderson and Wincoop (2003). Third, a fixed effects approach to account for the price 

effects, which allows each country  to be different, may  be applied as in Redding and 

Venables (2000) and Rose and van Wincoop (2001) (after Feenstra, 2004: 152).    

 Going back to Anderson (1979) approach, he argues that  the gravity model may 

be applied to a wide variety of goods and factors moving over regional and national 

borders under differing circumstances and that it usually produces a good fit. He 

presents the ordinar equation specified as (after Anderson, 1979: 106):

Mijk = α kYi
βkYj

γ k Ni
ξk N j

εk dij
µkUijk         (1.23)

              

where Mijk is the currency flow of good or factor k from country or region i to country 

or region j, Yi and Yj are income in i and j, Ni and Nj are population in i and j, and dij is 

the distance between countries (regions) i and j. The Uijk is a lognormally distributed 

error term with E(ln Uijk) = 0. He points out that ordinarily  the equation is calibrated on 

cross-section data and sometimes on pooled data. 

 Anderson assumes homothetic preferences across region, products defferentiation 

by place of origin, specifies that the share of national expenditure accounted for by 

spending on tradeables is a stable unidentified reduced form function of income and 

population. Another specification is that the share of total tradeable goods expenditure 

accounted for by  each tradeable good category across regions is an identified function 

of transit cost variables. As the author concludes, such a model explains the 

multiplicative form of the equation, it permits an interpretation of distance in the 
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equation, identifying the estimated coefficient, and can be used as part of an attack on 

estimating the effect of instrument changes. Morover, the assumption of identical 

structure across regions is straightforwardly interpreted as identical expenditure 

functions, what suggests disaggregation. He concludes, that the usual estimator of the  

equation may be biased, requiring change in the method of estimation (Anderson, 1979: 

106-108).

 Anderson specifies the gravity model as follows:

a) he makes use of Cobb-Douglas expenditure function

b) assumes that each country is completely specialized in the production of its own 

good (there is one good for each country)

c) no tariffs or transport costs exist

d) the fraction of income spent on the product of country i is denoted bi and is the same 

in all countries

e) prices are constant at equilibrium values 

f) consumption in value and quantity  terms of good i in country j; thus (after Anderson,

1979: 108):

Mij = biYj             (1.24)

              

where Yj is income in country j. Because income must equal sales we get:

Yi = bi ( Yj )j∑            (1.25)

           

Solving (1.25) for bi and substituting into (1.24), we obtain: 

            

Mij = YiYj / Yj∑           (1.26)

        

As to Anderson, this is the simplest form of gravity model.
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2.5 New Economic Geography Approach 

 New Economic Geography approach (NEG) is thought to facilitate the 

understanding of (medium-term) flows, which are, according to the assumptions, 

influenced by the dynamics of the agglomeration of economic activity. Many sutdies on 

the effect of the distance on trade flows through the gravity  equation gave birth to 

research on how geography affects the distribution of economic activity across countries 

(Cafiso, 2007: 27). NEG models tend to explain why economic activity concentrates in 

some regions and not in others, by using the interaction between trade costs and firm-

level scale economies as source of agglomeration.  

 Combes et al. mention that the general form of the gravity model may be linked to 

the Dixit-Stiglitz-Krugman (DSK) model (1980), which endows it with micro-economic 

foundations (Combes et al., 2008: 102). Nevertheless, the NEG models are mainly  those 

which refer to Krugman (1991a, 1991b) approach. Cafiso (2007) quotes after Head and 

Mayer (2003) main theoretical points that distinguish NEG models from other 

approaches to the economic geography (after Cafiso, 2007: 28):

a) Increasing Returns to Scale (IRS) internal to the firm

b) Imperfect competition

c) Trade costs

d) Endogenous location of firms

e) Endogenous location of demand.

 Furthermore, considering the beforementioned five assumptions at the same time, 

dynamic analysis may show how factor`s movement and profitability cause reallocation 

of production over time. The dynamics of allocation is feautered by some fundamental 

theoretical prescriptions as follow (after Cafiso, 2007: 29):

a) Market potential induces factor inflows

b) Home market/magnification effect (HME)3

c) Trade induces agglomeration

d) Shock sensitivity.
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 The example of research dealing with new economic geography tools in the field 

of migration measuring is Crozet (2004), Kancs (2005), Hering and Paillacar (2008) and 

Pons et  al. (2007). All beforementioned papers were strongly influenced by the new 

economic geography  approach, first presented by Tabuchi and Thisse (2002), which 

examines whether access to markets had a significant influence on migration choices. 

Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) perform a structural contrast of a new economic 

geography  model that focuses on the forward linkage4  through the estimation of the 

equation in the NEG model that relates labor migrations to the geography of production 

through real wage differentials. The obtained results prove the existence of a direct 

relation between workers’ localization decisions and the market potential of the host 

regions. Hering and Paillacar (2008) search for the answer whether people migrate in 

their capacity as consumers and choose the regions, where the price level is low  

(forward linkage), or in their capacity they migrate as production factor - backward 

linkage. The authors explore implications derived from two economic frameworks: the 

NEG theory and the labor economics tradition, which stresses the role of individual 

characteristics as determinants of spatial inequality and a possible selection bias in 

individual migration decisions. The main difference between Crozet (2004), Pons et al. 

(2007) and Hering and Paillacar (2008) study is in the market potential equation. The 

former present market potential function as the inverse of a price index of manufactured 

goods derived from the real wage equation, the latter use the equation of the real market 

potential or market access, which is defined as the sum of the final demand addressed to 

region i, weighted by  the accessibility from i to these markets j (the authors also 

consider the free-ness of trade) and by the market crowding level of every  region j 

(Chapter 5). Kancs (2005) applies a canonical reduced-form of the NEG model to 

predicting migration flows. He derives his estimation equation directly  from the NEG 

theory, makes endogenic both explanatory variables and the migration rate, derives 

utility  differential, and in the end calculates the estimator for phi-ness (of trade), 

adopted from Baldwin et al. (2003). Below, I will present a model derivation from the 

NEG theory, conducted by the beforementioned authors.     
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 The new explanatory element that was introduced to the elements traditionally  

employed by historians is the relationship  between the migration dynamics and the 

spacial geographical structure of industry and its changes along the process of economic 

development. The authors specify an explanatory  model of the interregional migratory 

fluxes that is derived structurally  from a new economic geography model. They use the 

estimated model to evaluate the main determinants of the migratory fluxes and to 

discuss its changes during the industrialization process.

 The model is specified as follows. The economy has three sectors, a perfectly  

competitive agriculture, a monopolistically competitive industry, and monopolistically 

competitive nontraded services. Each of these sectors employs a single factor, farmers 

in the agricultural sector and workers in the industry and services sector. Each of these 

sector-specific factors (farmers and workers) is in fixed supply.

• one country composed of R regions

• the country  has a fixed supply of LA farmers, each region is endowed with an equal 

share of the country agricultural labor force 

• this population is assumed to be completely immobile between regions

• the labor force used in manufacturing and services is mobile over time and at any 

point in time we denote region r supply of mobile workers by LMr

• all regions have identical preferences and technology, the agricultural sector is 

perfectly  competitive and produces a homogeneous good under constant returns to 

scale, which is traded between the regions at no cost

• both industry and services are monopolistically competitive sectors that produce a 

variety of goods under increasing returns to scale

• the manufactured goods are subject to iceberg transport costs; a fraction of the good 

melts away in transportation so that Trs >1 units of the good have to be exported from 

region r to deliver one unit to region s; this transport cost is assumed to be an 

increasing function of the distance between the two regions drs:

Trs = Bdrs
δ

 

It should be noted that services are produced locally and are not traded.
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 The NEG theory shows that both workers` and firms` location choices are 

related to the measures of access to markets. Crozet (2004) looks back to Harris`s 

(1954) market potential function, which in his opinion grasps well the presence of 

centripetal forces leading to agglomeration (Crozet, 2004: 441):

MarketPotentiali = (Yr / dir )r=1

R∑

where R is the number of locations within a relevant area, Yr, the economic size of 

region r, and dir is the geographical distance between locations i and r.

 According to the NEG modeling assumption, there is a country  composed of R 

regions, endowed with two factors of labor, immobile and mobile workers. The 

economy of a country has three sectors producing three goods, a homogenous 

traditional good, non-traded services and manufactured goods. The first one is assumed 

to be homogenous and produced under perfect competition by immobile workers only, 

then traded at no cost across regions. On the other hand, manufactured goods and 

services are monopolistically competitive sectors, that employ mobile labor force to 

produce differenciated varieties. The later two industries are subject to economies of 

scale (Crozet, 2004: 441-442; Pons et al., 2007: 296). 

 Hering and Paillacar (2008) introduce some modifications and consider a 

country  of R regions and a two-sector economy. As the authors define, the first is 

characterized by constant returns, perfect  competition and no trade costs. The 

agglomeration forces take place in the second sector. This sector produces the 

differentiated goods, experiencing trade costs and increasing returns to scale (Hering 

and Paillacar, 2008: 4).

 All regions have identical preferences and technology. Trade cost  of 

manufactured goods between two regions i and j take the form of iceberg cost, where Tij 

>1 units of the good have to be exported from region i to deliver one unit to region j. 

This transport cost is assumed to be an increasing function of the distance between the 

two regions dij (Pons at al., 2007: 296; Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 4).
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2.5.1 Consumers and Producers

 Preferences are defined by a Cobb-Douglas function with a Dixit-Stiglitz sub-

utility for Cxi good (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 4):

Ui = Cxi
µCzi

1−µ

i ∈[1, R]
0 < µ < 1

         (1.27)

where µ and (1-µ) are expenditure shares for manufactured goods (x) and the traditional 

good (y), respectively.

 Crozet (2004) expands the abovementioned function by services industry, so that 

consumers have identical preferences over goods as follows (Crozet, 2004: 442):

Ui = Cyi
φCxi

µCzi
1−φ−µ

i ∈[1, R]
0 < µ < 1

        (1.27a)

where ϕ, µ and (1-ϕ-µ) are expenditure shares for manufactured goods, services (y) and 

the traditional good, respectively.

Consequently, Cxi is a composite of manufacturing product varieties (Crozet, 2004: 

442): 

Cxi = c(m)xi
(σ x −1/σ x )

m=1

nx

∑⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

σ x /(σ x −1)

i ∈[1, R]

       (1.28)

where σx denotes the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) between any varieties, c

(m)xi is the quantity of variety m consumed in region i, nx, is the total number of 

varieties available in the economy (nx = nxi )i=1

R∑ . Consumers cannot import service 

varieties from other regions, therefore the number of varieties y available in region i is 
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the number of varieties produced within the region (nyi) and Cyi is symmetric to Cxi 

(Crozet, 2004: 442).

 Considering the beforementioned trade costs between the regions, which are 

assumed to take the form of the iceberg costs, with the fob price (or mill price) pi, 

products from i are sold in region j for the price pij=piτij (Pons et. al.: 2007: 297; Hering 

and Paillacar, 2008: 4-5) :

qij = µYj pxij
−σPxj

σ −1

Pxj = nxi (pxiτ ij )
1−σ

i

R

∑⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

1
1−σ

         (1.29)

 The price indexPxj
1−σ is defined as the sum over the prices of individual varieties 

and reflects the potential suppliers of this market, considering trade costs, the elasticity 

of substitution, and the prices they charge (after Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 5).

 Crozet (2004) defines demand function as the sectoral employments in region i. 

Within industry x, the labor required to produce a quantity  q is: βxqx + ε x , where βx and 

εx are marginal and fixed input requiremens for production in industry  x. If nxi denotes 

the number of varieties of good x produced in region i, the x sectoral employment in 

region i is (Crozet, 2004: 442; Pons et al.; 2007: 297-298):

Li
x = nx (βxqxi + ε x )

i ∈[1, R]
           (1.30)

where Li is the total number of mobile workers in region i (Crozet, 2004: 442): 

Li = Li
x + Li

y . 

 Afterwards, Hering and Paillacar (2008) specify  that increasing returns in the Cxi 

industry usually  depend on a fixed cost per plant fi and a constant marginal cost mi. 

Hence, profits of a firm are (after Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 5):
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π = pxiqxi − miqxi − fi           (1.31)

 All manufacturers have identical profit maximization price, which is a constant 

mark-up over a constant mariginal cost:

pxi =
miσ x

σ x −1
           (1.32)

 Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) rewrite fixed and mariginal costs as 

mentioned before βxqx + ε x . Then, denoting wi as the mobile workers  ̀wage in region i, 

the fob price of a variety  produced in region i is (Crozet, 2004: 442; Pons et al., 2007: 

298):

pxi =
σ x

σ x −1
βxwi

i ∈[1, R]
           (1.32a)

 Subsequently  Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) search for the number of firms 

in each region. They state that free entry in each sector leads to zero profits at 

equilibrium, which leads them to the number of firms in each region equation (Crozet, 

2004: 442; Pons et al. 2007: 298):  

nxi =
Li

x

ε xσ x

i ∈[1, R]
            (1.33)

 Going back to Hering and Paillacar (2008) specifications, putting together the 

constant mark-up equation, the demand function and the fact that gross profits are given 

by πij=pijqij/σ, gives the profits earned in each market j:
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π i =
1
σ

[ pi
1−σ (

µYj

Pj
1−σ )φij ]− fi          (1.34)

 The authors adopted after Baldwin et  al. (2003) the term free-ness of trade 

φij ≡ τ ij
1−σ  that represents the combined impact of trade costs and the elasticity of 

substitution on demand. 

2.5.2 Market Potential Function

 As Crozet (2004) and Pons et  al. (2007) note, agricultural or traditional good are 

freely tradable, so that their price may be normalized to one (price of good z is 

considered as the numeraire). Therefore, the real wage equation of mobile workers in 

region i becomes (Crozet, 2004: 443; Pons et al., 2007: 298):

ω i =
wi

Pyi
φPxi

µ             (1.35)

where Pyi and Pxi are respectively the CES price indexes of the service and industrial 

goods in region i (obtained from the consumer’s optimization problem). Using the 

equation for the number of firms in each region, the abovementioned formulation can be 

written as (Crozet, 2004: 443; Pons et al., 2007: 298): 

Pxi = (τ ir pxr )
1−σ x

m=1

nxr

∑⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟r=1

R

∑
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

1/(1−σ x )

= nxr Bdir
δ pxr( )1−σ x

r=1

R

∑⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

1/(1−σ x )

           (1.36) 

  

Pyi = pyi
1−σ x

′m =1

ni

∑⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

1/(1−σ y )

= nyi
1/(1−σ y ) pyi        (1.37)

 As the equation shows, the price index of manufactured goods may be considered 

as the inverse of the market potential function: it  consists of a sum of market sizes in all 
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regions weighted by distance. Ceteris paribus, the lower the price index in a region, the 

higher the share of manufacturing firms that are concentrated in this region or in the 

regions that are close. According to the NEG, such effect is called the price-index effect 

or forward linkage. The price index effect makes regions with a high density of services 

and low cost more attractive places to live due to the access to large manufacturing 

markets (Crozet, 2004: 443; Pons et al., 2007: 298-299).

 Furthermore, regarding the beforementioned Hering and Paillacar (2008) 

notations, the authors derive the market access function from the expression of net 

profit earned in each potential location i. More precisely, the authors sum the profits 

from all locations j using equation on the constant mark-up and profits earned in each 

market j (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 5):

Πi =
1
σ

σ
σ −1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1−σ

mi
1−σ (

µYj

Pj
1−σ φij )

j

R

∑
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
− fi;

(
µYj

Pj
1−σ φij )

j

R

∑ = MAi

      (1.38)

 The term in the sum is called Market Access (Real Market Potential), MA, where 

MAi is described as a sum of the final demand addressed to region i, weighted by the 

accessibility from i to these markets j (since it considers ɸij) and by  the market crowding 

level of every region j (since it considers Pj
1−σ ) (after Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 5).

 Then the authors develop  their approach by  rewriting the equation of equilibrium 

under the hypothesis that all firms will earn the same profit and present a relationship 

between costs and MA (after Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 5):

mi
σ −1 fi =

1
σ

σ
σ −1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1−σ

MAi          (1.39)
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 Next, they consider the distribution of the economic activity across regions in 

short and long run and characterise these two adjustment versions as respectively  price 

version and quantity version (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 5-6).

 Regarding the price version, Hering and Paillacar (2008) follow Head and Mayer 

(2006) approach by introducing worker heterogeneity into the standard Krugman (1980) 

model, assuming that labor is the only  production factor and positing both a fixed, F , 

and a variable, a, component of firm-level labor requirements. Subsequently they obtain 

what Fujita et al. (1999) call the wage equation, indicating which wages a firm from a 

given location i can afford to pay to worker k (after Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 6):

wki =

σ
σ −1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1−σ

σF[a]σ −1

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

MAi

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

1
σ

exp(ρΛk)        (1.40)

where wki is the wage from individual k in region i, and Λk represents individual 

characteristics like school years, gender and age etc.

 Referring to the quantity  version, in general equilibrium, migration can eliminate 

the effects of market access on wages. The authors use quite simple two region 

migration dynamic equation, adopted after Fujita et  al. (1999) (Hering and Paillacar, 

2008: 6-7):

 ss = (wi − wj )ss (1− ss )           (1.41)

where ss represents the share of skilled workers in region i, and ω represents real wages 

(that is, wi deflated by the price index Pj).

 To derive estimate of market access equation, the authors follow methodology by 

Redding and Venables (2004), who obtained market access from a gravity  equation. 

They  denote the bilateral exports Tij from region i to region j and use the iceberg trade 

costs and get (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 8-9):
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Tij = ni p ij qij = ni pi
1−σφijµYjPj

σ −1

ni pi
1−σ = FXi

µYjPj
σ −1 = FM j

        (1.42)

where the exporter and importer fixed effects, specific dummy variables FXi and FMj, 

capture the impact of distance on trade over a very  long time period and for many 

regions (Combes, Mayer and Thisse, 2008: 110).

 Hering and Paillacar (2008), take logs of the above equation and get the estimated 

specification of the trade equation (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 9, 11):

lnTij = FXi + FM j + δ lndij + λ1Cij + λ2Bij + λ3(Bij ∗Cij ) + λ4bij + uij   (1.43)

where the phi-ness of trade (ɸij) is based on variables that  enhance or deter trade such as 

bilateral distance dij and contiguity  Cij and Bij  are identified as a national border. 

Additionally, they  enrich the equation with a correction function λ j
* , the correction of 

the selection bias, that uses the first-best migration probability  and the retention 

probability. This fact makes this paper one of the first to reconcile the NEG models with 

economic literature on labor migration (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 9, 11).

2.5.3 Migration Choice  

 Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) model follows that of Tabuchi and Thisse 

(2002). They  consider a mobile worker k from region j and his location choice among R 

regions (including j), whose migration choice results from a comparison of the 

perceived quality  of life in the various locations and his migration decision is designed 

to maximize the following objective function (Crozet 2004, 444; Pons et al., 2008: 299). 

π ji,t
k = Vji,t

k + εi
k = ln ω i,tρi,t−1 dij 1+ bFij( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

−λ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

+ ιi
k

i ∈[1, R]
     (1.44)
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where ρi is the employment probability for an immigrant in region i and [dij (1+ bFij )]
λ is 

a migration cost which increases with the distance between home and host regions. λ 

and b are strictly  positive coefficients and Fij is a dummy variable indicationg whether 

regions i and j do not share a common border. ιi
k is a stochastic component capturing k`s 

personal perception of the characteristics of region i. To avoid endogeneity problem 

Crozet (2004) assumes that migration choices at date t are determined from a 

comparizon of π ji
k across regions at date t-1. Therefore, individual k  will choose to 

locate in region i if Vji,t−1
k > Vjr ,t−1

k ,∀r ≠ i . With assumption on distribution ιi
k , the 

probability of choosing region i is given by the logit function (after Crozet, 2004: 444):

P(M ji,t ) = eVji ,t−1
k

/ eVjr ,t−1
k

r=1

R∑          (1.45)

 The expected migration flux from region j to i is defined by: Lj ,tP(M ji,t ) and 

respectively, the total outflow from region j is Lj ,t[1− P(M jj ,t )] . Hence, the share of 

emigrants from region j choosing to go to region i is (Crozet, 2004: 444; Pons et  al., 

2007: 299):

migrji,t

migrj ′i ,t′i ≠ j∑
=

eVji ,t−1
k

eVjr ,t−1
k

r=1

R∑ − eVjj ,t−1
k         (1.46)

Using (1.32a), (1.33), (1.35), (1.36), (1.37) and the definition of Vji,t
k , this share may be 

written as (Crozet, 2004: 444; Pons et al., 2007: 300):
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ln
migrji,t

migrj ′i ,t′i ≠ j∑
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

= ln Li,t−1
y( )φ /(σ y −1)⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦ + ln Lr ,t−1

x wr ,t−1dij
δ( )1−σ x

r=1

R

∑⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

µ /(σ x −1)⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

+ ln wi,t−1
1−φ ρi,t−1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + ln dij (1+ bFij )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

−λ
+ aj ,t−1

aj ,t−1 = − ln eVjr ,t−1
k

r=1

R∑ − eVjj ,t−1
k( )

 (1.47) 

 According to Crozet (2004) specifications, the above equation captures the trade-

off faced by potential migrants who have to choose among several possible locations. 

The left-hand side of the equation is the share of migrants from a given region who have 

decided to move to region i. On the right-hand side, the third term represents the 

expected wage in the region, which increases with the host region`s nominal wage and 

the probability  of being employed in this region. The fourth term captures the impact of 

bilateral distance on migration flows and is interpreted as a measure of mobility cost. 

The two first terms denote region i`s access to markets: the price indices for non-traded 

service varieties and for manufactured goods in region i. The second term is the most 

important term in this equation. It  corresponds to a market potential function and relates 

labor migration to the location of industrial activities and can therefore be seen as the 

forward linkage emphasized by the NEG. Moreover, the main parameters of the NEG 

framework (the elasticity  of substitution and the parameters of the trade cost function) 

can be estimated from this price index function. Hence, if the empirical analysis 

confirms that this price index actually governs migration flows, i.e., that migrants do 

follow market potentials, it  will validate the role of forward linkage as a part of the 

endogenous agglomeration process (after Crozet, 2004: 444-445).

 Meanwhile Hering and Paillacar (2008) approach shows how the migration 

probability  for each specific group of migrants is affected by different variables. The 

authors concentrate on region-specific returns to skills (in terms of education level), 

market access and amenities as key factors of the individual migration decision (Hering 

and Paillacar, 2008: 11).

 Hering and Paillacar (2008) decompose the utility  function: Vkij = Vij + ekij as 

(Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 11):
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Vkij = Xijβ + ξij + ekij           (1.48)

The utility  of migrating to region j for an individual k from origin i is determined by Xij, 

the characteristics of the locations i and j.

 As described before, individuals go to the location that maximizes their utility, for 

that (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 11-12):

Pr(Vkij > Vkim )∀j ≠ m           (1.49)

Pr(ekij − ekim > Ximβ − Xijβ + ξim − ξij )∀j ≠ m       (1.50)

 As to McFadden (1974), the authors integrate out the migration probabilities over 

the distribution of the logistic distribution and obtain (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 12):

Pr(Mijk = 1) =
exp(Xijβ + ξij )

exp(Xijβ + ξij )J =1

J∑
        (1.51)

Since the probability  of an individual from i moving to j can also be interpreted as the 

share of individuals from i moving to j, the share of migrants from i to j may be 

rewritten as sij (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 12):

sij = Pr(Mijk = 1) =
exp(Xijβ + ξij )

exp(Xijβ + ξij )J =1

J∑
       (1.52)

and the share of stayers of region i, sii as (Hering and Paillacar, 2008: 12):

sii = Pr(Mijk = 1) =
exp(Xiiβ + ξii )

exp(Xijβ + ξij )J =1

J∑
       (1.53)
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Dividing equation (1.52) by equation (1.53) and taking the log yields migration 

equation of the following form:

ln
sij

sii

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= ln
exp(Xijβ + ξij )
exp(Xiiβ + ξii )

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= Xijβ − Xiiβ + ξij − ξii      (1.54)

3. Conclusions

 The phenomenon of migration has evolved through years and that is why 

migration management guidelines should take these changes under consideration. 

Nowadays, such facilities as Internet, less time and money-consuming travels, 

cheapening phone calls make the distance shorter and allow a migrant to keep  in touch 

with relatives. 

 It would be of much importance to capture the main features of migrant decision 

making process via comparative analysis, using as a tool mentioned above logit  family 

model, extended by Fotheringham et al. (2000; 2001) and Crozet (2004) ideas and 

dealing with such variables as regional disparities, political or institutional changes, 

labor market needs etc. In the following part of this work, there would be conducted a 

comparative study of Polish and Japanese migrant spatial choice behaviour.
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Chapter 2 An Analysis of Polish Labor Migration

1. Introduction

 There are many studies on Polish migration after joining the European Union 

(EU), nevertheless, in this chapter the main stress will be put on the relation among 

Polish migration, labor market and trends in Polish labor migration after the last  Global 

Financial Crisis. 

 In general, recent Polish labor migration is strongly related to the domestic labor 

market situation. As the main reason for the decision to go abroad, so called push 

factors5, may be considered such factors as high unemployment rate and low earnings 

level at home market. On the other hand, increase in demand for labor force in 

developed countries becomes the most important factor, pull factor, for emigration 

decisions.     

 According to the fact that 05.01.2004 Poland joined the EU, the country  found 

itself in some new institutional frameworks. The best example of such a new situation 

was that for the first time in history  Polish citizens were allowed to work freely in 

several European countries. The first EU countries to open their labor markets to Polish 

workers were as follows: 05.01.2004 - Great  Britain, Ireland, Sweden, 05.01.2006 - 

Spain, Portugal, Greece, Finland, Iceland, 07.31.2006 - Italy, 05.01.2007 - Holland. 

Moreover, labor markets of 10 new EU members (excluding Malta)6  have also lifted 

barriers on Polish workers from 05.01.2004. Further, 01.01.2007 this group of countries 

was enlarged by Bulgaria and Romania (the new EU members). In the end, Denmark 

and Belgium opened their labor markets 05.01.2009 and Germany 05.01.2011.

 Joining the EU by Poland had strong impact on choices of Polish migrants. 

According to the news reports, millions of Polish people went abroad in search of a 

better life. However, such opinions are rather overstatements than evaluation of this 

phenomenon. Nowadays, with globalization in process, it is quite difficult to define the 

key determinants of labor factors mobility.    
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 This chapter will focus on analyzing Polish labor migration influence on general 

economic situation, in particular its influence on regions, demography, domestic labor 

market and policy. People`s migration, notably labor migration, which assumes return 

migration in short time (New Economics of Labor Migration: NELM) may produce 

positive effects in developing countries. Furthermore, it may contribute to income 

inequalities correction, poverty reduction, increase in empoyment or human capital 

development across regions. 

2. Characteristics of the EU and Polish Immigration Policy

 First of all there will be presented some characteristics of the EU and Polish 

immigration policy. 

 After joining the EU, much importance was placed on harmonization of Polish 

policies with the EU ones, including immigration policy. Poland as a full-fledged 

member of the EU, is obliged to implement common immigration policy  toward third 

countries` citizens entering her borders. On the other hand, the EU immigration policy 

which has its fundaments in the first pillar: community integration method, is practiced 

in accordance with the basic principles of European Union. Those postulates concretize 

visa, asylum, immigration and other questions upon people`s free mobility policies.

 The first  EU attempt on solving asylum problem was made during Dublin 

Convention7  in 1990. Next step in establishing common immigration policy  was 

Maastricht Treaty 8 in 1992, however the most important measures against immigration 

problem were taken by Amsterdam Treaty9 in 1997. According to this Treaty, Schengen 

Agreement went into force and the necessity  of exchange of information and experience 

on migration and transfers was accentuated. Moreover, the need of EU countries 

cooperation in the field of common immigration policy became clear. Then, in 1999, 

during the EU summit in Tampere, Finland, preservation of some limitation to 
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7 Dublin Convention signed 06.15.1990, was replaced in 2003 by Dublin Regulation. Council Regulation 
(EC) No 343/2003, 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32003R0343:EN:NOT Access: 
08.18.2010.

8 Treaty on European Union, Declaration on Asylum,   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/en/treaties/dat/11992M/
htm/11992M.html#0108000051 Access: 18.082010.

9Amsterdam Treaty, Title IV, Article 61-69,  http://eur-lex.europa.eu/en/treaties/dat/11997E/htm/
11997E.html#0173010078 Access: 08.18.2010.



immigration was decided. On the basis of the arrangements in Tampere, the European 

Commission established the following rules:  

• the rights concerning family reunion

• the status of EU citizen

• the rights concerning the third countries` citizens job-hunting process at the EU 

labor market 

• the rights concerning students and labor workers inflow into the EU zone

• the asylum policy

• the fight with discrimination

• the welfare system grants toward third countries` citizens

 Furthermore, according to the economic and demographic subjects, tying the 

future needs of the EU labor markets with immigration phenomenon was declared.10

 Nowadays, the EU is also experiencing population aging problem, resulting from 

the decline in the birth rate and as Muenez (2007) states, between 2005 and 2025 

Europe should absorb 130 milion of workers annualy to guarantee future economic 

growth in the EU and maintain welfare society (Muenez, 2007: 10-11).

 In the early 1990s Poland adopted policy toward asylum and refugees and 

enforced border guard troops, in particular those in the eastern regions. With the 

begining of the 2000s, the most important problems of immigration policy have 

become: repatriation, refugeedom, illegal immigration, labor migration and 

implementation of Acquis communautaire in this area of policy. 

 Summing up, much effort was devoted to shift from reactive immigration policy  

(rejection and discrimination of immigrants) to positive immigration policy  (long-term 

migration management). Recently, more and more attention gain such issues like: the 

case of the assistance11  for the return migration, creation of Polish migrants network, 

activation of student exchange and their professional career development or promotion 

of Poland abroad.
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agencies concerning formalities related to return migration, tax exemption etc.
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3. Features of Polish Labor Migration 

 This section aims at statistical analysis of Polish labor migration characteristics. 

 The first  feature is that  in the case of Poland migration outflows exceed inflows, 

so Poland is a net-emigration country. From 1980 to 1989 almost 110-120 thousand  

people left country for the short term (from 2 1o 12 months). The year 1989 marked the 

record migration outflow, however according to the statistical data, liberalization 

associated with systemic transformation did not contributed to the increase in migration 

fluxes. On the contrary, for a short time labor migrants numbers decreased, however 

several weekslasting labor migration increased.

 As to the registered data from 1990 to 2004, population outflow accouted for 33 

thousand people. In 2004 19 thousand Polish citizens left the country, which represented 

fall in the trend by 2 thousand people in comparison to 2003. 

 Yet the decline in migration flows after 1990 was partially  caused by change in 

statistical standards in Poland. New statistical rules recognized as migrants those, who 

left the country with a purpose of settling down abroad and those who deregistrated 

themselves from the habitat. Research on migration imposes many  difficulties due to 

significant data inconsistency.

 As reported by Polish Central Statistical Office (Główny Urząd Statystyczny: 

GUS), 01.01.2007, total population of Poland accouted for 38.2 milion people, 

meanwhile 1.95 milion of Polish people resided abroad for more than 2 months (GUS, 

2008a). On 12.31.2007, 2.27 milion Poles stayed abroad, which means that between 

05.1.2004 and 12.31.2007 net migration outflow reached a level of 1.27 milion people. 

On the other hand, according to the research by GUS in early 2008, in the period from 

Poland`s joining EU till the first quarter of 2008, legal immigration to Poland achieved 

a level of 10 thousand people (among them Ukrainians accounted for 26.6%, 

Belarusians for 9.2% and Chinese for 4.2% of the total immigration (GUS, 2008b).

 The second feature of the most recent Polish labor migration is the fact that short-

time duration migration has been prevailing. Regrettably, it is very difficult to mark out 

labor migration from the total migration outflow or estimate how many  Polish citizens 

resided abroad before 05.01.2004. However, there is data that may be relevant for a 

purpose of such an analysis. As to the Labor Force Survey (Badania Aktywności 
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EkonomicznejLudno孟ci:BAEL)data,intheperiodfromthesecondquarterof1994to

thesecondquarterof2005,therewere10-30thousandPolishpeopleresidingabroad.

Themostintensivefluxeswererecordedafter05.01.2004(see:Figure2.1).AfterEU

accession,thenumberofPolishmigrantsresidingabroadfわrashortten grewby20%

incomparisionto2003,andby50% incomparisionto2002.TheshareofPolish

citizensstaylnginfわreigncountriesfわrlessthan12monthsalsoincreased.Since2004,

withresponsetoEuropeanlabormarketsliberalization,thegroupofashorttime

migrationparticipants,inparticularthiswithin12months,hasbecomeoutstanding(see:

Figure2.2)(GUS,2008a).

Figure2.1Polishlaborfわrceabroadbyresidencyperiod(thousandsorpeople)

非表示

Source:BasedonKaczmarczyk(2006)elaborations.
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Figure2.2Shortterm(lessthan2months)Polishresidents(thousandsofpeople),

2000-2006,secondquarters

非表示

Source:BasedonelaborationsbyKaczmarczyk(2007C).

Nevertheless,statisticsbyBA玉LdonotincludePolishcitizens,whostayabroad

forlessthan2months.ThemostcompetentfTorashorttimemlgrationinformationis

dataissuedbygovemmentdepartmentsandagencies,e.g.,accordingtotheMinistryof

LaborandSocialPolicy,therearefrom 350to400thousandPolishpeopleworking

abroadunderthebilateralagreements.Themostnumerousisashorttem mlgration

groupofseasonalworkersemployedinGermanyunderthebilateralarrangement&om

1990.Inlate1990sthisgroupofmlgrantSaccountedfわr220thousandpeople,andin

2004exceededthelevelof320thousandpeople.Thisusedtobethemostimportant

PolishmigrantsoutflowuntilPolishaccessiontoEU ･12

Intheendof2007,therewere2.27milionofshortterm mlgrantSamongall

migrants(in2004-1milion,2005-1.45milion,2006-1.95milionmigrants).Then,

1.925milionamongthoselivedinEurope(in2006-1.61milionpeople).Moreover,a

majorityofPolishtemporarymigrants(in2007I1.86milionmigrants)residedinEU

countries.However,estimationsbyGUSincludelongtem mlgrantSregardlessofthe

residencestatusanddonotincloseseasonallabormlgrantS.

12http://www.mplpS.gOV.pl/index.php?gid-32Access:08.17.2009.
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Thethirdcharacteristicconstituteschangesinthechoicesormigrants､destination

countries.AfterJOlnlngEU,new trendsindestinationselectionoccured.Themain

streamofPolishcitizensflowedtoGreatBritain,IrelandandNorwey,meanwhilethe

intensityofmigrationtoFranceandGemanylostitsdynamics(see:Figure2.3).

Figure2.3ThenumberworkpemitsissuedtoPolishseasonalworkersinGemany,

fTrom1993to2005,(thousandsofcases)

非表示

Source:BasedonKaczmarczyk(2007C)elaborations.

In2003,itwasestimatedthatinGreatBritaintherearealmost70thousandPolish

citizens.AccordingtoWorkersRegistrationSchemestatistics,intheperiodfrom

05.01.2004to12.31.2006,nearly510thousandpeopleappliedfわrreglStrationinthis

systemandamongthemPolesaccountedfわr307,670persons(see:Table2.1).Between

2003and2005,245thousandofNationalInsuranceNumberswereissuedtoPolish

mlgrantSinGreatBritain･13Moreover,accordingtoGUS,intheendof2004therewere

150thousandPolishmigrantsinUnitedKingdomandthosenumbersgrewtothelevels

asfわllow:2005-340thousand,2006-580thousandand2007-690thousand.

Obviously,GreatBritainbecamealeadingcountryinPolishtemporarymlgrantS､

destinationranking(GUS,2008).Thismeans,thatintheendof2007therewasa51fTold

growthinPolishmigrantnumberscomparedto2003.

13httl)://www.ukba.homeoffice.EOV.uk/workingintheuk/eea/wrs/Access:17.08.2009.
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Table2.1LabormlgrantSinGreatBritainbytoptennationalities,2002-2006,

(thousandsofpeople)

非表示

Source:BasedonelaborationsbyKaczmarczyk(2007b).

Furthermore,inIrelandfrom05.01.2004tol0.31.2006,298,814PersonalPublic

SeⅣiceNumbers(PPSNo.)wereissuedtoEU8citizens.

AmongthedestinationchoicesofPolishmigrants,UnitedKingdomandIreland

tunedouttobeofthemostimportance.Germany,themostattractivedestinationover

thepastyears,camesecondintheendof2006(in2006,450thousandPolishpeople

stayedinGemany,in2007490thousand).80-90%ofPolishcitizensstayedabroadfわr

eCOnOmlCreasons.
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Table2.2LeadingdestinationcountriesforPolishtemporarymigrants(stayingmore

than2monthsabroad),(thousandsofpeople)

非表示

Source:GUS(2008).

ThefourthfTeatureistheprofileofapotentialPolishmigrantandhismlgration

pattem.ThemostwillingtomlgrateWeretwogroupsOfPoles:

' 20144yearsoldcitizens,fromnonurbanareasorsmalltowns(wherepopulation

islessthan100thousandpeople),maleandfTemalegraduatesfrom special

technicalschoolsorspecializedvocationalhighschool.

' 25144yearsoldcitizens,frombigcities(wherepopulationismorethan100

thousandpeople),maleandfTemalewhocomplitedatleastmastercourse(this

group constitutesthemostvaluablehumancapitalresourcesfわrPolish

economy).

Asitwasmentionedabove,Polishmigrationpattemshaschanged(see:Table2.3).
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Table2.3Changeinmlgrationpattems

非表示

Source:BasedonestimatinsbyKaczmarczyk(2006).

Everyyear,almost1milionofPolishpeopleisemployedintheEUcountries.

However,70% amongthesearemlgrantSStaylngabroadfわrmorethan2years,but

eventuallywillingtogobacktoPoland.Morespecifically,thereweremanypemanent

residentsofPolishorlglnSintheEUcountriesinthepastyears,neverthelessrecent

PolishmlgrationhasbeendictatedbywagediffTerentialsorprofTessionnalcareer

opportunitiesaccessibleintheEUreg10nS.

4.PolishSocioIEconomicRegionalDifferences

InthefbllowlngSection,somefTeaturesofPolishreg10naldiffTerenceswillbe

presented.

Generally speaking,Polish spatialand demographicdynamicshasbeen

determinedbyseveralsocio-economicfactorsinteraction.Amongdeterminantsshaping

demographictrendsacrossPolishreglOnS,therearepuredemographicandsocio-

economicfactors.Allofthem actatthefbllowlngspatiallevels:local,subreglOnal,

regional,nationalandfわreign(inparticularinEurope).Befbrementionedeconomic

factors,perceivedasthekeyelementsofsocialprocesses,playalsoanimportantrolein

producingdemographictrends(Rz年dowaRadaLudno孟ciowa,2008:13-14).

From2002to2008,thepositivedemographicprocesseswereenabledbysome

favorableeconomicconditions.Aboveall,thankstotheeconomicgrowth,theliving

standardofpeopleimprovedmarkedly.Moreprecisely,thebelowmentionedfacts

occured:
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GDPpercapltaincreased.IfwetakeEU27averageasa100polntS,Poland

showed48in2002,51.3in2005,53.7in2007and57.5in2008,whichmeans

growthby10polntSin6years･14

Households､disposableincomepercapltapermonthincreased.Onayear-over-

yearbasis,by1.4% in2005,8.5% in2006,8.6% in2007and8.0% in2008

(GUS,2009).

Registeredunemploymentdecreasedconsiderably,from3.2milionofpeoplein

2002to1.7milionofpeoplein2008,constitutlngfallby46%.Uneployment

ratedeclinedfrom20% in2002toll.3% in2007andevento8.8% inOctober

2008(see:Figure2.4)(GUS,2009).

Figure2.4Polishunemploymentrate,斤om2000to2012,(%)

非表示

Source:httt)://www.stat.EOV.t)I/nlS/5840677PLKHTML.htmAccess:04.14.2012.

I4httt)://em.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/tEnJtable.do?
DCOde-biebOIO&tab-bble&1anmaEe-en&Dlugin-1&init-1Access:08.19.2009.
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Atthesametime,from2002to2007,thefollowlngunfavorableconditionswerestill

present:

｡ DespltethegovemmentpovertyreductioneffTorts,in2005therewere18% of

householdsbelowtheofficialpovertylineand18% ofhouseholdsbelowthe

relativepovertylevel(GUS,2009).

｡DisparitiesineconomicgrowthacrossreglOnSWidened.Regionsofthehighest

economicgrowthwerethosewithcomplexesormultiRlnCtionalurbanareas.As

aresultofsuchagrowthallocation,theexpandinggapamongreglOnSbecame

morevisible(Figure2.5).

･ Asitwasmentionedbefわre,therewasaconsiderableincreaseinnumberof

labormlgrantS.

Figure2.5ThelevelofproductivityinPolishregions,2006,(PolandlO0%)

非表示

Source:BasedonGUS(2009),Rocznikwojewddztw2009.

Intheperiodfrom 2002to2005,reg10nSWhichachievedthemostdynamic

economicgrowthexceededEU27GDPpercapltaaveragelevel.Forexample,ifwe

take100astheEU27GDPpercapltaaverage,MasovianGDPpercapltaincreasedfrom

74.7to81.2,GreatPolandfrom50.2to54.8,Lubusz&om42.5to46.2,Opole&om

39.1to42.5,LowerSilesianfrom 50.0to53.0,somostlycentralandwestern
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voivodeships improved their economic condition. On the other hand, in the regions with 

low productivity level, GDP per capita levels grew no more than by  1 point  (West 

Pomeranian, Podlaskie, Kuyavian-Pomeranian, Lublin).

 Recently, there also have chenged factors shaping demographic trends in Polish 

regions. This change is related to the socio-economic system transition. In particular:

• As a result of economic restructurization and modernization, there was a shift in 

leading industries. Many investments were made in the larger scale subregions 

as well as in major urban areas. On the other hand, the role of periphery  and 

rural areas and the regions with traditional industries declined. This phenomenon 

became visible especially after European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 

investments.

• Growth in population took part only in major urban zones (Masovian, 

Pomeranian, Great Poland, Lesser Poland). 

• The bipolarization of people`s living standard advanced. Under such a situation, 

larger inequalities in both social and economic promotion opportunities were 

observed. This became one of the push factors for labor migrants. The most 

attractive destinations for internal migrants were still regions with urban centers. 

Another big issue was the phenomenon of progressing aging society (see: Figure 

2.6). 
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Figure2.6Workingagepopulationbyregions(2008,refTerenceyear:2003),(%)

非表示

Source:BasedondatabyGUS(2009),RegionyPolski.

5.PolishLaborMigrationandDomesticLaborMarket

Subsequently,SomeconsiderationsontherelationshipbetweenPolishlabor

marketandlabormlgrantSWillbepresented.

Stagnationatthelabormarkettumedouttobeanimportantpushfactorfわrlabor

mlgrantS.Meanwhile,ShortagesinlaborfわrceinthewestemEUcountriesbecamepull

factorforPolishmlgrantS.Furthermore,thephenomenonoflabormlgrationwas

reportedtoactastheunemploymentexport,thoughformanyindividualsworking

abroaditwasacareerbuilding-upexperience.Ontheotherhand,diminishedhuman

economicactivltyattheintemallabormarketandcareerorskilllevelsgapduetothe

disparitiesinincomelevelscouldalsobepushfactors.Thus,labormlgrationhad

multidimensionalinfluenceonPolishlabormarket.

DuringthelastfTewyears,trendsinlabormlgrationandspurrlngjobcreationat

thelabormarkethavehadmuchinflueneonthefallinunemplymentrate.ThiseffTect

wasespeciallyvisibleatthelocallabormarkets.However,mlgrantS､jobcategoriesand

thedemandfわrlaborfわrceatPolishlabormarket(specializedfields)showedacertain

missmatch.Insum,Careerexperienceorskillsacquiredabroadnotalwaysmatchedthe

intemalmarketnecessities.Asaresult,thoughthePolishemploymentindex(the

numberofemployeesaccordingtotherelevantannualsuⅣeydividedbythenumberof
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employeesintherefTerenceyear)isquitehigh,therateofworkingpopulation(ratethat

appliestothenumberofunemployeesandthenumberofjobseekersagedover15but

under64)islow(see:Figure2.7).AccordingtoPolishMinistryofEconomy,inthe

fourthquarterof2007inthegroupofpopulationagedover15andunder64,the

employmentindexwasatthelevelof58.1%(theEUaverageemploymentindexisat

thelevelof65%).Moreover,accordingtoEurostat,inpresentPolishsociety,15.5

milionofworkingpopulationsupport14.5milionornon-workingpopulation.

Figure2.7PolishlaborforceprofTessionalactivity,BAEL,from2000to2007,

(thousandsofpeople)

非表示

Source:BasedonKaczmarczyk(2007b)elaborations.

Since1998,anotherinterestlngphenomenonhasbeenpresentatthePolishlabor

market.Namely,theleveloreducationorPolishworkershasbeengraduallyincreaslng.

Consequently,thenumberofmigrantswithhighereducationintotaloutflowalsohas

grown(GUS,2004).

Thereisamultiplemutualrelationshipbetweenlabormarketandlabormlgration.

Recentlyobservedoutflowofwelleducatedmigrantsisdubbedbrainoverjlow.Brain

overflowincontrasttobraindrainmeanstheoutflowofthesulPluslaborwork.Asan

examplemayseⅣethecaseorPolishplumbers.CutbacksinmanpowerinGdansk

ShipyardandGdyniaShipyard,accompaniedbyinvariablylawwages,becameapush

factorfわrthisgroupoftechnicalworkfbrce.Asaresultofmassiveoutflows,inthefirst
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qarter of 2008 Warsaw Employment Agency announced that plumber profession was at 

the 35th position in the list of deficiency professions (UP, 2009).   

 Next phenomenon is brain waste (also called deskilling). Many Polish migrants 

went abroad in hope to take advantage of the acquired skills. However, at the labor 

markets of accepting countries there were from 40% to 80% of labor migrants, who 

made use of ealier obtained skills (Kaczmarczyk and Tyrowicz, 2008: 5-7). In other 

words, many labor migrants worked abroad below their qualifications. Moreover, Polish 

economic situation between 2001 and 2004 made it difficult for fresh university 

graduates to start their career in Poland.

 Another feature is brain circulation, which means that generally well qualified 

labor force is more mobile than other professinal groups, what enables them with better 

elasticity toward new occupational opportunities. This circle does not always close with 

return migration but often leads to the labor force exchange at the international level. 

Nevertheless, if the outflow exceeds the inflow there is a brain drain phenomenon, 

otherwise brain gain phenomenon appears. 

 While economy pass through the period of globalization, the freeness of labor 

force mobility  becomes natural. People`s mobility, under the globalization process, may 

lead to labor shortages elimination and increase in wage levels, leading to a gradual 

convergence (see: Figure 2.8).15  Furthermore, remittances from abroad accounted for 

almost 1% of Polish GDP, which also had some influence on income equalization in 

Poland.
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Figure2.8Wagedynamicsandinflationtrends,fTrom2001to2011,(comparedtothe

previousyear)

非表示

Source:http://www.stat.EOV.Pl/mS/5840_1630_PLK_HTML.htm(Access:04.14.2012);出吐出

www.nbp.plnlOme.aSpX?f-/statvstvkan)azowan)azowa.htm(Access:04.14.2012).

Since2004,Polishlabormarket,astheEUmember,havebeenfacingdowntrend.

ThelaborcosthadbeengrowlnguntilltheGlobalFinancialCrisisandthennewtrends

occured(see:Figure2.9).Notwithstanding,Polishlaborfわrcewasstillcompetitiveat

theEuropeanlabormarketandwhencomparedtoSwedishorDanishlaborfわrce,in

temsofcosts,ltWas4timescheaper.InsidetheEUlessexpensivelaborfわrcewasin

Slovakia,Lithuania,Latvia,RomaniaandBulgaria.16

16httt)://et)I).eurostat.ec.europa.eu/Portal/I)age/Portal/Statistics/searchdatabaseAccess:04.14.2012.
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Figure2.9Laborforceproductivityandcosts,2000-2013,bercentagechangeon

previousperiod)

非表示

Source:BasedondatabyEurostat.

6.TrendsinPolishLaborMigrationAftertheGlobalFinancialCrisis

Finally,somefactsconcemlngthechangeinimmlgrationandlabormlgration

pattemsduetotheGlobalFinancialCrisiswillbedescribed.

AlongwiththeeconomicdepressionorthemaindestinationcountriesofPolish

mlgrantS,GreatBritainandlreland,itwasexpectedthatintenseretummlgrationwould

appear.Yet,theconcemfortheglganticoutflowofthefわreigncapitalfromPolanddid

notcometmeandPolisheconomyremainedinrelativelygoodcondition.

However,asaresult,e.g.,ofthejoblessbenefitsbestowedbytheBritishsocial

welfaresystem,manyPolishmigrantsstaylnginthiscountryputofftheirdecisiontogo

backtoPoland.Inparticular,non-qualifiedworkersextendedtheirstayanddidnotfTeel

likecomingbacksoon(see:Figure2.10).
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Figure2.10Thenumbersofretummigrantsfrom2000to2008(thousandsofpeople)

非表示

Source:BasedondatabyGUS(2008b).

InDecember2008,BialystokUniversity conductedasurvey,whichconfirmed

thatlabormlgrantSresidingabroaddidnothurrytoretum toPoland.Thesamplewas

thegroupof500mlgrantSOfPodlasieⅥ)ivodeshiporlglnandtheresultsareasfわllow:

･64%ofrespondentsle氏PolandaRer2004.

･28% ofrespondentsresidedinGreatBritainorIreland,20% ofrespondents

residedinUSA.

･ 77%ofrespondentsdecidedtomlgratebecauseofeconomicreasons.

･55% ofrespondentsdeclaredthat,iftheywerepaid3,000-4,999zlotychper

month,theywouldstayinPoland.

･22% ofmigrantsaimedatworkabroadfわralongperiod,amongthem 18%

wantedtosettledownabroad.

･ 12%ofrespondentsdeclaredtheywouldre山mtoPolandwithin6months.17

AccordingtothesuⅣeyconductedbylglicka,thedynamicsofmlgration

decreasedatthetimeoffinancialcrisis(Iglicka,2009:p.3).Furthemore,re山m

mlgrationatthattimewasnotpemanentretumbuttemporary,cyclicalorseasonalone

(see:Table2.4).

17http://www.obserwatorium.up.podlasie.pl/default.aspx?docId-4476&newsId-I0Access:08.15.2009.
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ThefactorsthatmademlgrantS､Choicetostayabroadwereasfollow:

･ theconsiderationthatthefinancialcrisiswouldaffectallreg10nS

･ therehadrelativesabroad

･ theywantedtostayabroadfわralongertime.

Table2.4Reemlgrationbycountries

Source:Iglicka(2009).

非表示

AmaJOrltyOfPolishmlgrantSChosenastrategytosurvivethefinancialcrisis

abroad,howeverthismaybringthemsomeproblemsintheacceptlngCOuntries:

･ strictconditionsofemployment

･ alienationatthelabormarket

･ progresslngpovertylnagroupOflabormlgrantS

･ animosltygrOundedinthecommonbeliefthatimmlgrantStakeawaynatives

jobs(a洗erlglicka,2009:28).

7.Conclusions

ThispaperwasaimedatdescribingtrendsinrecentPolishlabormlgrationaswell

asitsrelationshipwithlabormarket.Thefollowlngfactshavebeendiscovered:

｡ Since2004,thenumberoftemporarymlgrantShasgrownconsiderably.

｡ Theindexofemploymenthasincreased,nevertheless,therateofworking

populationhasremainedlow.Itishighlyprobable,thatthereisamissmatchat

thePolishlabormarket.
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• After the world financial crisis in 2007, no rush for return migration has been 

observed.  

 In general, the temporary migration of the surplus labor force has brought good 

results. In particular, the unemployment rate has fallen, productivity of the human 

capital has improved, competitivity has been strenghtened, new socio-cultural 

experiences have been gained, labor force has been diversified and significant  amount 

of the remittances has been transferd from abroad. Besides, labor migration creates 

many possibilities for knowledge exchange. Recently, many temporary migrants 

consider migration as a kind of investment. To maximize migrant`s return on this 

investment, it  is important to create attractive offerts for the return migrants at the 

Polish labor market.  

 The system transition in Poland did not take effect in fully mature labor market. 

There were many fears that huge cohorts would leave Poland. However, opening the 

labor markets (especially  in Great Britain and Ireland) for Polish labors, has made the 

accepting countries benefeciary. Nowadays the most important problem for Poland in 

the case of labor migration is how to encourage migrants to return to the country.

 Joining the EU has taken effect in incorporation of Poland into European system 

of people mobility. This is a new challenge for Polish immigration strategy. Above all, 

the key issues are how to manage adequatly  Polish migrants flows and tackle with the 

problem in conformity with the needs of Polish economy.
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Chapter 3 An Analysis of Japanese Internal Migration

 

1. Introduction

 Japanese internal migration started with industrial revolution in Meiji period 

(1868-1912). Main flows, excluding early  1940s, occured from rural areas to urban 

areas (major municipalities` zones). From the very begining Tokyo and Osaka 

dominated in population concentration. This tendency continued till the end of 1950s. In 

1960s, a shift  in migration patterns occured, characterized by: a) increase in migration 

rates from three major city zones (Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya) to non urban zones, b) 

growth in numbers in inter-big-city  areas migration, c) augmentation in inter-prefectural 

migration flows. In mid-1970s internal migration reached balance, in particular between 

non-urban and big city zones. In the begining of 1980s an increase in influxes into big 

city zones was recorded again (Kurota, 1976: 61-63).

 In 2005 almost 50% of Japanese population resided in three major city zones 

while other regions accounted for 49.8% of total polulation. According to the National 

Institute of Population and Social Security  Research, by 2035, the areasof the three big 

municipalities would occupy 53.2% of total population and their working age 

population will account for 54.7% of total population.18

2. Japanese Internal Migration Before 1973

 In late 1940s and 1950s Japanese population concentrated mainly in Tokyo and 

Osaka, which means that they  were attracted by big cities and their suburbs, mainly due 

to high economic growth. During that  time bipolarization of the central urban areas 

(Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya in particular) and non-urban areas begun to be present. 

Ishikawa (1995) points out that intensive migration before 1973 constituted an 

important factor in successful modernization and industralization in Japan (Ishikawa, 

1995: 52).

 First changes in migration patterns took place in the end of 1960s, when, as it was 

mentioned before, migration flows multi-channelization (maruchichaneruka) 

phenomenon was observed (after Kurota, 1976: 61-65). Other important new tendencies 
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manifestedthemselvesbyariseU-turn(migrationbacktoorigins,findingjobthere)

andJ-turn(migrationbacktolargercitynearthehometown,ratherthantohometown

itself)migration(Ishikawa,1995:53).

After1970highmlgrationflowsstartedtodecrease,neverthelessthethreebig

citieszoneswereinvariablythemostpopulardestinationlocations.Lookingatthe

annualeconomicgrowthrateandmlgrationrates,itmaybeassumedthatthereisa

strongrelationbetweeneconomicgrowthandmigrationintobigcitiesareas(see:

Figure3.1).

Figure3.1Japaneseannualeconomicgrowthrateandintemalmigrationrate(%)

非表示

Source:GDPGrowthRatepublishedbyCabinetOffice,GovernmentJapan,in68SNA.Numberof

lntemalMigrants1954-2004publishedbyMIC,StatisticsBureau.Ownelaboration.

Intheperiodfrom1950sto1970sJapan'spopulationincreasedby84.llmillion

to 104.67million,meanlngincreaseby24.4% ofthepopulation.Workingage

populationrecordedgrowthfrom 50.17millionto72.12millionpeople,which

accountedfわr43.8%growthinthisgroup,whilelaborfわrceintheyearsbetween1953

and1973increased&om39.89milliontothelevelof52.89millionpeople,constitutlng

32･6%increaseinthisgroup･19

19MinistryofInternalAffairsandCommunications(MIC),StatisticsBureau,LaborForceSurvey.
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 In the begining of 1970s there was a second shift in migration factors, attracting 

and repelling agents become more differenciated and complicated, which manifested 

itself in U-turn, J-turn and I-turn (city-born people migrate to rural areas) migration 

flows. As shown by studies by Ishikawa (1995), before 1973 the most important factors 

of Japanese internal migration were distance, income gap, employment posibilities, age 

and education level (Ishikawa, 1995: 65-89). 

3. Japanese Internal Migration After 1973 

 The first oil shock in 1973 caused recession in Japan and subsequently  the 

migration flows decreased. During that time migration pattern known from 1950s and 

1960s collapsed.

 In early 1970s rapid dcrease in in-migration to all regions took place. In 1970, the 

three big city zones received an inflow of 410 thousand people, which diminished from 

1971 to 1975 as follow: 307 thousand - 227 thousand - 136 thousand - 52 thousand - 21 

thousand and finally in 1976 they turned out to be out-migration zones with an outflow 

at the level of 10 thousand people.20          

 In late 1970s migration between urban and non-urban areas was almost balanced. 

However, with the begining of 1980s migration flows augmented again. Demographic 

transition was accoplished in Japan in the end of 1970s (Ishikawa, 1995: 53). In the 

begining of 1970s the phenomenon of suburbanization continued in Ibaraki, Shiga and 

those prefectures recorded increased in-migration, besides in all other prefectures 

migration flows were close to 0. During 1980s the most intensive in-migration fluxes 

were registered in Saitama, Chiba, Kanagawa, Shiga and Nara.21   

 According to Yorimitsu (1987), the 1985 Population Census Data and the fact that 

during 1980s the decline in birth rates and the reduction of rural and urban deviations in 

birth rates were recorded, prove that internal migration in Japan came to be the major 

determinent of population growth in each region (Yorimitsu, 1987: 22).

 Summing up, the following trends of net migration of each prefecture from 1955 

to 1985 may be observed: 

• prefectures continuing to show net gain - Saitama, Kanagawa; 
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• prefectures continuing to show net loss - Aomori, Iwate, Akita, Yamagata, Fukushima, 

Niigata. Toyama, Fukui, Wakayama, Shimane. Yamaguchi, Tokushima, Ehime, Saga, 

Nagasaki; 

• prefectures which showed a change from net gain to net loss - Osaka, Hyogo; 

• prefectures which showed a change from net loss to net gain - Ibaraki, Chiba, 

Yamanashi. Shiga, Nara; 

• prefectures which showed a repeaded change between gain and loss - Hokkaido, 

Miyagi, Tochigi, Gunma. Tokyo, Ishikawa, Nagano, Gifu, Shizuoka, Aichi, Mie, 

Kyoto, Tottori, Okayama, Hiroshima, Kagawa, Kochi, Fukuoka, Kumamotb, Oita, 

Miyazaki, Kagoshima, Okinawa (Yorimitsu, 1987: 25).

4. Migrants Destinations

 In post-war Japan, during high economic growth period in 1950s and 1960s, there 

was a rapid grow in migrants influx to the three major city zones. Tokyo zone was in 

constant in-migration, Osaka area in 1950s and 1960s was also in-migration zone, 

however from the begining of 1970 in-migration dynamics decreased and from 1974 

became out-migration zone. Recently Nagoya area has recorded increase in in-migration 

flows. In the terms of prefectures, there were 11 in-migration zones with big center 

cities: Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Gifu, Aichi, Shiga, Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo, 

Nara. People migrated toward those destination to settle up in the suburbs (see: Figure 

3.2). 22
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Figure3.2PopulationdensityinJapan(populationlog)

非表示

Source:DataonPopulationDensity1898-2005releasedbyMIC,StatisticsBureau.Ownelaboration.

5.JapaneseMigrantAftertheBubbleEconomyPeriod

AsshownbythetheFourthMigrationSuⅣeyconductedonJuly1,1996,which

describestrendsinJapaneseintemalmlgrationduringtheyearsfrom 1991to1996,

peoplewholivedinadifferentresidencefiveyearsearlier(in1991)accountedfor

22.2% ofallrespondents.TheratewaslowerthantherateintheprevioussuⅣey-

26.7% fortheperiod198611991.Mobilitywashighestinthe25129agegroup,which

constituted49.5% ofallmlgrantS.Both,intra-municlpality mlgration and inter-

prefecturalmlgrationdecreasedintheperiodfrom1991to1996.

ThesuⅣeyrevealsthat,intheyearsinquestion,peoplemoved3.12timeson

averageintheirlifetimeandtheaveragenumberofprefectureswhererespondentshave

everresidedwas2.13.VerylntereStlnginthecaseofJapanisthefactthattheaverage

numberofmoveswashighestamongthoseintheirfifties,whowereintheir

adolescenceatthetimeofJapan'shigheconomicgrowth･23

Asfarasthereasonsformovewereconcemed,mostfrequentlymentionedcauses

formigrationweremovedwith"parents/spouse"(30.1%),followedby"housing-

23TheFourthMigrationSuⅣey,1996,Source:NationalInstituteofPopulationandSocialSecurlty
Research.
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related” (22.4%), ”job-related” (17.2%) and ”marriage/divorce” (16.4%). The 

beforementioned reasons for migration were the same as those published in the Third 

Migration Survey. Moreover, according to the Fourth Survey 6.2% of respondents aged 

65 years and over lived in a different residence from the one in 1991. Moreover, the 

percentage of those who selected ”to live with/near a child” as their push factor for 

migration was especially high among movers aged 75 years and over and accounted for 

32.3% of total respondents. That figure was 21.3% among those aged 65 to 74 years. 

The proportion of those who selected this reason for moving increased together with the 

age of movers.

 According to the series of Report on Internal Migration in Japan (2002-2009)24, 

which inform on the situation of internal, intra-prefectural, and inter-prefectural 

migration in Japan:

• the number of Japanese internal migrants is in constant decrease (see: Figure 3.3)

• it has been over than 6 million migrants for 41 years since 1961, but these records fell 

below 6 million in 2002

• in 2009 the rate of inter-prefectural migration was 1.96% and this was the lowest 

record in the past

• in 2009 the rate of intra-prefectural migration was 2.25%, a decrease for 6 straight 

years

• in 2009 the decrease range of net-migration in Tokyo area has expanded to over 20 

thousand, a first increase in 22 years since 1987

• the highest plus net-migration showed the following prefectures: in 2004 Tokyo, 

Kanagawa, Okinawa; in 2005 and 2006 Tokyo, Aichi and Kanagawa; in 2007 and 

2008 Tokyo, Kanagawa and Chiba; in 2009 Tokyo, Chiba and Kanagawa

• the highest minus net-migration showed the aftermentioned prefectures: in 2004 

Aomori, Nagasaki, Nara; in 2005 Nagasaki, Aomori and Iwate, in 2006 and 2007 

Aomori, Nagasaki, Akita; in 2008 Hokkaido, Aomori, Nagasaki; in 2009 Hokkaido, 

Fukushima and Aomori.  

• the three major metropolitan zones were Tokyo area, Nagoya area and Osaka area.
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Figure3.3RecentlntemalMigrationinJapan

非表示

Source:NumberoflntemalMigrants1954-2004publishedbyMIC,StatisticsBureau.Ownelaboration.

6.IncomeGapinJapan

From 1955to2005income一gappercapltaWasalmostatthesamelevelas

mlgrationflowstothethreemajormunicipalityzones.After1970economicinequalities

betweencitiesandotherreg10nSShrank,neverthelessfurtherincreaseinincome-gap

after2003wasrecorded(see:Figure3.4).
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Figure3.4IncomeinequalitiesinJapan1997-2008(coefficientofvariation)

非表示

Source:DataonHitoriatarikenminshotoku(Incomepercapita)I99612008,publishedbyCabinetOffice,

GovernmentofJapaninKokuminkeizaikeisan.Ownelaboration(thecoefficientofvariationwas

calculatedonthebasisoftop5andbottom5prefectures'incomepercapita).

IncomegapinJapanhasbeengrowlngSince1980,andthecauseofthisproblem

isconsideredtobetheagingsocietyphenomenon.Thephrase:kakusashakai(unequal

society)hasgrowninpopularitysince2006,whenitwasrankedamongtop-tenofthe

2006buzzwords(7yukogodaisho).

After2002theincomegapbecameparticularlyvisibleinintra-agegroups.In

Japan intra-agegroup incomegrowsrapidly amongpeopleintheir40S,when

inequalitiesin promotion become clear.Moreover,since 1999 inequalitiesin

consumptionexpendi山resacrossJapantherehavealsobeenobsereved.Otake(2007)

claimsthatnotsaftynetbuttighteningofregulationsmayactasacountermeasure

agalnStinequalitiesinJapan.Thegrowlngfeelingofincomeinequalitiesamongthe

Japaneseisalsocausedbythegapbetweentheac山aldeteminantsofincomeandits

subjectivesenseofworth(Otake,2007:5).

Anotherimportantfactorinincomegapvariationisachangeinthestructureof

Japanesehouseholds.Until11980S,25%ofthefamileshad4members,whilenowadays

thisgroupaccountfわr15%ofallhouseholds.One-personhouseholdsconstitute15%of

households,two-personfamiliesalmost30% oftotalunits.Thisshiftinfamilies
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structure slowed down the progress of inequalitization (fubyodoka), yet, after 1990s the 

trend of growing inequalities has not changed. Low income groups, in particular those 

represented by males, experience further drop in salaries. This situation is compared to 

the situation in the United States of America, where the main causes of income 

inequalities are said to lie in further increase in earnings in high income group (Otake, 

2007: 2). Nowadays, the fact that many housewives have entered the labor market also 

contributes to the growing income gap  in the society. On the other hand the group  of 

single mothers has grown considerably  and this  may  be responsible for almost 40% of 

income gap growth from 1979 to 1996. 25

 According to the MIC Statistics Bureau, in 2000 11 year of Heisei, in the data of 

households of more than one member and one-member households, Gini index for 

disposable earnings was ranked at the level of 0.273. 1984 - 0.252, 1989 - 0.260, 1994 - 

0.265, which shows that income inequalities were expanding. Looking at the data 

concerning Gini index by the age-groups, under 30s group - 0.222, 30~49 group - 0.235, 

50~64 group - 0.277, over 65 - 0.308, it may be said that income gap is growing with 

age.  

 Otake (2000) assumes, that the sense of income gap began in the period of bubble 

burst. He suggests that Japanese companies should transfer from wage system (chingin 

seido) and seniority system (nenkojoretsu) to the current operating performance concept 

(gyosekishugi). Furthermore, that they should reduce the number of full-fledged 

employees (seishain) and create more opportunities for part-time (pato) and temporary 

(haken) workers to restore competitivness of Japanese economy. At these times the 

latter two groups make income gap spread.26

 Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare calculates and publishes Gini 

index for Japan in surveys on income redistribution (shotoku saibunpu chosa). In these 

statistics pretax income values are adequate to be compared with other developed 

countries` Gini index levels, among which Japan is in the middle rank. According to the 

intra-age group income inequalities Otake (2000) states: If the society keeps aging, the 

level of inequalities in the whole economy will continue to rise. If the changes in the 
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population characteristic are the source of growing inequality, we can call it a　

“seeming inequality growth”.27

 Summing up, the main causes for the expanding income gap may be seen in: part-

time workers` low wages and lack of career opportunities, change in household 

structure and aging society phenomenon.   

7. Japanese Internal Migration and Economic Growth

 Population growth in Japan achieved high rates in prosperity period (Jimmu keiki 

12.1954 - 06.1957, Iwato keiki 07.1958 - 12.1961, Tokyo Olympic Games 1964, Izanagi 

keiki 11.1965 - 7.1970). During the time from 1953 to 1973 Japan experienced a period 

of surplus working population and dynamic migration helped in maintening high 

economic growth. The first oil shock in 1973 slowed down the economy and in-

migration to the three major city zones decreased.

 In that period people were prone to migrate to regions of high productivity, which 

is considered to be important for sustaining high economic growth. Harada and 

Yoshioka (2004) state: Before 1970s, Japanese economy propelled growth and people 

migration, responding to the technical gap between Japan and Western countries. A lot 

was invested in private as well as public capital (after Nawata, 2008: 25).

Excluding 1976 year and period from 1993 to 1995 big cities were recorded as an in-

migration zone. In-migration numbers were especially high in late 1950s and in 1960s. 

Tokyo zone was constant in-migration, Osaka area also constituted in-migration zone in 

the period from 1950 to 1960, nevertheless after a rapid decrease in migration propesity 

in early  1970s the city became out-migration zone from begining of 1974. The meaning 

of Tokyo area as a destination place has remained important for years and as 

consequence of the shift in migration patterns Nagoya and its suburbs has become more 

and more attractive location for Japansese migrants.

 GDP growth rate from 1970 to 1975 presented the following levels: 8.2%, 5.0%, 

9.1%, 5.1%, 1.2%, -0.5%, 4.0%, which meant a sharp  downturn in economic 

performance and the end of high economic growth era in Japan.28  Other reason for the 
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droplnmlgrationratesuntilltheearly1970SwasthefactofdiminishingreglOnal

incomeinequalities(see:Figure3.5).

Intheyearsfrom 1970to1975thefbllowngfallsinincomegaplevelswere

recorded:2.04-fわld-1.93-foldl1.85-fold-1.80-fold-1.63-fold-1.58-fわld.Labor

productivltylnCreaSedinthethreebigcltyzonesby1.9-foldfTrom 1970to1975,atthe

sametimeinotherreg10nSlaborproductivltyIncreasedby2.2-fold.Itmaybeassumed

thatearly1970sputanendtothecircle:laborproductivltyInequalities-incomegap-

in-migrationtothethreebigcityzones(afterNawata,2008:27).

Figure3.5EconomicinequalitiesinJapan(1955-2000)

非表示

Source:MinistryofLand,Infrastructure,TransportandTourismestimations(calculatedonthebasisof

top5andbottom5prefectures'incomepercapitaaveragedifferences).

ComprehensiveNationalDevelopmentPlan(1962)(zenkokusogokaihatsukeikaku)

andthefollowlng:1969IShinzenso,1977ISanZenSO,1987IyOZenSho,allowedfor

considerablepublicinvestments.Thewaveofindustrializationwentfromthethreebig

cltyzonestOOtherreg10nS,duetothelowerlevelofwagesfirmscontinuedtolocate

factoriesintheotherreg10nS,Wherefirmscontinuedtolocatetheirfactoriesduetothe

lowerlevelofwages.Gravityforceofregionalmanufacturingindustryincreasedsince

late1960S(Nawata,2008:28).Manufacturingindustryofthethreebigcitieszonesfell

tTromthepeak66.6%in1965tothelevelof58.0% sharein1990,whileotherregions
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recorded growth in this share from 33.4% to 42.0%. Looking at  the breakdown of the 

three big city zones, Tokyo zone share shrank slightly  from 33.9% in 1965 to 29.0% in 

1990. Osaka area share accounted for 23.3% in 1955 and 15.7% in 1990. The change in 

Osaka`s share could be caused by  the curbing of the factory  location investments toward 

capital zone and Kinki area. The phenomenon of the diminishing income gap between 

provinces and cities began in mid-1960s.29

 In the years from 1970 to 1980, there was a fivefold icrease in public works` 

costs. In 1980, higher in-migration rates to the three big city  zones returned and public 

works spread as well. Drop in in-migration rates during 1970s falls on nippon retto 

kaizou bumu30  (Japanese archipelag reconstruction boom) period (after Nawata, 2008: 

29). On the other hand, dankai31  generation, which supplied migration to big cities 

settled down during 1970s, which might have contributed to decreasing migration rates. 

 According to Toshokoyo-to toshikino-ni kakaru senryakukadai-no kenkyu 

(Rodoseisaku kenkyu kenshu kiko, 2007) population share augmented in: Tokyo area 

with Kanagawa, Chiba and Saitama, Aichi, Shiga, Hyogo, Fukuoka, Okinawa (Nawata, 

2008: 32). 

 Nowadays, migration rates is in decrease, nevertheless Tokyo area and Aichi  

population is in constant increase. In other regions the most attractive locations for 

migratns are the following cities: Sapporo, Sendai, Fukuoka.32

8. Change in factors affecting Japanese demography

 Facts such as demographic transition, suburbanization, population concentration 

in major municipalities, J-turn, U-turn, I-turn and aging society constitute importanat 

factors affect Japanese demography.

 In 1950s the size of population of Kyushu, Okinawa and Kinki was almost the 

same as the the size of population of Tohoku. After 1970, population continued to grow 

in south Kanto and Kinki (Kanto population increased from 15.5% to 23.0% of the total 

population, Kinki from 13.8% to 16.6% of the total population), while in Tohoku, 
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31 Generation born during the first baby boom or shortly after the Second World War in Japan.

32 National Institute of Population and Social Security.



Kyushu, Chugoku and Shikoku population decreased.33  A simple interpretation of this 

phenomenon is that in given period economic growth in Japan was high and people 

migrated to places, where they had access to the bigger market. 

 As to the statistics concerning the group of working age population against total 

population, in 2005 big cities accounted for 50.2% of the total population. This trend 

was expected to remain stable from that time on. 

 From 1950 to 2005, in 55 years, population of Japan increased by 43.65 million, 

however, 80% of this growth took place in the three big city zones, more precisely this 

number equaled to 34.97 million people (see: Figure 3.5).34 

 According to Malmberg, Japan was the first Asian country to complete the 

demographic transition and to reach the old age phase (in the late 1980s). Growth in the 

child group was present up to 1950, when it was suddenly stoped and then turned 

backward. Increase in the young adult group had its begining in the end of the 19th 

century, however it was the most dynamic in the 1920s and between 1940 and 1950. 

This group`s growth was stable up to 1970 when suddenly stopped. The middle age 

group started growing slowly in the early 1900s and accelerated after 1940. Finally, 

growth in the old age group  has almost  entirely  been a post-1950s phenomenon (after 

Malmberg, 2006: 63). 
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Figure3.6PopulationofcitiesinJapan(1975-2005)

非表示

Source:PopulationofCities(1920-2005)publishedbyMIC,StatisticsBureau.Ownelaboration.

Inthe1950sonlyoneintwelveJapanesewasabove60yearsofage.Sincethen

thenumberofelderlypeoplehasgrownrapidlyandsince2005,almostoneinthree

Japaneseisabove60yearsofage.Japaneseeconomic,socialandpoliticaldevelopment

sincethelate19thcenturyhasbeenstronglyinfluencedbytheagetransition.

IndutrializationinJapan,asinotherdevelopedcountries,fallsonthepriod&om 1920

to1969,whenthebigminicipalitiesareastripledtheirpopulation(Malmberg,2006:

65).

9.InternalMigrationandLaborMarket

Inmid-1990sduetothefinancialcrisismorenon-regularsystem ゎato,haken

etc.)jobplaceswerecreated,mainlyinseⅣicessector.Thiss血ationmadevisiblethe

demand-SupplymismatchintheJapaneselabormarket.After2000therewasagrowth

inindependentcontractworkers(ukeoi)anddispatchers(haken),causedbyregression

inmanufacturlngindustry.Around2003,Japaneseeconomyshowedsignsofslight

recoveryandduringthattimenon-regularworkesacountedfわronethirdofallworkers.

Nevertheless,atthesametimeeamlngSperCapltaleveldecreased.

TheJapaneseeconomyhasrecordedpositivegrowthsincethesecondhalfof

2002.TheexpectationfわritsrecoveryledtoimprovementofstockprlCeS,Which
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contributed to stabilization of financial sector. Outward direct investment to Asia, 

especially to China, continued to grow and expansion of export to China and the other 

Asian economies as well as domestic capital formation especially in electronics industry 

has offset  negative deflationary pressures. The deflation has not yet been overcome, as 

consumer price index has been declining for more than five years (after Iguchi, 2004: 

339). 

 The labor market situation in Japan remained behind the recovery  in its economy. 

The unemployment rate was over 5 % and the number of unemployed amounts to 

around 3.5 million. However, employment adjustment  in enterprises peaked in the first 

half of 2003. Although real wages were declining, there were signs of recovery such as 

increase in bonus payment in summer 2003 (after Iguchi, 2004: 343). 

 In 2008 more drastic job cuts, in particular in manufacturing sector, where 

recorded. Dispatched workers were cancelled or had their contract not renewed. Shift in 

Japanese employment system may have its origins in economic globalization 

phenomenon under which more and more companies face uncertainty as to the future 

demand for their products. In Japan this incertitude is concentrated in export-oriented 

industries (automobile industry) and electrical and electronics sector. This means that 

companies belonging to the abovementioned sectors had been increasing their 

proportion of non-regular workers simply to avoid fixed labor costs (Tsuru, 2009).   

10. International Migration

 Iguchi (2006) notes that the number of foreign workers in Japan has been growing 

rapidly, when the number of foreign workers including those who obtained ordinary 

permanent resident statuses are taken under consideration. As to the Ministry of Justice 

statistics it has reached 900 thousand. Worth mentioning seems to be the fact that 

foreign students, who graduated from Japanese universities and changed status of 

residence for working, has reached 5 thousand persons per year (Iguchi, 2006: 2).

 After the Plaza Agreement of 1985 the appreciation of the Japanese yen against 

the United States dollar had acted as a pull factor for many foreigners to come to Japan. 

However, vagueness of that time regulation toward foreign workers led the Government 

to review the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act in 1989 for the first 

time in 38 years. The revised Act amended Japan`s immigration law in several ways. It 
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expanded the categories of foreign workers, more precisely  added 10 new categories, 

who would be eligible for entering and residing in Japan, but also limited legal 

admission to foreigners who possessed specialized skills or knowledge that nationals 

could not provide. In 1994, the law was further expanded, by  adding more jobs that 

would fall into the skilled professions categories that foreigners could apply for. 

Moreover the Government made it  clear that Japan would keep  entry prohibition of 

unskilled migrant workers in view of the long-term adverse effects on the domestic 

market and on the society (Art. 2-2, 7).

 The total number of resident foreign nationals working in Japan rose from 

181,806 in 2006 to 215,676 in 2009, and they have been engaged in a wide range of 

economic activities in the country.

 The number of specialists involved in humanities and international services, 

entertainers, foreign engineers and technical workers showed large increases during that 

period. Most foreign entertainers, engineers and technical workers were nationals of 

Asian countries.35 

 The admission of foreigners through expanded categories of skilled professions 

was sufficient to cope with the persistent labor shortages in labor-intensive industries or 

menial jobs that  educated young Japanese were unwilling to take. Increasingly, acute 

demand for unskilled manpower has been met by three sources of foreign workers 

legally  admitted to Japan: (a) Descendants of Japanese from Latin America, (b) foreign-

job trainees and (c) foreign students working part-time. Furthermore, the new 

Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act of Japan of 1989 for the first time 

established the admission status of the second- and third- generation descendants of 

Japanese emigrants and authorized them to reside in Japan as long-term residents or 

spouses or children of Japanese. Many of those Japanese descendants from Latin 

America take up unskilled jobs in manufacturing or construction companies located in 

industrial cities (after UN,  2003: 73).

 It may  be stated that with increasing inflows of foreign nationals, ethnic 

homogeneity is no longer a demographic feature of Japan.
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Figure3.7ForeignersinJapanbyentryanddeparture(1954-2002)

非表示

Source:ForeignerswhoLegallyEnteredandDepartedfrom JapanbyNationality (195412004),MIC,

StatisticsBureau.Ownelaboration.

Sincethelate1980S,thestockoffわreignpopulationinJapanhadgrownrapidly,

galnlngabout700thousandfわreignresidentsbetween1985and1999.Thisgroup

accountedfわr1.23% ofthepopulationinJapanin1999.Inrecentyearsthelargest

mlgrationinflowintoJapanwasthatfromneighbourlngAsiancountriessuchasChina,

thePhilipplneSandThailandaswellasthat丘.omLatinAmerica,inparticularBraziland

PeruandfinallythatfromUnitedStatesofAmerica.

Accordingtolguchi(2004)intemationalmigrationandmigrationpolicyinJapan

havebeencharacterizedbysomeelementsas(afterIguchi,2004:339):

･theinflowoffわreignnationalshasbeenincreaslngSince2002afterthedropin2001

irrespectiveofsomerisksa洗ertheIraqWarandSARS

･thenumberoffわreignworkersinJapanandthosewhoacquiredpemanentresident

statusisalsoatconstantincrease

･thecrimesoffわreignersaregrowlng,Wheremorethanhalfofthem hadbeen

overstaylng

･problemsofeducationandunemploymentf♭rfわreignyouthsarebecomlngmore

SerlOuS

･thenumberofshdentsacceptedbyJapanreacheditstargetof100thousandin2003
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• the Japan Employers Federation published its intermediate report on foreign workers' 

policy and it stimulates further discussions

• the consultation on movement of natural persons within the future framework of 

"Economic Partnership Agreement" especially with Thailand and the Philippines has 

started.

 Recently, Japan is experiencing enormous pressure of intraregional migration in 

East Asia, which may steem from the international tourism and developing regional 

economic integration. In consequence of tightening of regulations in Japan, such 

categories of occupations as entertainers, pre-college and college students did not grow 

substantially, while foreign trainees continue to increase in numbers considerably. This 

fact may be related to the Technical Intern Traineeship Program (Japan International 

Training Cooperation Organization) is managed on the basis of bilateral arrangements. 

The purpose of this program is to transfer Skills to Technical Intern Trainees who will 

form a basis of economic development in their respective countries and play an 

important role in Japan's international cooperation and contribution (JITCO).

 According to Iguchi (2006), the first priority for migration policy  may be to 

reorganize the legal system on entry, stay and work concerning the fact  that the more 

and more foreigners are staying in Japan for long-term or with permanent residence 

status in municipalities. The second priority may be to put into words strategies for East 

Asia to develop human resources and to make the movement of persons more flexible. 

It is an important task for the East Asia Community (EAC, Japanese intellectual policy 

platform) members to create effective cooperation in this field. The naturalization of 

foreigners reaches almost 17 thousand cases per year and it does not influence much on 

the trends in Japanese population (after Iguchi, 2006: 3).
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11. Conclusions

 In Japan internal migration on a larger scale began with industrialization process 

in Meiji era. The main recorded migration flows were from rural areas to urban ones. In 

particular, the most important destinations were Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya and those 

cities areas seem to be the most attractive for migrats at present time. Almost half of 

population and nearly half of working age polpulation in Japan live in major urban 

areas. Intensive internal migration helped in maintaining dynamic economic growth, 

Japanese competitivness and innovativness.

 Analysis of Japanese statistical data shows some similarities in people`s 

propensity  toward migration, annual economic growth rate and regional income 

disparities. However, there has recently  been a lot of discussion about growing 

inequalities in job oppotunities and social promotion stemming from the expanding 

share of non-regular workers. This may mean that bipolarization of living standards in 

Japan will appear, unless a new approach (legal and social) towards non-regular 

workers is taken.  

 In the end, the significance of internal migration flows (as well as foreign 

influxes) might grow further as Japan faces the abovementioned problems and aging 

society phenomenon. 
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Chapter 4 The Relationship Among Internal Migration, Income Inequalities and 

Economic Growth in Japan and Poland

1. Introduction

 In Poland the most detailed information on internal migration flows provide 

National Census of Population and Housing conducted by GUS (Główny Urząd 

Statystyczny). During the last century, there were seven National Censuses of 

Population and Housing (1921, 1931, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1978, 1988, 2002, 2011), one 

General Summarized Population Census in 1946 and three Microcensuses in 1974, 1984 

and 1995.

 According to GUS, the term of internal migration refers to people flows within a 

country`s borders. There are several types of internal migration, such as (Narodowy 

Spis Powszechny, 2002: 22):

-inter-prefectural migration

-intra-prefectural migration

-smaller administration units` inter- and intra-flows.   

 As to the internal migration, there are different directions of the fluxes, which may 

be classified in the following way (Narodowy Spis Powszechny, 2002: 22):  

-rural-urban migration

-urban-rural migration

-urban-urban migration

-rural-rural migration. 

 Studies on internal migration show that there are some general regularities in 

people`s flows: 

• Migration and distance

Short distance migration prevails over long distance migration. In case when long 

distance is chosen the destination location distinguishes itself as a big industrial or trade 

center.

• Migration by stages
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People from rural areas move to neighbouring urban areas and in turn they are replaced 

by people from the farther regions.

• Influence of the technical progress on migration

Infrastructure and telecommunication development make the distance shorter and 

migration flows bigger.

• Prevailing economic reasons

Among the various regional economic inequalities, economic reasons for migration are 

still the most inportant ones.   

• Globalization and migration

Migration flows are intrinsically associated with globalization processes.

 Since the end of the First World War, Poland had quite a complex administrative, 

as well as political, history. Periods of different political infuences came one after 

another, and then the Second World War, brought alternating changes and difficulties for 

coherent statistical documentation (even as to the terminology), making it  extremely 

difficult to create a systematical long-time-series data base. In short, after the WWII, 

Poland experienced the following administrative divisions:

• 1944-1945 - 10 voivodeships (including autonomic Silesia voivodeship plus 1 

autonomic city)

• 1945-1946 - 11 voivodeships (plus one autonomic city)

• 1946-1950 - 14 voivodeships (plus 2 autonomic cities)

• 1950-1975 - 17 voivodeships (plus 2 autonomic cities; 5 autonomic cities since 1954)

• 1975-1998 - 49 voivodeships

• and finally 16 voivodeships since 1999, January 1. 

 The administrative reform, which took effect  in 1999, has established 16 

voivodeships, in order to create bigger regions consistent with the EU NUTS 

(Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) division.

 In case of Poland, the major obstacle that a researcher meets is the fact that, in the 

first half of XX century, the country had no internal migration registration system. The 
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sizes of internal cohorts are approximated by population censuses, but only if they 

question about birth place and habitation. It may  be said that the year 1950 ended the 

period of undocumented internal migration in Poland.  

 The case of Japan is not so complicated. Since WWII, 47 prefectures have existed 

in the todofuken system and Somusho Tokeikyoku (Ministry of Internal Affairs and 

Communications, Statistics Bureau) provides a wide range of coherent long-time-series 

data. Moreover, at the post-war international stage, Japan has been politically 

independent country, though under the considerable influence of United States.    

 This paper aims at data based analysis of post-war internal migration flows on the 

example of Japan and Poland, against a background of general demographic and 

economic situation. Hovewer, the situation in Poland would be described in more detail 

compared to Japan. For more detailed information on Japanese internal migration please 

refer to the previous Chapter 3. 

 Data used for the computation purposes were published by  Polish GUS (Local 

Data Bank) and Japanese Somusho Tokeikyoku.

2. Early Post-War Period and Patterns of Population Concentration

 In general, WWII and political situation just after the war had a huge impact on 

the post-war development of Poland, as well as Japan. Nevertheless, Poland was in far 

less development favorable demographic, geo-political and economic coniguration. 

Poland entered the 1950s with a loss over 10 milions (29%) of population between 1938 

and 1946, while Japan started its post-war recovery with an advantage of more than 5 

milions (7%) of population gained from 1940 and 1947 (see: Figure 4.1). The 

development of both countries in late 40s and early 50s establised some internal 

migration patterns and main destination for migrants.
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Figure4.1DemographicsituationinJapanandPolandbefわreanda洗ertheWWII

非表示

Source:SomushoTokeikyoku,GUS.

Figure4.2ConcentrationofpopulationinJapan

非表示

Source:SomushoTokeikyoku.

InPoland,asaconsequenceofpoliticalarrangementsandterritorialchanges,

hugeintemalmlgrationflOwsoccured,mostlyduetoforcedtransfersofpeoplefrom
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old territories to recovered territories36, just after WWII. Wide range of such a 

migration flows developed in northern Polish regions of Poland, especially  Masuria-

Kurpie borderland and lasted till the end of 1945. Some of those groups plundered the 

land, were others consisted of teachers, civil servants, railwayman taking part  in a 

pioneering migration, convined that they had to rebuild the recovered territories. Along 

with transfers, there was also state-managed colonization of some regions, mainly  in the 

eastern and western parts of the country, both organized by National Office of 

Repatriation (Państwowy Urząd Repatriacyjny (PUR), a commusist governmental 

organization established in October 1944). The aim of such political measures was to 

allow for fast and complete integration of the recovered territories with Poland and 

unloading overpopulated rural areas (Gawryszewski, 2005: 385-388).

 Polish unconstrained internal migration from rural to urban areas intensified after 

1956. Subsequently, during mid-60s urbanization index exceed the level of 50% and in 

late 70s the population movement toward urban areas weakened. The main areas of 

population concentration turned out to be Warsaw, Cracow and Katowice area (see: 

Figure 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c). Data constituting Figure 4.3 was divided in 3 time periods due 

to the abovementioned differences in administrative division in post-war Poland 

followed by the change of regions` number, size and statistical tabulation. 

 Post-war Japan was characterized by dynamic population growth and distinctive 

inequalities in employment opportunities between major cities, in particular 3 urban 

zones: Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya, what along with high economic growth, pushed 

people to migrate toward urbanized areas. Intensified internal migration from rural 

zones to major urban zones lasted till early 70s. (see: Figure 4.2).

 The figures show that  in Poland the phenomenon of urbanization of the key 

regions was not so apparent as in the case of Japan. Population concentration in central 

areas has remained at the same level and does not exceed 14% of total population. In the 

first period, Warsaw region was 20% smaller, in the second period, 80% smaller than 
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thepresentMasovianvoivodeship,whichcanbeexplainedbythechanglngareaOfthe

voivodeship,especiallyduringtheyears1975-1998.Interestlngly,presentMasovian

voivodeship'ssurfaceisalmostthesameasKantoarea(35,558kn 2and32,423km2

respectively).Thisfactmakescomparingthosetwocapitalcityzonespossibleand

showsthatconcentrationofpopulationinJapanisfarmoreintensivethaninPolandand

Europe(e.g.theregionofGreatLondonaccountsfわr14%oftotalpopulationinGreat

Britain).Asearchfわrthereasonsofsuchsituationisoneofthegoalsofthispaper.

Figure4.3aPopulationconcentrationinPolandinyears丘.om1960to1973

非表示

Source:RocznikiStatystyczne,1959-1975,GUS.
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Figure4.3bPopulationconcentrationinPolandinyearsfrom1978to1988

非表示

Source:RocznikiStatystyczne,1979-1992,GUS.

Figure4.3cPopulationconcentrationinPolandinyearsfrom1995to2008

非表示

Source:LocalDataBank,1995-2008,GUS.

3.Post-WarInternalMigrationinPoland

ThissectionisthoughttoshedlightonthePolisheconomicandpoliticals血ation

sinceJapanwasanalizedinthepreviousChapter3.Morever,Somehistoricalfactswill

helptoanalyzeandstatisticaldataonthereglOnalincomeinequalitiesandintemal
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migration flows and undestand the relationship between economic growth and income 

gap. 

 First it has to be stressed, that Poland from the end of WWII till 1989 was a 

country  dependent on Soviet Union communist policy and its economy was centrally 

planned. Soviet hegemony drove Poland to economic and social chaos, loss of the 

concept of private property and left the country and the nation with enormous 

international debt.  

 Starting from the begining, the Polish government`s Six-Year Plan (Plan 

Szescioletni, 1950-1955) was designed to concentrate all efforts on new industrial 

plants construction, giving priority to metallurgy (Nowa Huta) and engineering industry. 

Besids, shipbuilding industry, motor industry (Żeran, Starachowice), airline industry 

(Mielec) and chemical industry (Oświęcim) centers were founded. This period was 

characterised by huge capital expenditures and sharp increase in employment, often by 

rural population recruitment. The urbanization processes was intensive at that time and 

during the years from 1949 to 1953 employment in non rural sector grew from 3.6 

million people to 5.4 million people (GUS 1959). Till the end of 50s employment in non 

rural sector increased further to 6.6 million people, internal migration flows accounted 

for 13.6 million people and urban areas gained over million of new residents. 

 During 60s, investments in mining and manufacturing industry were continued in 

Silesia Superior, and Lubin-Głogów industrial area, Turoszów and Konin coal field, in 

chemical industry (Puławy, Police), light industry  (Łódź). However, the all-important 

investment was in the refinery and petrochemical plant  in Płock (PKN ORLEN at 

present) and Druzhba pipeline. 

 Eventually, as a result of deglomeration policy, inventments made in Warsaw 

came to a stop (see: Figure 4.4). In 1970, the average employment in non-rural 

socialized economy (predominant sector in Polish socialist economy, where the 

ownership was public or cooperative) accounted for 8.9 million people, in 60s there 

were 9.4 million internal migrants recorded and the positive net migration for urban 
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areas amounted to 1.2 million people. In particular, the most numerous cohorts flew 

toward the cities as follows: Warsaw (10.4 persons per 1000 inhabitants), Cracow (9.7), 

Wrocław (6.8), Poznań (5.1); and the following voivodeships: Katowice (3.4), Szczecin 

(3.0), Gdańsk (2.7), Opole (1.7) (GUS 1960-1970, Gawryszewski, 2005: 391).  

 Since 1971 Polish economy  had recovered and acceleration in GDP growth rate 

was recorded. Subsequently, according to the changing economic situation there was a 

shift in investment  flow from petroenergy and chemical industry  to electromechanical 

industry, metallurgy, light industry, food industry and housing construction. The then 

ruling group (with Gierek as a leader), had two main goals: economic growth of the 

country  and improvement of the level of living. The authorities created huge 

enterprises, that each of them employed at least 1 thousand workers. In 1980 that  form 

of employment accounted for 70% of all workers in Poland while one fourth of plants 

employed over 5 thousand laborers. However, after a short time of improvement in 

living conditions, incompetent policy (consumption of almost 37% of loans) leaded to 

the economic crisis in late 70s. (GUS 1970-1980, Gawryszewski, 2005: 391-392)

 In 1980 the employment in socialized economy reached the level of 10.9 million  

people. During those years the number of internal migrants showed record of 8.9 

million people and urban areas gaind almost 2 million new residents. Positive net 

migration occured in 12 voivodeships: Warsaw (9.3 persons per 1000 of inhabitants), 

Katowice (8.4), Legnica (7.9), Gdańsk (6.1), Łódź (5.9), Cracow (4.3), Poznań (3), 

Lublin (1.2), Bielsko-Biała (1.1), Opole (0.6), Rzeszów (0.3) and Wrocław (0.2). The 

main pull factors towards migrants seemed to be industrial centers in abovementioned 

urban areas. (GUS 1970-1980, Gawryszewski, 2005: 391-392)

 Till 70s The main push factors for these internal flows in Poland were economic 

reasons, in particular employment opportunities in industry sector in developing urban 

areas (e.g. Górnośląski Okręg Przemysłowy (GOP): Upper Silesian Industrial Region, 

Centralny Okręg Przemysłowy (COP): Central Industrial Region). (GUS 1959). 

Interestingly, a poll conducted by GUS in 1974 revealed that an important factor of 
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decision on moving was housing such as communal, works or cooperative flat 

procurement. The other weighty reason was job and then family reasons. 

 The 80s in Poland were the years of deep economic recession. All  branches of 

industry experienced stagnation and the suspention of new investment in technology 

leaded to fast depreciation of national capital (premises and equipment). Nevertheless, 

economically  tough times mobilized people to set up their own small business activities 

so in the end there was a considerable growth in private sector. In 1988 employment in 

private sector amounted to 1.1 million people while in non-rural socialized economy the 

employment reached 10.7 million people.

 In the begining of the decade on 13 December 1981, the then authorities declared 

martial law, which prohibited population migration without a special permission. Those 

who wanted to leave their permanent  residence for more than 48h had to get a 

permission issued by a proper administration unit (municipal office, city) and had to 

register in a new location without delay. According to the statistics, in 80s there were 

6.7 million displacement records, positive net migration to urban areas scored 1.3 

million people. (GUS 1980-1990, Gawryszewski, 2005: 395) 

 As to the shift in political situation in Poland several economic and social changes 

had been introduced, which produced chaos and high inflation. However, not long after 

the first changes economic growth hit the bottom, private sector`s share increased and 

the structure of employment undergone transformation. Unfortunatelly, the positive 

changes were accompanied by the negative ones: the unemployment rate augmented 

sharply and the situation of north-eastern rural regions (Masurian, Pomeranian) 

aggravated. The best economic condition characterized urban areas such as Warsaw, 

Poznań, Cracow, Tricity, Wrocław, Szczecin and their suburbs. Internal migration flows 

fell by one third in comparision to 80s, the rural-urban flows diminished and urban 

areas gained merely  364 thousand people. Those times people`s lifestyle changed, more 

and more wealthier citizens started to build their houses in the suburbs. (Gawryszewski, 

2005: 396)  
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 During the last decade the highest migration rate was recorded by  Masovian, 

Silesian and Great Poland voivodeships. It may be assumed that an important pull factor 

for migrants to these regions was its population size. The most mobile turned out to be 

the inhabitants of Pomeranian (12%), Warmian-Masurian and Lubusz (each 11.5%). 

The less proneness to migrate showed the citizens of central and southern regions, 

Świętokrzyskie (8.4%), Łódź (8.5%). The highest proportion of migrants was recorded 

in Lublin voivodeship (12.2%), the lowest in Łódź (7.5%). Interestingly, the overall net 

migration to urban areas amounted to -6,5 thousand people. 

  

 Recent migration resulted in population growth in Masovian, Great Poland, 

Silesian, Pomeranian, Lesser Poland and Lubusz and visible population decrease in 

Subcarpathian, Lublin, Łódź  and Lower Silesian voivodeships. In the years 1989-2002 

more than 10% of total population changed their habitat (see: Table 4.1). Internal 

migration intensified in the end of the period 1989-2002 and the most numerous group 

of movers was registered in 2001 (Migracje Wewnętrzne Ludności 2002, 2003: 27-34).

 Among internal migration flows, the direction urban to urban areas prevailed. Net 

migration as to the rural-urban areas movements was positive to cities. The directions of 

internal migration were quite diversified, in particular when inter- and intra-prefectural 

migration is compared, yet the biggest  flows were toward Silesian and Great Poland 

voivodeships.
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Table4.1Internalmlgrationbydirections,1989-2002

非表示

Source:NarodowySpisPowszechny,2002,GUS.

Amongtheintemalmlgrationsduringtheperiod1989-2002themostpopularwas

thepattem ofintra-prefecturalmlgration,whichconstituded73% ofallpopulation

movements(inter-prefecturalmigrationaccountedfor25%oftotalflows).

Thebiggestshareofintra-prefecturalmlgration wasrecorded in Lublin

voivodeship(81.7%),thesmallestinOpolevoivodeship(65.6%).Populationmoved

mainly&om ruralareastourbanareas,themostintesiveflowswereinPodlasie

(44.7%).UrbantourbanareasdirectiondominatedinLowerSielesian,Masovian,

PomeranianandSilesianvoivodeships,urbantoruralareasinLubuszandLesser

Polandvoivodeship.

Inter-prefecturalinflowsinabsolutetenswerethebiggestinMasovian,Silesian

andLesserPolandvoivodeshipsandthebiggestoutflowsinMasovian,Silesianand

LesserSilesianvoivodeships.Themostintesiveflowsinabsolutetermswererecorded

&omLublintoMasovianvoivodeship(32.5thousandpeople)andbetweenSilesianand

LesserPolandvoivodeships.
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Table4.2Origin-destinationcomparision,1989-2002

非表示

Source/NarodowySpisPowszechny2002,GUS.

A氏ertheanalysisofpresentandpreviouslocationofresidenceofmlgrantSitmay

besaid,thatpeopletendtochooseadjacentregions(see:Table4.2).

Amongtheinter-prefecturalmovements,peoplemlgratedfrom urbantourban

areasmainly,whichaccountedfTor53% ofallinter-prefecturalmovements,ruralto

urbanareasflowsamountedto22%ofallinterprefTecturalmovements.

Ingeneral,amongtheinter-prefecturalflows,thedirectionweremuchmore

diversifledincomparisiontointra-prefecturalmlgration
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Duringthelastdecademostvoivodeshipsnotednegativenetmlgration.In2007

thepositivenetmlgrationwaspresentinMasovian,GreatPoland,Pomeranian,Lesser

PolandandLowerSilesianvoivodeships.However,ifwetakeemlgrationunder

consideration,thepositivenetmlgrationwasrecordedinfわurvoivodeshipsthattime:

Masovian,Pomeranian,LesserPolandandGreatPoland.(GUS,2010)

AccordingtotheNSP(GUS,2002),asamainreasonfわrmigrationinteⅣiewed

specifiedfamilyreasonssuchasmarrlageandthesecondimportantreasonwasthe

houslngproblem.Thencamelessimportantreasonsfわrquestioned,whichwere:job

relatedreasons,education,unemploymentthreat(see:Table4.3).

Table4.3ReasonsformigAionduring助 ears1989-2002

非表示

Source:Narodowy SpisPowszeclmy,2002,GUS.

AlmosthalfofinteⅣiewedadmittedthattheirdecisiontomovewasfわllowedby

otherfamilymembersleadingtowholehousholdsmlgration.

AstheresearchesconductedbyCBOS(CentrumBadanOpiniiSpolecznej,Public

OpinionResearchCenter)inFebruary2010show,merely28% ofPolishpopulation

changedtheirlocationfわrjobrelatedreasons.Ⅰnterestlngly,mostdecisionstomlgrate

aredictatedbyhousingproblems,morepreciselybytheneedofsettlingdown(44%of

inteⅣiewed)andthehousingconditions(31% ofquestioned).Educationands山dies

werespecifiedby6% ofinteⅣiewed.Theresearchshowedthatthemostimportant

obstacletomobility ofPolish citizensaredwellingconditions:thesupply of

accomodationsposesnoproblemsasfar,howeverrentlngOrbuyingaflatisoftentoo

expesivewhencomparedtomonthlyaverageeamlngS.
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 Afterwards, job related reasons came third in this ranking, indicating that less 

people in comparison to the results of the similar research in 2007, are prone to 

migration for pure economic reasons such as better paid job or setting oneself up. It may 

be assumed that intensified emigration just after joining UE in 2004 allowed for 

accomplisment of migration plans (e.g. making money) of some population (Biuletyn 

Migracyjny, 26).

4. Income Inequalities and Internal Migration 

 The regional income inequalities were always present in Poland, however their 

visible deepening dates back to the Partitions of Poland (starting in 1772 and lasting for 

123 years) by the Russia Empire, the Kingdom of Prussia and Habsburg Austria. 

 The devastations after WWII and then planned economy policies of socialist 

government made regional gap even wider. Moreover, the government did not make 

efforts to diminish the inequalities. 

 In the period from 1955 to 1968 the best performance was shown by the cities of 

Warsaw and Cracow (see: Figure 4.4) and Katowickie, Gdańskie and Sczecińskie 

voivodeships, where positive net migration was recorded (see: Figure 4.5a). The 

negative net migration to Warszawskie or Krakowskie (showed in Figure 4.5b) stems 

from the fact, that Warsaw and Cracow where not included in the voivodeships` 

statistics.
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Figure4.4RegionalinequalitiesinPolandintheperiodfTrom1955to1968

非表示

Source:RocznikiStatystyczne1959-1969,GUS.

Figure4.5aNetmlgrationinthousandstowardmajorCitiesinPoland,intheyearsform

1966to1973

非表示

Source:RocznikiStatystyczne1965-1974,GUS.
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Figure4.5bNetmlgrationinthousandstowardmajorreg10nSinPoland,intheyears

fbm 1966to1973

非表示

Source:RocznikiStatystyczne1965-1974,GUS.

Figure4.6aIncomeinequalitiesandnetmlgrationinthousadsinWarszawskie

voivodeshipinyears1975-1993

非表示

Source:RocznikiStatystyczne1974-1994.
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Figure4.6bIncomeinequalitiesandnetmlgrationinMasovianvoivodeshipfrom1995

to2010

非表示

Source:LocalDataBank,GUS.

Figure4.7IncomeinequalitiesandnetmlgrationinTokyoareainyearsfrom1955to

2008

非表示

Source:Somushotokeikyoku.

Ingeneral,inthe60scities(e.g.Warsaw,Cracow)andregions(e.g.Katowickie)

characterizedbygoodeconomicperfbmanceandabsorbtivelabormarketsconstituted
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main destinations for migrants. Much like in case of Japan, untill late 70s income 

inequalities and net migration to central urban zones showed the following relationship: 

higher income inequalities resulted in higher net migration to the capital zones (see: 

Figure 4.7). In Poland this relationship could be observed till 1984, except for 1979, 

when first symptoms of aggravating economic and political situation showed up (see: 

Figure 4.6a); in Japan it was disturbed in 1978. In Japan this phenomenon might be 

explained by public 1977 investments in development of provincial areas (Daisanji 

zenkoku sogokaihatsu keikaku), which led to diminishing income inequalities and less 

numerous migration toward capital region (Nakamura, 2002: 53). In Poland the collapse 

of this relationship in early 80s happened mostly due to the political and economic 

situation in the country: in particular very  high unemployment rate along with 

progressive pauperisation of the nation, rampant inflation and short supply of food and 

other goods. During the 80s, income inequalities in Poland rose considerably, however 

the most significat increase took place in period from 1988 to 1992, during the very 

early phase of economic transformation, when the privatization process began and high 

structural unemployment came about (e.g. always considerably  positive migration to 

Katowickie voivodeship  declined sharply in 1992 became negative from 1993 and on). 

At that time in Poland the above-mentined relationship  between income gap and 

migration was restored. 

 In Japan the bubble economy period starting from late 80s disturbed this 

relationship  again. Income inequalities increased sharply, however tough economic 

situation made people go back to provincial ares rather than to capital zone, so 

simultaneously  rapid decrease in net migration toward capital region was recorded. The 

relationshp vanished again in period from 1998 to 2002, when, despite of diminishing 

income gap, net migration toward Tokyo area intensified. This fact  may be related to: 

the economic stagnation in Japan at that time, fall in CPI index and in land prices and 

possibly higher unemployment rate.

 In Poland years from 2000 to 2004 were also characterized by  not so obvious 

relationship  between income inequalities and net migration to the central region (see: 

Figure 4.6b). At that  time the country  prepared itself for joining the EU (2004, May 1) 
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and received divesified pre-accession funds from the Community, in order to stimulate 

the regional development. As a result, EU funds contributed to expanding regional 

inequalities rather than to reducing income gap. Moreover, high labor emigration 

around 2003 could have led to improvent in economic situation in many  households via  

money transfers from abroad.   

5. GDP Growth, Income Inequalities and Migration

 It may be said that there is no point in comparing two economies as far apart as 

the centrally planned Polish economy till 1989, when all economic strategies were 

subject to socialist government policy, and Japanese economy, capitalistic though very 

specific. However, comparing processes, that accompanied the economic development 

of both countries are worth comparing and learn from history is always beneficial.       

 Unfortunately Polish data on economic growth before 1974, in 1979, from 1989 

to 1991 and in 1994 are hardly accessible, so the main stress in this section will be put 

on the period from 1975 to 2008 except for the abovementioned years.

 Japanese economy showed very  good performance till 1973 and as data analysis 

illustrates (see: Figure 4.8). Periods of higher economic growth were followed by higher 

income inequalities, however income gap showed generally decreasing tendencies. This 

phenomenon was backed up by consecutive prosperity periods: Jimmu keiki, Iwato 

keiki, Tokyo Olympics and Izanagi keiki (all between 1953 to 1973) and surplus 

working population. People were prone to migrate to regions of high productivity, and 

dynamic migration at that time helped in maintening high economic growth in Japan. 

 With the first oil shock in 1973 Japanese economy started to change. GDP growth 

rate decreased considerably, followed by  diminishing income inequalities and 

significantly less in-migration to the three major cities zones. Interestingly, the economy 

recovered quickly and between 1976 and 1979, despite of incresing GDP growth rate, 

income gap shrank. This fact may be related to mentioned earlier public investments in 

provincial areas. Then the situation presented itself as before; higher economic growth 

stimulated growing income inequalities, which lasted till bubble economy period, when 
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income gap increased (1990) despite slower economic growth. The next period, so-

called lost decade (1991-2001) was characterized by diminishing income inequalities 

and efforts made to revitalize the economy. Finally, recovery became visible around 

2004, when Junichiro Koizumi was the head of the ruling party. Years 2006 and 2007 

shows situation similar to that from 1990, i.e. in spite of the fact, that GDP growth rate 

was decreasing, income gap rose slightly.    

 Polish income gap increased dramatically during the 80s, at the time of recession 

and tense economic atmosphere. Nevertheless, till 1989 changes in GDP growth rate 

were followed by income gap  shifts (see: Figure 4.9a). Enormous increase in income 

gap was recorded in early 90s, especially  from 1992 to 1993. This situation may reflect 

economic and political chaos in the country and the galloping pauperization of the 

nation, in particular heavy industry workers, constituting the group of the highest risk. 

Meanwhile, those who conducted privatization process could make unlimited profits 

from those transactions. Divergence between income gap  and economic growth 

evolution clearly appear in the period between 1998 and 2004 (see: Figure 4.9b), when, 

despite of the decreasing GDP growth rate from 1998 to 2001, income gap expands. 

Then from 2002 to 2004 income inequalities shrank, as the economy recovery. Those 

two facts may  have their origins in the phenomenon of jobless growth, which appeared 

to be very intensive in Poland, mainly due to the high structural unemployment.  
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Figure4.8IncomeinequalitiesandGDPgrowthrateinJapaninyearsfrom1955to

2009

非表示

Source:Somushotokeikyoku.

Figure4.9aIncomeinequalitiesandGDPgrowthrateinPolandinyears1975to2008

非表示

Source:GUS.
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Figure4.9bIncomeinequalitiesandGDPgrowthrateinPolandinyearsfrom1995to

2008

非表示

Source:LocalDataBank,GUS.

6.Conclusions

HistoryofPolisheconomydiffersstrongly&om thatofJapanese.However,

takingsomeprocessesslikeurbanization,intemalmlgrationevolution,GDPgrowth

pathorincomeinequalitieschangesunderconsideration,encounterlngSOmeuniversal

regularitiesispossible.

UrbanizationofcapltalreglOninJapanhasbeenintensive,andgoesontillnow.In

Polandtherewasnosuchadynamicpopulationmovementtowardmajorzones,

howeverwhenwelookattheotherEuropeancities,thisphenomenondoesnotseem

isolated.Ingeneral,Japanesearemoremobileandprobablylessattachedtothe

particularreglOn.InEurope,inEuropeans,andinPolestheconceptofreglOnalismis

deeplyrootedandassociatedwithconceptsofprideandidentlty.

Inpost-warhistoryPolandwasentangledinacomplicatedpoliticalsituation,1n

whichnationandeconomyweresubjecttocommusnistgovemm ent.Astotheintemal

mlgration,first,forcedtransfTersoflargegroupsofpeopletookplace,thenexpanded

heavyindustryabsorbedmanyworkers,andfinally,politicalshiftbroughthigh

structuralunemploymentlevelandhighpovertyrate.After2000,thepossibilitiesof
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labor migration to EU member countries lured many people, what had also favorable 

influence on the country, as it was mentioned before in the Chapter 2. 

 Interestingly, in both Japan and Poland, there is a relationship between the level of 

income inequalities and net migration toward capital regions: higher income inequalities 

enhance more intensive migration, and smaller income gap dicourage people from 

migrating. In Japan this relationship was disturbed in late 70s, late 80s, between 1998 

and 2002, and slightly  around 2005; in Poland from 1984 to 1989 and from 2000 to 

2004. Similarly, there is a relationship between income inequalities movement and 

GDP growth rate, and periods of higher economic growth prove to have larger income 

gap and vice versa. Nevertheless, these regualarities turned out not to be present in 

years from 1976 to 1979, in 1990 and around 2006 and 2007 in Japan, and in periods 

from 1984 to 1989 and from 1998 to 2004 in Poland. The analized mechanisms took 

place almost at the same time, generally due to some exogenous changes.         
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Chapter 5 Internal Migration Model on the Example of Japan and Poland

1. Introduction 

 Mobility of production factors constitutes one of the New Economic Geography 

blocks (economies of scale, trade costs), which also contributes to agglomeration. 

Agglomeration in turn gives such effects as forward linkage and backward linkage. 

More specifically, the former phenomenon, cost externalities in other words, describes 

the situation, when workers migrate to industrial centers because in these regions, goods 

for consumption incur lower transportation costs, which means that these centers have a 

lower cost of living and are therefore attracting people who want to maximize their 

consumption. The latter one, called also demand externalities, take place when demand 

for goods of a given region increases and new workers come to the region to fill in the 

additional positions needed to satisfy the higher demand (after Hering and Paillacar, 

2008: 2).

 In the presence of scale economies firms have incentives to rethink its location. 

There are external and internal returns to scale, the former being closely related to the 

size of the economy or, in other words, the size of the regions. The NEG points out the 

spillovers of external returns to scale, such as R&D or knowledge, that units may obtain 

by being located in centers. Internal returns to scale describe the situation when a firm 

increases its output while reducing its input. 

 As it  was mentioned before, distance turns out to be the most significant factor 

for people`s mobility, mainly because of transaction costs. Hence, the closer the access 

to a variety of goods, the more migrants will be attracted to settle down in these regions 

to reduce their transaction costs.

 Moreover, the NEG highlights, that a passion for varieties and the number of 

varieties contribute to economic growth across regions.

2. Theoretical Approach

 Subsequently, the Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) define the consumers and 

producers` side in the model. As to the consumers, their utility  function is featured by 

the following equation:
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U = I µSφA1−µ−φ            (5.1)

   

µ, ϕ and (1-µ-ϕ) are respectively, expenditure shares for the industrial goods, services 

and the agricultural good. A is the consumption of the homogeneous agricultural good; I 

is an aggregate of the industrial varieties defined by a CES function of the form:

I = [ x(i)pI di]1/ pI ,0
0

nI

∫ < pI < 1          (5.2)

x(i) denotes the consumption of each available variety and nI is the number of available 

varieties in the economy composed by R regions (nI = nIr
r=1

R

∑ ).

       

S is also an aggregate of service varieties defined by a CES function of the form:

S = [ ′x (i)pS di]1/ pS ,0 < pS < 1
0

nS

∫         (5.3)

Consumers maximize utility under the budget constraint:

Y = pAA + pI (i)x(i)di + pS (i) ′x (i)di
0

nS

∫
0

nI

∫        (5.4)

Solving the consumer’s problem yields the following demand function in region r of an 

industrial variety produced in s (all varieties produced in the same region are 

symmetric):

         

xr ( j) = µYr (pISTSr )
−σ I PIr

σ I −1          (5.5)
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Where:

PIr = [ nIS (pISTSr )
1−σ I ]1/1−σ I = [ nIS (BdrS

δ pIS )1−σ I ]1/1−σ I∑
S=1

R

∑     (5.6)

     

is the industrial price index in region s, which may be thought of as an expenditure 

function. The price index of the aggregate of service goods in region r is:

PSr = (nSr )
1/1−σ SpSr           (5.7)

 

On the other hand the producers` side is specified as follows.

Under the assumption that industrial goods and services are monopolistically 

competitive industries and that the production of each variety requires F units of mobile 

workers as a fixed cost and lq units as a variable input, with lq = c·q. The labor input 

requirement to produce a quantity q of any industrial and services variety  at any given 

location is respectively:

l I = FI + cIqI

lS = FS + cSqS  (5.8)

Next, the authors define that if nIr and nSr denote the number of varieties of good I and 

S produced in region r, the total employment in each industry or region r is:

Lr
I = nIr (c

Iqr
I + FI )

Lr
S = nSr (c

Sqr
S + FS )

          (5.9)
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Denoting wr the mobile workers’ wage in region r, the fob price of a variety produced in 

region r is:

pIr =
σ I

σ I −1
cIwr

pSr =
σ S

σ S −1
cSwr

           (5.10)

 

Afterwards, the zero-profit condition implies that the equilibrium output of any active 

firm is:

qI * =
FI (σ I −1)

cI

qS* =
FS (σ S −1)

cS

           (5.11)

Using (5.9) and (5.11) the following expressions for the number of firms in each region 

is obtained:

nIr =
Lr

I

F Iσ I

nSr =
Lr

S

FSσ S

           (5.12)

 

In the third place the researchers search for the price index of manufactures under the 

form of market potential function. They  notify  that  the wage of mobile workers is equal 

to the nominal wage deflated by the cost of living index in region r:

ω r =
wr

PIr
µPSr

φ pAr
1−µ−φ           (5.13)
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As it is noticed the agricultural good is freely tradable and its price can be normalized to 

one, so the real wage equation of mobile workers becomes as follows:

ω r =
wr

PIr
µPSr

φ            (5.14)

where PIr and PSr are respectively the price indexes of the industrial and service goods 

in region r (obtained from the consumer’s optimization problem) and that can now be 

written using the expression for the number of firms (5.12):

PIr = [ nIs (Bdrs
δ pIs )

1−σ I ]1/1−σ I = [ Lr
I

F Iσ I

(Bdrs
δ pIs )

1−σ I ]1/1−σ I

s=1

R

∑
s=1

R

∑    (5.15)

PSr = (nSr )
1/1−σ s pSr = ( Lr

S

FSσ S

)1/1−σ s pSr        (5.16)

 Equation (5.15), the manufacturing price index equation) says that if, ceteris 

paribus, the price index in a region tend to be lower, the higher the share of 

manufacturing that is concentrated in this region or in regions that are close, because 

smaller proportion of this region’s manufacturing consumption bears transport costs 

(price-index effect or forward linkage). The price index of services (5.16) would, 

similarly, be lower in regions offering a relatively high number of service varieties. 

Considering the real wage (5.14) and supposing that the nominal wages in all regions 

were similar, workers’ real income would be lower in remote regions where the price 

index is higher or in regions with a low density of services. The price index of 

manufacturers can therefore be considered as the inverse of a market potential function: 

it exhibits a sum of market sizes in all regions weighted by distances.

 Finally, the authors explain migration choice model. They consider a mobile 

worker k from region s and his location choice among R regions (including s). Mobile 

worker`s migration choice results from a comparison of the perceived quality of life in 
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the various locations. The migration decision is designed to maximize the following 

objective function:

π sr ,t
k = Vsr ,t

k + εr
k = ln[ω r ,tρr ,t−1[drs (1+ bFRrs )]

−λ ] + εr
k      (5.17)

    

where ρr,t is the employment probability for an immigrant in region r at date t and 

[drs (1+ bFRrs )]
−λ is a migration cost which increases with the distance between home 

and host regions. More specific, λ and b are strictly positive coefficients, and FRrs is a 

dummy variable indicating whether regions r and s share a common border. εr
k is a 

stochastic component capturing worker’s k personal perception of the characteristics of 

region r. To avoid endogeneity problems in the empirical application, migration choices 

at date t are determined from a comparison of Vsr
k across regions at date t − 1. Worker k 

will choose to locate in region r if Vsr ,t−1
k > Vsj ,t−1

k ,∀j ≠ r .

The probability of choosing region r is given by the logit function:

P(Msr ,t ) = eVsr ,t−1
k

/ eVsj ,t−1
k

j=1

R

∑          (5.18)

The expected migration flow between regions s and r is Ls,tP(Msr ,t ) . The total outflow 

from s is Ls,t[1− P(Mss,t ) , the share of emigrants from region s choosing to go to region 

r is

migrsrt

migrs ′r t
′r ≠ s
∑

=
eVsr ,t−1

k

eVsj ,t−1
k

− eVss ,t−1
k

j=1

R

∑
         (5.19)

Using Equations (5.10), (5.13), (5.15), and (5.16) and the definition of Vsr
k :
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ln( migrsrt

migrs ′r t
′r ≠ s
∑

) = ln[(Lr(t−1)
S )

φ
σ s −1 ] + ln[ Ls(t−1)

I ⋅ (wk (t−1) ⋅ (drs )
δ )1−σ I ]

µ
σ I −1

s=1

s= R

∑

+ ln[wr(t−1)
1−φ ρr(t−1) ] + ln[drs (1+ bFRrs)]−λ + as(t−1)

as(t−1) = − ln( eVsj ,t−1
k

− eVss ,t−1
k

)
j=1

R

∑

   (5.20)

 In conclusion, equation (5.20) captures the trade-off faced by potential migrants that  

have to choose among several possible locations. The variable in the left-hand side of 

the equation is the share of migrants from a given region who have decided to move to 

region r. The first  two terms in the right-hand of the equation denote regions r access to 

markets, the former is the price index for nontraded service varieties in region r, the 

former is the price index for manufactured goods in region r and is the most important. 

The third term represents the expected wage in the region that is increasing with the 

host’s nominal wage and the probability  of being employed in this region. The fourth 

term captures the impact of bilateral distance on migration flows and can be interpreted 

as a measure of mobility costs.

 Lastly, the authors estimate two versions of the structural equation: the first is 

a reduced form equivalent to the following equation37:

log( migrsrt

migrs ′r t
′r ≠ s
∑

) = β1 ⋅ log(Lr(t−1) ) + β2 ⋅ log(wr(t−1) ) + β3 ⋅ log(drs )

+β4FRrs +α s + vrst

   (5.21)

 Two alternative versions of equation (5.21) are estimated using both OLS and 

including fixed effects for each region of origin. In the second one the authors broke 

down the total working population in the host region into three components: 

agricultural, industrial, and services working population. It turned out  that the 
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explanatory  power of the equation is high in both cases. The estimated coefficients 

showed to be significant and present the expected signs. The influence of distance on 

the migratory flows remained negative. These flows tend to be stronger in the case of 

neighboring provinces. Moreover, higher wages in the host region encourage migration. 

The authors observe a significant, positive influence of the size of the host region on 

migratory flows, confirming the existence of the expected centripetal force in the 

determination of the bilateral migratory flows. 

 The researchers mention, that in the context of NEG models, the positive relation 

between the migratory  flow and the size of the host region has causes in the association 

with the market potential of the regions, which would be transferred to the price index 

observed there. In large regions a wider variety of goods is offered in markets operating 

in imperfect competition, leading to lower prices. This is why migration is expected to 

increase in line with the size of the regions. 

 The next estimation (5.22) reflects more accurately the functional form relating 

the migratory movement with the market potential derived directly from the NEG 

model. As it  may be seen, the relation fully reflects the market potential of the regions 

by considering that their production is also sold in neighboring regions. Furthermore, it 

allows direct estimation of key  parameters in the NEG models such as elasticities of 

substitution, transport costs and migration costs.

log( migrsrt

migrs ′r t
′r ≠ s
∑

) =
µ

σ I −1
⋅ log( Ls(t−1)

I ⋅ (ws(t−1) ⋅ (drs )
δ )1−σ I )

s=1

s= R

∑

+α1 ⋅ log(Lr(t−1)
s ) +α2 ⋅ log(wr(t−1) )

−λ ⋅ log(drs ⋅ (1− b ⋅FRrs )) +υs + vrst

                       (5.22)

 The first two explanatory  variables reflect aspects linked to the market potential of 

the host regions. The former corresponds to the market potential deriving from the 

production of manufactured goods and is interpreted as the inverse of the price index of 

manufactured goods in region r. As these are traded goods, the market potential 

considers the market size of neighboring regions. The latter variable reflects the market 

potential derived from the production of services which are not traded outside the 
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region. The third explanatory variable is the nominal wage in the host region. The fourth 

is the cost of migration, which increases with distance and decreases if there is a 

common border between the regions in question. The estimation of equation (5.22) is 

conducted by nonlinear least squares method.  

 Unlike the model, the estimation of equation (5.22) offers a structural estimation 

of the parameters that define the function of market potential in the NEG model. In this 

regard the results obtained are very positive. 

 Regarding the results obtained by Crozet  (2004) and Pons et. al (2007), workers’ 

decision to migrate was influenced by the market potential of the host regions, i.e. 

workers were attracted by industrial agglomerations. 

3. The Gravity Type Model and the Data

 Based on the Crozet (2004) approach, first gravity type equation will be 

estimated and its results will be compared with the one obtained from Crozet (2004) and 

Pons et. al (2007) gravity type equations for both: Japanese and Polish internal 

migration. Generally, as the very first results show, the migration flow between two 

regions increases with the size of destination location and decreases with the geographic 

distance between the two regions. Crozet (2004) shows that such an equation may 

provide a good starting point for assesing, whether migrants are attracted to large 

markets. Moreover, a gravity model of that kind allows for identification of possible 

specification issues and provides a sound competing model to the complete NEG 

framework (after Crozet, 2004: 10).    

 As to the model specifications, a proxy  for the probability of finding a job in the 

host region would be the regional employment rate ERb,t-1 (more specifically, one minus 

unemployment rate), which is correlated with wages. That is why, a single variable wold 

be defined by  the wage and employment rate: wb,t-1(1-URb,t-1). In case of Japan dummies 

are set 1 for 11-14 code prefectures and 25-29 code prefectures as the host regions, in 

case of Poland a dummy is set 1 for Masovian voivodeship as the host regions. This 

would make possible to control for specific structural difficulties of eventual destination 

regions. Consequently, the gravity based equation to be estimated is:
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Model for Japan

log( migrabt

migra ′b t
b≠a
∑

) = β1 ⋅ log
GRPpcb,t−1

CPIb,t−1

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
+ β2 ⋅ log

LPb,t−1

CPIb,t−1

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
+ β3 wb,t−1 1−URb,t−1( )( )

+β4 ⋅ log(Distab ) + β5Sb + β6Adjab + β7Dummy1b + β8Dummy2b + vab,t

 

          (5.29a)

where a is an origin region, b is a destination location, t stands for time, migration flow 

is denoted by migr, GRPpc is Gross Regional Product per capita, here weighted by CPI, 

price index, LP means land price, here also weighted by  CPI, UR is unemployment rate 

and w wages. Furthermore, Dist stands for distance, Adj adjacency and, as mentioned 

above, Dummy1b is set 1 for 11-14 code prefectures as destination prefectures, 

Dummy2b is set 1 for 25-29 code destination regions for migrants. vab,t is an error term.

In the case of Poland the model is rewritten as follow:

Model for Poland

log( migrabt

migra ′b t
b≠a
∑

) = β1 ⋅ log
GRPpcb,t−1

CPIb,t−1

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
+ β2 ⋅ log

LPb,t−1

CPIb,t−1

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
+ β3 wb,t−1 1−URb,t−1( )( )

+β4 ⋅ log(Distab ) + β5Sb + β6Adjab + β7Dummy1b + vab,t

          (5.29b)

where specifications are the same as in the case of equation for Japan, except for 

Dummy1b, which here is set 1 for Masovian voivodeship.

 According to Crozet (2004), regional attractiveness should increase with the 

expected wage and decrease with distance from the source region. Above all β1 should 

be expected to be significantly positive, since the NEG framework suggests that a larger 

regions (here in terms of GRP per capita) offer a lower cost of living.
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 The results from the abovementioned equations (5.29) will be compared to the 

results obtained from Crozet  (2004) (5.30) and Pons et. al (2007) (5.31) results, 

computed by using Japanese and Polish data:

log
migrab,t

migra ′b ,t′b ≠a∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ = β1 log(populationb,t−1) + β2 log(wb,t−1(1−URb,t−1))

+β3(Distab ) + β4 (Adjab ) + β5 log(Sb ) + vab,t

(5.30)

log
migrab,t

migra ′b ,t′b ≠a∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ = β1 log(populationb,t−1) + β2 log(wb,t−1)

+β3(Distab ) + β4 (Adjab ) + vab,t

  (5.31)

 Most data used in model estimation are provided by Somusho Tokeikyoku 

(Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), Statistics Bureau) in case of 

Japan and Główny Urząd Statystyczny (GUS), Bank Danych Lokalnych (Central 

Statistical Office, Local Data Bank) in case of Poland. Data on Japan are available at the 

prefectural level while data on Poland at NUTS238. Data span is from 1999 to 2008.

4. Results and Interpretation

4.1 Results

 The results of the gravity type equation (5.29), (5.30) and (5.31) are presented 

below in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, for both Japan and Poland. The estimation was made 

by OLS method.  
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38 NUTS (nomenclature of territorial units for statistics) is a nomenclature providing a hierarchical 
structure of sub-national regions covering Europe.
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Table 5.1 C
rozet m

odel

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland

2000
2000

2008
2008

2000
2000

2008
2008

Param
eters

D
ependent 

variables
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a

b
1

log population
1.351***

1.444***
0.619***

0.632***

(49.00)
(52.31)

(4.43)
(6.67)

b
2

log em
ploym

ent
probability

-1.501***
5.773***

-1.623***
5.842***

1.758***
2.859***

1.877***
3.369***

(-6.87)
(24.79)

(-8.33)
(29.22)

(3.94)
(7.42)

(5.63)
(12.52)

b
3

log distance
-0.803***

-0.598***
-0.749***

-0.555***
-0.845***

-0.956***
-0.871***

-0.971***
(-34.36)

(17.89)
(-34.04)

(-16.98)
(-6.74)

(-7.49)
(-9.31)

(-9.66)

b
4

dum
m

y for no 
adjacency

-0.781***
-1.084***

-0.890***
-1.166***

-0.666***
-0.607***

-0.651***
-0.597***

(-12.17)
(-11.68)

(-14.59)
(-12.75)

(-5.07)
(-4.47)

(-6.59)
(-5.77)

b
5

log size
-0.246***

0.235***
-0.274***

0.145***
0.149

0.532***
0.505***

0.756***

(-9.47)
(6.72)

(-11.54)
(4.30)

(0.96)
(3.99)

(4.96)
(7.34)

N
o. obs.

2,162
2,162

2,162
2,162

240
240

240
240

R
2

0.757
0.486

0.786
0.515

0.661
0.633

0.803
0.765

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%
, 5%

 and 1%
. T-value in parenthesis.  
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Table 5.2 Pons et al. m
odel

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland

2000
2000

2008
2008

2000
2000

2008
2008

Param
eters

D
ependent 

variables
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a
Estim

ate
Estim

ate a

b
1

log population
1.230***

1.318***
0.671***

0.769***

(45.19)
(48.06)

(6.45)
(9.20)

b
2

log w
age

-0.182
5.687***

-0.487**
5.953***

2.501***
4.093***

2.533***
4.880***

(-0.92)
(27.26)

(-2.58)
(31.17)

(5.47)
(9.82)

(6.58)
(14.56)

b
3

log distance
-0.781***

-0.571***
-0.742

-0.543***
-0.821***

-0.881***
-0.722***

-0.811***

(-32.88)
(-17.56)

(-32.94)
(-17.04)

(-7.02)
(-6.98)

(-7.64)
(-7.41)

b
4

dum
m

y for 
adjacency

0.825***
1.140***

0.910***
1.203***

0.687***
0.691***

0.778***
0.752***

(12.69)
(12.64)

(14.60)
(13.48)

(5.50)
(5.10)

(7.85)
(6.51)

N
o. obs.

2,162
2,162

2,162
2,162

240
240

240
240

R
2

0.748
0.509

0.773
0.513

0.679
0.622

0.800
0.728

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%
, 5%

 and 1%
. T-value in parenthesis.
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Table 5.3 G
ravity m

odel

Japan
Japan

Poland
Poland

2000
2008

2000
2008

Param
eters

D
ependent variables

Estim
ate 

Estim
ate 

Estim
ate 

Estim
ate 

b
1

log (G
R

Ppc/C
PI)

-1.178***
0.309

0.532***
1.901***

(-4.27)
(1.55)

(2.73)
(5.11)

b
2

log (land price/C
PI)

1.365***
1.509***

-0.489**
-0.529***

(19.08)
(23.43)

(-2.50)
(-4.37)

b
3

log em
ploym

ent probability
0.387

-0.355
3.204***

3.361***
(0.93)

(-1.22)
(3.04)

(6.41)
b

4
log distance

-0.674***
-0.611***

-1.021***
-0.975***

(-23.58)
(-21.99)

(-8.53)
(-10.12)

b
5

log size
0.545***

0.539***
0.698***

0.972***
(17.07)

(17.24)
(4.81)

(8.33)

b
6

dum
m

y for adjacency
1.005***

1.129***
0.598***

0.593***
(12.88)

(14.82)
(4.73)

(5.88)
b

7
dum

m
y for capital region

1.053***
0.621***

-0.769**
-1.267***

(10.61)
(6.22)

(-2.07)
(-5.49)

b
8

dum
m

y for O
saka region

-0.295***
-0.291***

(-3.94)
(-4.09)

N
o. obs.

2,162
2,162

240
240

R
2

0.635
0.662

0.688
0.799

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%
, 5%

 and 1%
. T-value in parenthesis.



Figure 5.4 Correlation coefficient for Japan
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Figure 5.5 Correlation coefficient for Poland
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4.2 Interpretation

 This section aims at results` interpretation in a framework of the NEG theory. P. 

Krugman`s NEG theory was the first one to introduce spatial dimension to basic 

economic modeling through considering the presence of scale economies. This makes 

possible analyzing spatial concentration of economic activity and, what is very 

important in this analysis, interregional differences. Moreover, the NEG perspective is 

open to any exogenous shocks, which may result in or be a part of cumulative causation 

that influences economic development.    

 While analyzing the models` results we should have in mind such exogenous 

shocks for Japanese and Polish economies. In period from 2000 to 2008 we may, for 

example, consider as an unpredictable factors the following facts and their 

repercussions for both countries: 

• in case of Japan - legislation concerning temporary employment

• in case of Poland - continuation of economic transformation, EU funds, joining EU

• in case of both countries - dot-com bubble (2001), late 2000s financial crisis  etc.

 The following interpretation refers to the NEG theory by making use of the idea 

of agglomeration forces, in particular centripetal and centrifugal forces, whilst 

analyzing spatial divergence of economy in both countries in question.

 Figures 5.4 and 5.5 above show correlation coefficient between population size  

and other variables, calulated by  using Japanese and Polish data for population, 

unemployment rate, wages and price index for 2000 and 2008. In case of Japan, the 

correlation coefficient between polpulation size and unemployment rate is medium 

positive for 2000 and decreases to small positive in 2008; correlation between 

population and wages is strongly positive for both 2000 and 2008; and finally 

correlation between CPI and population size is also strongly positive in 2000 and 2008. 

In case of Poland the correlation between population size and unemployment rate is 

strongly negative for 2000 and 2008; correlation between population size and wages is 

strongly positive for both 2000 and 2008; and the magnitude of correlation between 

population size and CPI is small negative. This results point to a very interesting fact, 
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that in Japan more populated areas are characterized by higher unemployment rate and 

higher prices. This relationship is inverse for Poland and in more populated regions a 

migrant may expect higher empoyment and relatively lower prices.    

The three models were calculated by OLS method. 

4.2.1 The General Interpretation

 The three models show high explanatory power. The estimated coefficients are 

highly  significant  and, in general, present the expected signs. As it was assumed, the 

influence of distance on the migratory  flows remains negative. As to the adjacency 

factor, in both countries flows are stronger in case of neighbouring provinces.

 In Poland higher wages in the host region encourage migration, nevertheless in  

Japan this relationship is not so clear, the coefficients are significant but often turn 

negative. 

 Wage probability coefficient in a Crozet`s model has positive sign only for 

Poland. In this model the coefficients for the size of the host region are negative for 

Japan, however in gravity equation (3) the influence of the size of the host region on 

migratory flows is positive and significant, what may confirm the expected centripetal 

forces in the determination of the bilateral migratory flows. Yet, it is hard to evaluate the 

influence of the host region size (surface) simply, especially in Japan, where the most 

populated are relatively small regions.

 Nonetheless, in the analyzed models, there is another variable which may  be 

considered as a measure of regions` size - population. According to the theory, the size 

of population in the region reflects the size of its economic sectors, manufacturing and 

service sectors. Furthermore, regions such as Tokyo-to or Osaka-fu are densly 

populated, though their surface is rather small as for NUTS2 level statistics. 

Consequently, the influence of the population size of the host region in Pons`s and 

Crozet`s models is always significant and positive in particular for Japan. On the other 

hand, the population variable is correlated with other variables used in the models (see: 

Figure 5.4 and 5.5). To assess its influence on the results of the models, an estimate a is 

presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2, which was calculated after substracting population 
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variable from the model. The modification effect is easily  observable: wage and 

employment probability  coefficients turn highly positive and in Crozet model 

coefficient for region`s size becomes positive too. 

 Pons et. al (2007) state, that the aim of such an analysis is to provide an initial 

empirical estimation of the attraction exerted by large regions on migrants and thus to 

be able to estimate the explanatory  power of the complete functional form derived from 

the NEG model. Then assume, that in the NEG context the positive relation between the 

migratory flow and the size of the host region has other causes: it  is associated with the 

market potential of the region, which will be transferred to the price index observed 

there (Pons et al., 2007: 3001, 303). Is that so? The answer for this question may bring 

the year by year analysis of the results of the three calculated models. 

4.2.2 Year by Year Results Analysis

a) Crozet`s model

 For Japan the variable log population (Figure 5.6) has the smallest  value of 0.58 

in 2004 and the highest of 1.44 in 2008. The rest of the values are close to the highest 

one. For Poland the smallest value of 0.43 shows 2001 and the highest of 0.75: 2004. 

Figure 5.6
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 The variable log urbw (wage prabability) (Figure 5.7) for Japan in the smallest  in 

2004: -1.89 and the highest in 2007: -0.97. The rest of the values are mostly negative 

and smaller than -1.0. In case of Poland the smallest  value of 0.90 falls on 2003 and the 

highest of 2.03 on 2001. The rest of the values become stable after 2005. 

Figure 5.7

 The variable log distance (Figure 5.8) is negative in both cases: in Japan the 
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 The variable dummy for no adjacency is highest in 2000: -0.78 and lowest in 

2003: -0.95. For Poland the values are as follow: the smallest in 2002: -0.91 and the 

highest in 2003: -0.66

 The last variable log size in this model does not become any important gravity  

force (especially in case of Japan), which means that migration flows do not  grow with 

the size of the host region. 

 R-squared values for Japan have the range between 0.757 and 0.786 (2000 and 

2008) and for Poland between 0.661 and 0.803 (2000 and 2008). The values grew with 

the time.

b) Pons`s model

 For Japan the variable log population (Figure 5.9) has the smallest  value of 0.49 

in 2004 and the highest of 1.32 in 2008. The rest of the values are close to the highest 

one. For Poland the smallest value of 0.56 shows 2001 and the highest of 0.77: 2008. 

This estamate values are almost the same as in Crozet`s model.  

Figure 5.9
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 The variable log wage (Figure 5.10) for Japan in the smallest in 2005: -0.65 and 

the highest in 2004 3.12. The rest of the values are mostly negative and most often 

oscillate around the value of -0.5. In case of Poland the smallest value of 2.50 falls on 

2000 and the highest of 3.51 on 2006. The rest of the values are quite stable. 

Figure 5.10 

 The variable log distance (Figure 5.11) is negative in both cases: in Japan the 

smallest is in 2000: -0.78 and the highest  is in 2004: -0.62. In Poland respectively: in 

2002: -0.83 and in 2003: -0.74. Other values of this coefficient do not vary much.
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 The last variable, dummy for adjacency, is always positive in both cases, however 

higher for Japan: the smallest value in 2000: 0.82 and the highest in 2004: 1.01. For 

Poland the values are as follow: the smallest in 2002: 0.68 and the highest in 2003: 

0.76. 

 R-squared values for Japan have the range between 0.633 and 0.777 (2004 and 

2007) and for Poland between 0.679 and 0.800 (2000 and 2008). The values grow with 

the time.

c) Gravity model 

 For Japan the variable log (GRPpc)/cpi (Figure 5.12) has the smallest value of 

-1.30 in 2001 and the highest  of 7.00 in 2007. The rest of the values have positive sign 

from 2002 on. For Poland the smallest  value of 0.11 shows 2001 and the highest of 

2.56: 2004. The values grow untill 2004, then stay  almost  flat, however decrease 

slightly.   

Figure 5.12
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the highest of -0.49 on 2000. The rest of the values are very  similar. These results 

confirm the fact-finding conclusions, that in Poland housing problems are still present 

and influence migration negatively. Nevetheless, high, positive and significant  values of 

this coefficient in Japan show that high housing costs in shutoken does not discourage 

migrants to move.     

 The variable log (employment rate)wage (wage prabability) (Figure 5.13) for 

Japan is the smallest in 2007: -6.68 and the highest in 2000: 0.39. The rest of the values 

are negative and the lowest in 2007, 2006 and 2003. The positive value is recorded only 

in 2000. In case of Poland the smallest value of 2.91 falls on 2005 and the highest of 

5.16 on 2001. The rest  of the values oscillate around  the value of 3.4. These results may 

be related to the fact  that  in Japan in period from 2002 to 2008 the wages were 

decreasing with slight changes from 2003 to 2005 and visible drop in 2007 and 2008, 

while in Poland wages were in constant increase. 

Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.14

 The variable dummy for adjacency is always positive, for Japan takes the smallest 

value in 2000: 1.01 and the highest in 2008: 1.13. For Poland the values are as follow: 

the smallest in 2001: 0.56 and the highest in 2000: 0.60.

 The values of the variable log size for Japan are as follow, the smallest in 2000: 

0.55 and the highest in 2007: 0.63 and respectively for Poland 2001: 0.65 and 2007: 

1.00. 

 The results for dummy1b, dummy set for Tokyo metropolitan area for Japan and 

Masovian voivodeship for Poland, shows the lowest  value in 2008: 0.62 and the highest 

value in 2003: 1.04 for Japan and respectively in 2001: -1.36 and 2000: -0.78 for 

Poland. 

 The last  variable dummy2b, is set for Osaka metropolitan area for Japan and is 

smallest in 2001: -0.35 and the highest in 2005: -0.24.  

 R-squared values for Japan have the range between 0.635 and 0.671 (2000 and 

2007) and for Poland between 0.635 and 0.672 (2000 and 2007). The values also grew 

with the time.
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 To interpret the abovementioned results in the context of the NEG theory, what in 

practice means the search of agglomeration forces, first the dynamics of the three 

crucial factors in the period in question should be analyzed. Those factors are: 

employment, wages and costs (cost of living).   

4.3 Conclusions

a) Japan

 As to the employment there were slight changes in this factor in Japan between 

2000 and 2008. The employment in service sector grew a little while the employment in 

manufacturing sector diminished gently. 

 According to the Eurostat data, the wages in Japan in the period from 2002 to 

2008 were decreasing. Japanese regional data shows that the growth dynamics in wages 

mean equaled -4.98 points in 2005 (to 2000). Furthermore, among 47 prefectures only  5 

regions had positive growth dynamics in wages in 2005 (to 2000). Those prefectures 

were (in ascending order): Fukushima, Kanagawa, Aomori, Ibaraki, Ehime.

 This situation raises a question: if agglomerations are still the most attractive 

localizations for employees interested in earnings maximization? 

 The cost of life in Japan measured by  bukka kakusa data seams to be flat in the 

period in question. From 2000 to 2008 increase in costs exceeding 1 point was observed 

in 13 prefectures. The highest  augmentation was recorded in (in ascending order): 

Yamanashi, Tokushima, Kanagawa, Ishikawa, Hiroshima and Okayama. During this 

period the cost of life in metropolitan areas such as Osaka-fu, Chiba (Chiba city), 

Hyogo (Kobe), Aichi (Nagoya) slightly  decreased while in Tokyo-to increased by 0.8 

points. 

 The unemployment rate in Japan was insignificantly  decreasing untill 2007 and 

then augmented. 

b) Poland

 In Poland the employment was diminishing gradually  till 2004 and then increased. 

Very  similar changes showed the data on wages. These two facts may be related to 

intesive labor migration to other EU countries before 2004. 
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 More precisely, the employment in manufacturing sector decreases untill 2003 

and then reaches the level from the beginig of the period in question in 2008. The 

employment in service sector also showed drops untill 2003 and then began to grow.  

 According to the Consumer Price Index, after 2003 the cost of life in Poland 

started to increase and in the period between 2003 and 2008 grew on average by 3.5 

points. This situation was present in all voivideships, in particular in Swietokrzyskie, 

Warmian-Masurian and Kuyavian-Pomeranian. Interestingly, the growth of the cost of 

life in Masovian voivodeship (Warsaw) was the smallest and equaled 2.8 points (2008 

to 2003). 

The unemployment rate in the country decreased visibly (by almost half) from 2000 to 

2008.     

 The NEG model relates the regional development to the demand in that region, 

saying that  the level of wages in that region stimulates inmigration and consequently 

demand. In Japan as well as in Poland the wages are higher in agglomeration areas 

though the cost of life is also higher in metropolis. This means that costs do not 

constitute centrifugal force strong enough to overcome the centripetal forces such as 

higher earnings, better employment possibilities etc. Moreover, in case of Japan, 

locations such as Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya seems to be well established and very strong 

gravity centers and despite the fact that in the years from 2000 to 2008 wages and 

employment grew in other regions better, migrants were prone to go to those cities in 

first place.       
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Chapter 6 The NEG theory based model

1. Itroduction

 In the previous chapter, I presented the Crozet (2004) approach to the NEG based 

migration modeling and gravity type equation estimation, interpreted in view of the 

NEG theory. The next step was to estimate the expecetd migration flow between regions 

by the NEG equation including market access term expressed as a price index of 

nontraded services and manufactured goods. However, several attempts to estimate the 

abovementioned model turned out to be unsuccessful, in both cases of Japan and 

Poland.

 There are diverse reasons for these failures. Among the most persuasive are the 

structure and the country  distribution of the following variables: price index, wages and  

unemployment rate. As to the first variable, despite the fact that in the NEG theory real 

wage is determined by deflating it by price index, implying supply access, real data in 

both countries, Japan and Poland, shows that  the price index is usually  higher in big 

cities,  though the supply access to them is better than to other cities. The problem with 

the second variable is that, mentioned also by Crozet (2000), in general, wages are not 

good determinants of migration patterns and introduce multicollinearity  to the model 

(Crozet, 2000: 18). In consequence, the results, especially  in the case of Japan, showed 

that migrants` decisions were not influenced by wages level, or even that they chosen 

regions characterized by  lower wages. Besides, model estimation reveals strong 

correlation between market potential and wage terms. The third variable, unemployment 

rate, turned out to be unstable as well. This may be related to the fact, that, according to 

the Japanese data, the unemployment rate e.g. in Tokyo or Osaka is higher then in the 

other Japanese cities.     

 

 The abovementioned problems with the estimation of the original equation 

impelled me to look for the alternative specifications of the model, and yet consistent 

with the NEG theory. 
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 Still there are not too many empirical studies on migration location choices in 

view of the NEG theory, so it is worth searching for satisfying examples of this 

theoretical approach in the real world and add to the empirical evidence on NEG.

2. Theoretical approach

 The modification of the Crozet (2004) like NEG approach presented in the ealier 

section is based on the literature focused on the market potential formula applied to 

modeling. Very useful proved to be studies by  Head and Mayer (2003), Head and Mayer 

(2004), Aoki (2007) and Bosker et al. (2010).

 

 Head and Mayer (2003) underline that there are three main specifications of the 

market potential estimated, the first  one corresponds to the theoretical equation for the 

profitability of each location (Head, Mayer, 2003: 17):

Vj ≡ ln[σ (Π j + Fj )] = −(σ −1)lncj + ln RMPj         (6.1)

where cj is the constant marginal cost, Fj is the plant-specific cost, Πj is net profit and 

RMPj is Real Market Potential. 

The second reduces market potential to the Harris (1954) formula which simplifies the 

assumed trade costs and neglects the impact of competitors on the location choice. The 

third specification follows Redding and Venables (2000) and separates RMPj into local 

and nonlocal components (Head, Mayer, 2003: 17). 

 In Head and Mayer (2004) the point of the theoretical and empirical departure is 

the fact  that the profit  equation incorporates a term closely related to the market 

potential index, originally introduced by Harris (1954). 

Πr =
cr

1−σ

σ
φrj

E j

Gj

− Fr =
cr

1−σ

σ
Mr − Fr

j=1

R

∑         (6.2)
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where Πr is the aggregate net profit to be earned in each potential location r, cr is 

marginal cost, Ej is denotes expenditure, Fr is fixed cost, Gj ≡ nr (crτ rj )
1−σ

r∑  and 

Mr ≡
φrjE j

Gjj
∑             

is the Krugman market potential, where Φrj is freeness of trade. If we set Gj=1 and 

Φrj=1/drj, then Mr reduces to Ej / drjj∑ , the Harris (1954) market potential measure 

(Head and Mayer, 2004: 960-961).

 The authors use the Harris (1954) and Krugman (1992) market potential measures 

to estimate market potential effect  on location choice of Japanese investments in 

Europe. Additionally, they  estimate the border and the distance effects that determine 

market accessibility  using a bilateral trade equation implied by the same model that 

generates the profit equation (Head and Mayer, 2004: 969). 

 Interestingly, they  find that the Harris (1954) market potential outperforms the 

Krugman (1992) market potential in both magnitude and fit, though originally Harris  

(1954) approach is atheoretical. Then they conclude that their results suggest that the 

downstream linkages emphasized in Krugman (1991) are not the only  or even the main 

cause of agglomeration (Head and Mayer, 2004: 969).  

 Aoki (2007) uses the market potential term as a dependent variable in an equation 

of expected migration flows and runs two stage estimation. First he derives wage 

equation:

W
i
=

β1−σ

γσ
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1
σ

MPi( )
1
σ             (6.3)

directly  from the equations identical with (6.2) and Krugman market potential term and 

then he passes to the migration choice equation.
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 Bosker et al. (2010) use the NEG model to analyze the relationship between 

market access, labor mobility and agglomeration for China. Their NEG approach is 

based on Puga (1999) model, in which the balance between agglomeration and 

spreading forces and hence equilibrium spatial allocation depends explicitely  on the 

degree of interregional labor mobility (Bosker et al., 2010: 2).

 First the authors estimate the NEG wage equation, however they  use a simplified 

version which is as follows:

ln(wi ) =
1
σ

ln ejτ ij
1−σqj

σ −1

j=1

J

∑
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
          (6.4)

where ej denotes expenditure, qj (manufacturing) price index and τij means distance 

costs.

The term between brackets constitutes the market access. As their dependent  variable 

expenditures (income) the authors use GDP per capita for each unit  (Bosker et al., 2010: 

14).

 Following Hanson (2005) they estimate wage equation directly and then use the 

obtained parameters to estimate their full-blown NEG model.

 Leamer and Levinsohn (1994) say we estimate and don’t test and remark that  we 

should work hard to make a clear and close link between the theory and data (Leamer 

and Levinsohn, 1994: 2). Having in mind these words and according to the findings by 

Head and Mayer (2004), in both cases of Japan and Poland, possibly there should be 

first estimated a well established model like Harris (1954) market potential formula 

consistent with the NEG theory in the wide sense.   

  As to the migration equation, the original specification of the model in the 

fifth chaper took form of (equation 5.20):
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ln( migrsrt

migrs ′r t
′r ≠ s
∑

) = ln[(Lr(t−1)
S )

φ
σ s −1 ] + ln[ Ls(t−1)

I ⋅ (wk (t−1) ⋅ (drs )
δ )1−σ I ]

µ
σ I −1

s=1

s= R

∑

+ ln[wr(t−1)
1−φ ρr(t−1) ] + ln[drs (1+ bFRrs)]−λ + as(t−1)

as(t−1) = − ln( eVsj ,t−1
k

− eVss ,t−1
k

)
j=1

R

∑

   (6.5)

 The estimation of this equation did not turn satisfying results, mainly  due to 

enumerated above reasons. Taking under consideration the calibration problems and the 

beforementioned research on the market  potential term, a new specification considering 

market potential which is similar to the concept of  the NEG model may be proposed:

ln
migrji,t

migrj ′i ,t
′i ≠ j
∑

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟

= α0 +α1 ln MPi( ) − λ ln[dij (1+ bDDij )] +αWWAW  

              (6.6)

where λ denotes distance elasticity of cost, b is the influence of borders on migration 

cost, Dij is a time distance, WAW is a dummy set 1 if a migration destination belongs to 

Warsaw metropolitan area, and MP is a market potential term.

For Japan the migration equation takes a form of:

ln
migrji,t

migrj ′i ,t
′i ≠ j
∑

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟

= b0 + b1 ln MPi( ) − λ ln[dij (1+ bDDij )] + bTTKY + boOSK     (6.7)

where TKY is a dummy set one if a migration destination region belongs to the Tokyo 

metropolitan area. Dummy denoted as OSK is set 1 if a migration destination region 

belongs to the Osaka metropolitan area. bD is set  1 if regions share a border, Dij is a time 

distance.
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 Fortunately, data for both countries allows for estimation of wage equation 

derived from equation (6.3). After taking logarithm of both sides:

lnwi = α0 +σ −1 ln MPi            (6.8)

and substituting MPi term with Krugman like market potential formula, the following 

wage equation is obtained:

lnwi = α0 +
1

σ −1
dij
γ (1−σ )Pj

σ Ej

Pjj=1

R

∑          (6.9)

 

where dij is distance between region i and j, Ej denotes gross regional product in region 

j, Pj price index in region j, wi is payroll per worker in region i. This approach makes it 

possible to estimate sigma, key parameter in the NEG theory based models.  

 

 Since it  is impossible to obtain σ and γ parameters simultaneously in migration 

equation estimation, two stage estimation will be run. First, the wage equation, as a 

function of market potential, will be estimated and then the obtained parameters will be 

used to estimate interregional migration flows. 

 

3. Data and Model Estimation 

 The first element of the estimation constitutes wage equation which is as follows 

(6.9):

lnwi = α0 +
1

σ −1
dij
γ (1−σ )Pj

σ Ej

Pjj=1

R

∑

Estimation of this equation makes it  is possible to obtain the distance parameter, γ, and 

elasticity of substitution parameter, σ. In the next step of the estimation, those two 
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parameters are substituted with the obtained values and we may  estimate the expected 

share of emigrants from region j choosing to go to region i.

 Most data used in model estimation are provided by Somusho Tokeikyoku 

(Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), Statistics Bureau) and Cabinet 

Office of Japan in case of Japan and Główny Urząd Statystyczny (GUS), Bank Danych 

Lokalnych (Central Statistical Office, Local Data Bank) in case of Poland. Data on 

Japan are available at the prefectural level while data on Poland at NUTS2. 

4. Results and Interpretation 

 The estimation of the first stage equation (6.9) for Poland turned the distance 

parameter value γ = 0.15 and elasticity  of substitution parameter σ = 3.1 (Table 6.1.). 

After introduction of this value to the second stage equation (6.6), the following results 

are obtained (Table 6.2.1. and Table 6.2.2.). 
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Table 6.1. (equation 6.9)

PolandPolandPoland

Parameters Dependent variables Estimate

α0 constant term 5.847
(1.30)

σ elasticity of substitution 3.101**
(2.00)

γ distance elasticity of 
migration cost

0.149***
(3.26)

No. obs. 16

R2 0.683

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%, 5% and 1%. T-value in parenthesis.
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Table 6.2.1. (equation 6.6)

PolandPolandPolandPolandPoland

Parameters Dependent 
variables Estimate Estimate a Estimate b

α0 constant term -53.448***
(7.68)

-54.192***
(-5.56)

275.240***
(3.43)

α1
log (Market 
Potential)

2.507***
(8.07)

2.538***
(6.00)

2.356***
(7.77)

α2

log 
(Unemployment 

Rate)
0.024
(0.11)

α3 log (CPI) -70.181***
(4.10)

λ distance elasticy 
of migration cost

0.684***
(5.99)

0.683***
(5.94)

0.776***
(6.88)

bD 
influence of 
borders on 

migration cost
-0.704***

(-6.95)
-0.704***

(-6.93)
-0.630***

(-6.40)

αW 
dummy variable 

for Warsaw 
metropolitan 

area

0.419**
(2.06)

0.412*
(1.93)

0.284
(1.42)

No. obs. 240 240 240

R2 0.709 0.709 0.729

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%, 5% and 1%. T-value in parenthesis.
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Table 6.2.2. Correlation matrix (equation 6.6)

Correlation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrix

ln Out Mig 
Share ln CPI ln Un. Rate ln MP ln Time 

Distance

ln Out Mig 
Share 1.000

ln CPI -0.235 1.000

ln Un. Rate -0.377 0.242 1.000

ln MP 0.579 -0.251 -0.689 1.000

ln Time 
Distance -0.667 -0.102 0.154 -0.241 1.000

 The above results show that elasticity of substitution and transport cost (σ and γ) 

in equation (6.9) have the expected sign and are significant  and that in equation (6.6) all 

dependent variables are significant and the overall fit of the model is good. Moreover, 

they  confirm that relatively higher market potential in a destination is an important pull 

factor for interregional migrants. As to the two parameters exspressing migration cost (b 

and λ) the first is strictly, the second negative and both highly significant. The simplest 

interpretation of this fact is that migration flows decrease with the distance. bD 

coefficient is relatively  high which means that most migrants choose the adjacent 

regions. The value of distance elasticity of migration cost parameter is high as well, so 

in the end long distance migration cost in Poland is high. In general, Polish internal 

migrants, alike in other European coutries, are not very  mobile. However, Polish 

migrants are still attracted by larger labor markets with high employment possibilities 

and relatively high wages. On the other hand, migrants are discouraged from migrating 

to locations with a higher price index. Interestingly, the capital region of Warsaw is not 

the most attractive location across the country.
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For Japan, the results are as follow (Table 6.3., Table 6.4.1. and Table 6.4.2.):

Table 6.3. (equation 6.9)

JapanJapanJapan

Parameters Dependent variables Estimate

α0 constant term -12.650
(-0.31) 

σ elasticity of substitution 2.327***
(3.64) 

γ distance elasticity of 
migration cost

0.306***
(4.44)

No. obs. 47

R2 0.399

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%, 5% and 1%. T-value in parenthesis.
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Table 6.4.1. (equation 6.7)

JapanJapanJapanJapanJapan

Parameters Dependent 
variables Estimate Estimate a Estimate b

b0 constant term -19.165***
(-2.69) 

-63.711***
(-7.34)

-37.438***
(-5.29)

b1
log (Market 
Potential)

0.846***
(2.98) 

2.537***
(7.75)

-0.552*
(-1.84)

b2

log 
(Unemployment 

Rate)
1.313***

(8.65)

b2 log (CPI) 11.454***
(11.78)

λ distance elasticity 
of migration cost

0.815***
(15.99)

0.826***
(16.48)

0.819***
(16.57)

bD

influence of 
borders 

on migration cost
-0.856*** 
(-29.94)

-0.848***
(-29.38)

-0.854***
(-30.60)

bT

dummy variable 
for Tokyo 

metropolitan area
2.142***
(23.42) 

1.931***
(20.71)

1.829
(19.72)

bO

dummy variable 
for Osaka 

metropolitan area
0.737***

(9.97) 
0.567***

(7.54)
0.613***

(8.47)

No. obs. 2,162 2,162 2,162

R2 0.511 0.527 0.541

For all tables: *, ** and *** denote significant level at 10%, 5% and 1%. T-value in parenthesis.
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Table 6.4.2. Correlation matrix (equation 6.7)

 The results of the first equation (6.9) for Japan exhibit that elasticity of 

substitution as well as transport cost  (σ and γ) have the expected sign and are highly 

significant. Low value of the complete coefficient on mobility  cost  γ(1-σ) = -0.39 

suggests high level of regional specialization in Japan. After subsituting the (6.9) 

equation parameters with the values of the parameters obtained before, finally it is 

possible to estimate the migration equation. All parameters in equation (6.7) are highly 

significant. b1 parameter is strictly positive and confirms that market potential has 

influence on workers` mobility. The distance elasticity of migration cost (λ=0.815) and 

the influence of borders on migration cost, bD, prove that in Japan long distance 

migration cost is relatively high. Besides, high and robust parameter for dummy 

variable TKY indicates an outstanding influence of Tokyo metropolitan area on Japanese 

migrants` behavior. The value of the parameter for Osaka metropolitan area is also 

positive and strong, however most migration flows in Japan are toward Tokyo area.   
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Correlation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrixCorrelation matrix

ln Out Mig 
Share ln CPI ln Un. Rate ln MP ln Time 

Distance

ln Out Mig 
Share 1.000

ln CPI 0.443 1.000

ln Un. Rate -0.041 -0.365 1.000

ln MP 0.408 0.592 -0.534 1.000

ln Time 
Distance -0.481 -0.119 0.175 -0.261 1.000



5. Conclusions

 This section presents an attempt to the analysis of migration location choice. Due 

to the fact that the NEG model estimation met with several failures, which were 

mentioned ealier, the original formulation was modified on the basis of 

beforementioned studies on market potential formula. In spite of the fact that the new 

specification is not a pure NEG approach, the results of the modified model are 

consistent with the NEG theory. Migrants (workers) tend to choose destination with 

higher market potential.  

 The results for both countries confirm assumed earlier differences between them. 

First, Japan is characterized by very mobile population. The traditional migration 

destionation like Tokyo and Osaka are still of great  importance and Japanese tend to 

concentrate in metropolitan areas. Second, wage level and unemployment rate 

diferences among the regions in Japan do not constitute significant pull factors for 

migrants. This may be related to the fact that Japanese labor market is more controled 

than Europeans labor markets and that migrants may be more attracted by regional 

specialization or geographic distribution of economic activities than by  wages and 

employment rate. 

 Polish internal migration, in turn, was proved to be most influenced by  two fairly  

different factors. First, Polish migration occur mainly among adjacent regions. This 

confirms the key role of Polish regional labor markets in migrants  ̀ choice behavior 

(interestingly, this pattern is also present in other EU countries). In Poland, 

agglomeration forces work rather at region-scale than at country-scale, as it  is in Japan. 

Second, employment opportunities in a destination region act as a very important pull 

factor. In general in Poland, bigger cities and their areas are characerized by lower 

unemployment rate and people tend to move to regional center in search of a job.    
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Final conclusions 

 This paper sheds light on the mechanism of uneven concentration of population 

among regions on the example of Japan and Poland. Japan, as an archipelago and 

economically  high developed country was analyzed on the basis of internal migration. 

In case of Poland, which still is a developing economy and constitutes an element of the 

EU system, a twofold analysis was conducted: internal migration and inter EU 

migration. The final part of the dissertation presents an attempt on the description of the 

migration dynamics phenomena through a gravity type model, in comparision with 

Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) gravity  type models, and the interpretation of its 

results in view of the NEG theory, in terms of centripetal and centrifugal forces. The 

NEG approach, originally  proposed by Crozet (2004), was modified to the formulation  

which includes the Harris (1954) type market potential formula. The NEG theory  lured 

me with its very innovative approach to the problem of the intrregional inequalities and 

the very few cases of its application for empirical research on the migration behavior.

  

 Combes at al. (2008) give some important thoughts on the economic geography. 

They  state that spatial economy tends to explain the very complex interactions between 

globalization and spatial inequalities. However, it does not mean that because of the fact 

that the distance and trade cost decrease, the location means less (Combes et al., 2008: 

365). As the example of the EU and Polish labor migration in particular shows, lifting 

country  borders to labor mobility makes the migrants even more sensitive to differences 

between the regions and these differences have an impact on their spatial distribution. 

They  argue, that economic integration imposes lifestyle changes that force agents to 

think, act, and work on a new spatial scale, which means that individual location 

decisions are made on the basis of an increasingly richer set of factors (Combes et al., 

2008: 366).

 Polish foreign labor migration indeed proved to be very responsive to the new 

spatial reality after joining the EU in 2004. Due to the command of foreign languages 

and the mobility  facilitation, the EU local labor markets grew in importance and spatial 

mobility, especially in the case of skilled workers, appeared to be new career choice. 
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Migrants choose to join a foreign labor market not with the expectation to gain a foreign 

experience, but with expectation to maximize their career profits or utility. Japanese 

skilled workers as well, follow the firms distribution and tend to choose the three big 

cities: Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya.

 The researchers dealing with the migration in view of the NEG theory argue, that 

two effects due to agglomeration occur: forward linkage and backward linkage. The 

former phenomena describes the situation, when workers migrate to industrial centers, 

because in these regions goods for consumption incur lower transportation costs, which 

means that these centers have a lower cost of living and are therefore attracting people 

who want to maximize their consumption. However, data based analyses show, that in 

majority, agglomerations are the most expesive location to live in. On the other hand, 

the big city  area gives the access to a big and flexible labor market and other facilities 

making life more dynamic and career focused. The latter one takes place when demand 

for goods of a given region increases and new workers come to the region to fill in the 

additional positions needed to satisfy  the higher demand. It  may  be assumed, that 

nowadays, in economically  developed countries, there would rather occur the backward 

effect than the forward linkage, and that, as to the migration phenomena, the latter one 

would describe the country under the industrial development rather then developed one. 

 In Japan as well as in Poland the wages are generally higher in agglomeration 

areas, nevertheless the living costs in metropolis are higher too. This leads to the 

conclusion, that costs do not constitute centrifugal force strong enough to overcome the 

centripetal forces such as higher earnings, better employment possibilities etc. 

 This dissertation was aimed at making use of the NEG model, to find if this 

theory, though already practiced in the field of research on migration, is a general-

purpose theory. However, after repeating unsatisfying results, at the first stage the 

gravity type model was estimated and some of the NEG theory  elements were used to 

interpret its results. Interestingly, the results of the gravity type model estimated in this 

paper and Crozet (2004) and Pons et al. (2007) gravity  type model results do not fall 

apart much. 
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 Finally, considering some studies on the market potential term, the model 

consistent with the NEG theory was built. Its central part constitutes the market 

potential formula, originally introduced by Harris (1954). The purpose of this model 

estimation was to answer the question if Japanese and Polish internal migrant follow the 

market potential or not. The most important finding is that the migrants (workers) in 

both countries tend to choose location with higher market potential, despite the 

imperfections that are present at Japanese as well as Polish labor market.           
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